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ABSTRACT

1. The unusual tervalent oxidation stat.es of nickel and copper r¡tere

generated by ínorganic free radical- oxidatíons of the corresponding

bivalent states using mainly the flash photolysis technique, and to a

small exteRt pulse radiolysis"

The Èrans h4] - seríes of rCurtist macrocyclic complexes r'rere

used in this work, varying from the fully unsaturated to the ful1y

sat.uraËed cornplex; viz. the tetene, díene and tetramine. All three

complexes r¿ere used for the nickel study, whereas only the diene complex

was used for the copper.

Hydroxyl radical attack on the bivalent Ni tetramine and diene

complexes involved simultaneous reactíon with both the metal centre and

the ligand. The proportíon of each oxidation producÈ was very pH

dependent in the range 0-5, OnIy metal centre attack occurred on the

unsat.urat.ed tetene complex, No evidence for símultaneous OH aÈLack on

the Cu(II)diene complex was obtained, with Cu(III)being the only

oxidized product. The dihalogen radical-anions Cl! and Br! oxidized

the three Ni(II) complexes to the tervalent state; (SCN)i oxið,ized only

the tetramine and díene complexes, whilst T-z oxíð,íze.d none of the

bivalent complexes aÈ an observable rate. Of the Xl radicals, only Cll'

oxidized Cu(II)dí to tervalent copper.

At near neutral pH, the conversíon of the tervalent nickel tetramine

and diene complexes to a coordinated ligand-radical intermediate,

Ni(II)L' , \¡/as observed. The observed second-order decomposition of

M(III)L in acidic halide solutíons was determined to be arr anion-bridged

electron-transf er mechanism ;
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M(rrr)L.x. u1ril¡l' 
---+fi(rr)r 

+ M(rr)Lo* * xi + 2f

where the M(II)Ls)c product eontained no evidence of further ligand

unsaturation. ThÍs product ís considered to be the hydroxy-substituted

macrocyclic complex.

The decay of NI(III)L, Ní(II)L', Cu(Ill)diene with the hydroperoxy t/

radical was studied in deËa1l over the pH range 0-5" the transient

complex oxídations of H202, F"'* 
"r,d 

Mo'* rirere investfgated. A deeay

process believed to involve ligand fragrnent,ation was observ¿ble under

conditions of very low halide concenÈration and absence of recognized

reductants.

2 Relevant rate constants are listed below:

OH + Ni(II) tetene

diene

tetramine
Cu(II) diene

Cfr + Ni(II) rerene

diene

Cu(rr) diene

Br2 I Ni(II) tetene
diene

tetramine
Cu(II) diene

-l -tk(M 'sec ') pH 2.0

L.2(O.2)x10ro
6 (!2) x 10s

4.3 (11.5) x 10s

1.5 (10.3) x 1010

-t -lk(M ^sec ') pH 1.0
(10. 2)

(10. 2)

(r0.2)

-ì -lk(M 'sec ') pH 1.0

2.6 (t0.6) x 10s

2.2 (10.7) x 10s

-4 x lOs

<10 s

lll

r.2
1.0

1,5

x 10lo

x 10lo

x 108



(ScN); + Ni(II)reÈeûe

tii

k(M-lsec-t) ptl t.o
-2 x 108

-6 x 108

I 108

s5 x 1o7M-t"".-t
(0.lM Br-, pH 1.0) f.1(10.2) x 107M1t"..-t

Íz+
HOz *

diene

tetramine

Ni (rr)r
Ni(II) tetramine

Ní(rrr)L i oz

Ni(III)L -+ Ni (II)L' diene

tetramine

Ni(rrr)L * H2O2

tetene
diene

tetramíne

-r -1seck(M ) pII 6.3

L - 2 x 10e

k(sec-r ) pII 4.0
-100

-150

k(M-t"."-t) pH 1.0

Ni(III)L.Br . Ni(III)L (0.1M Br-) tetene l-.4 x 108

díene 4.8 x 105

tetramine 2.5 x lOs

Ni(III)Lam * K=14}fl

Cu(III)di.C1 . cu(III)dí (313nrn) k = 29see
e1

-t

Ni(III)tam.I1O2.Ni(III)tam (pH 0.3) k = 1.2 x 107M-t"."-t

at pH 1.0

-t -1k(M sec ) pH 1.0

3.3 (10.4) x 103

2.3 (10.3) x 103

1.2 (10.3) x 102
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Ni(III)L + Fe

Ni(III)L + Mn

Ni(Irr)L + co

tetene

diene

tetramine

tetene
diene

teÈramíne

k(M-I"."-t) pH 1.0

3,6 (10.4) x 10q

2.1 (10.5) x 108

4.2 (10.6) x l-Oq

-ì -lk(M -sec ) pH 1.0

1.5 (10.2) x 102

sl0
<10

Sr M-I"."-t

2+

2+

2+
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I INTRODUCTION

1. TERVALENT NICKEL AND COPPER

1"1 General

The metals of the fírst transitíon series from títanium to copper

are noted for the variable vale,nce which they disptray in theír símple,

salts and complexes" This behaviour aríses from the presence of an

incomplete 3d shell of electrons" tr'Iith the availabilÍ-ty of d orbítals

for bond formati.on, these elements form a fatg" number of conrpounds r¿ith

various stereochemical arrarigements" There is an establisheel trend

tor¿ards decreased stabílity for hígh oxidatiou states across the period t

v/ith the high oxidatíon states having powerful oxidízing propertíe*. (f)

In terms of variable vale.nce, Ni is more conservatj.ve than the

other transition elements. The only important and extensivel.y studied

oxidation state of Ni that occurs in åqueolrs solut.ion is Ni(II), and

the (III) and (IV.) states appear in only a fer,¡ compounds and complexes.

The solution chemistry of these higher oxidatíon states is mostly non-

aqueous. Ni(0) and Ni(I) are also very scar... (1) Hi=aorically" the

reluctance to accept Èhe possibility of valence states oÈher than the

coütmon one I'li(II) was reflected in the gross structural mísinterpreta-

tions of Ni(C0)+Q) - formally a Ni(0) complex, and of oxides whích

varied in composítíon from Ni203 to NiO2S3)

The most conmon oxidation states of copper are the (II) and (I)

states. The relative stabilities of the aquated cuprous and cupric

states are índicated by the equilibrium

ii
i:.\

".j 
-. '
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2 cu* = cu2*+cu

for which K = [crr'+] / [crr+] "'- roe " 
(1) 

The comparaÈive stability of each

state depends on several parameters; the nature of anions oT other

ligand.s present, on the dielectric constant of the solution, and on

the nature of neighbouring atoms in a crystalr,(The Cu(II)/Cu(f) couple f
plays an ímportant role, probably second only to iron among the transi-

tion metals, i-n biologieal redox processegtì". The tervalent state for /nl

Cu is unusual, andn while stable in the solid state, is unstable even

ín aproti" "ol.r.rrt. 
(1) 

" I

The general acceptance of the Ni(III) state over the years has been

gradual. Reported compounds containing the Ni(III) state include

halides and oxide", (4) and complexes with a variety of ligands;

amines G-9) arsines, (10-12) phosphine", (t3-t5) bidentate lígands con-

taining t¡vo -NH- functions, (16-17) 
two -s- functions(18'19) (r,2 -dithi-

olates), one -NH- and one -s- function, (20) *o¡oacido ligands such as

fluorides ,(2L) and tetradentate macrocyclic ligands having saturat,ed

nitrogen donors ,Q2) It has also been suggested that certain naÈura11y

occurring or:es of Ni contain the metal in the trívalent "a.a". 
(3) 

l'luch

of the controversy in the past has centred around the problem of

whether the oxidation of the Ni(II) compound actually involved the ligand

rather than the metal centre-. Detailed studies of several of these

compounds have been made in an atËempt to unequivocally establish the

trivalent state of the met.al .

In earlier investigations, most auËhors have based their claÍms of

authenticity of the (III) state on the results of magnetic moment measure-

menÈs which have been consistent with the presence of one unpaired

electron in the d7 structure. ilowever, such measuïements corresponding
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to one unpaired electron can also be inËerpreted as Ni(II)-stabilized

ligand cation radicals Ín which the unpaired elect.ron is localized on

the ligands. Such was the c.ase when Èhe presumed N1(III) complex

[NÍ(O - phenylenebisdimethylarsirte)zCLz] Cl was re-examíned by X-ray

diffractlon and e.p.r" spectïoscopy, (23) rh"te Ít was concluded that Ín-

deed this complex would be more properly described as a Ni(II) -

stabilized lÍgand cation radical" In Ëhe lÍght of Ëhese resul"ts the

authentlcity of certain presumed Ni(III) complexes ís considered suspect.

Only detailed ESR spectral studies will distinguish between the two

possibil itíes.

There is enough evidence now available in the lit.erature (6,7 ,9) to

Prove that at leasË the oxidized forrn of Ni complexes with saturated

aliphatic amines do contain a central Ni ion in its trívalent state.

Such complexes have been shown to be stable in the solid sEate and in

solution in different organic solvents. These complexes, as wit.h all the

known trivalent Ni compJ-exes, are unstabl.e in aqueous solutíon (with

the possible exception of the di-oxime complexes in strong alkalíne solu-

tions(24)). Cu(rrr), which j.s isoelecrronic wirh Ni(rI), occurs in

several crystalline compounds" Among them are alkali and alka1i-earÈh

cupraÈes (e.g. Na Cu or),(1) and complexes; [Cu(biuret)2J1-(16),

lcu(ro.) rlt{73) r'a lcu(HTeoe ) )'- 
(7f ) *ra,rr6 (71) , and cu Br2s2cN-

(n-Catle)r, an oïgonometallic "o*pl.*,(72) The Cu(rrl) species were

unstable in aqueous solution.

L.2 Previous inference to M(III)

Tnferences of

redox reactions,

the Ni(III) state have been macle in various chemical

It has been postulated that Ni(TII) complexes were
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formed as intermediates in the spontaneous oxldation of mono-'

di-, and triaminoguanidÍ.ne Ni(II) compounds by atmospheric o*r*.r,.(25)

Thls spontaneous exothermic absorption of oxygen illustrated the ease

with r¿hich some square*planar Ni(II) compounds coul-d undergo oxidatíon.

The tervalent state of copper rìras suggested as an intermediate in the

copper-catahyzeð oxídatíons of cxal.*.(75) and diethyl"tit"(76) uy

SzOa2-. The formation of Cu(III) as íntermedíate \¡/as suggested to

accounÈ for the Cu - catal.yzecl oxÍdatíon of Mn2* to }lnor by OBr- Q7> .

More recently, it has been proposed that the radiolytic índuced oxida-

tive deaminaÈion of amino acids, peptides, and ethylenediamine is

catalyzed by Cu2* ví" the formatíon of trivalent copper r,¡hich oxidizes

its ligana"" (62' 79-81)

In basic aqueous rnedia, oxygen and other oxidizing agents oxidízed

an aliphatic o-amine - oxime Ni(II) complex, leading to aromatizatíor' o'Í

the compl.*. (26) 
The four electrons ultimaËely removed from the organic

part of the complex r¡rere presumed to be transferred through the metal

ion centre, involving a (III) (or (IV)) oxidation state as an inter-

medíate. Although no evidence for such inÈermediates was found, ít was

presumed that the oxidizíng agent associated at the metal- ion axial

positions and transferred electrons througl-r the metal ion.

It has been suggested that trívalent Ni, (27) 
"rra 

crr(28) comprexes

of ethyleny'diamine are formed as an intermediate in the electrocatalytíc '::'.'

oxidatíon of ethylenediamj-ne on platinum electodes, Very recently it

has been reported that the tervalent state of Ni is involved as an

íntermediate in alkoxy radical oxidations of Ni(II) di-n-butyl-

diËhiocarbamate and diisothiophosphate complexes in non-aqueous "ol.r".,t"Í5)
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1.3 Biolo cal Models

To a large degree, the significant chemical behaviour of naturall"y

occurring macrocyclic lígand transítion metal complexes of biologÍcal

interest such as the porphyrin and corrin ring systems, and the indus-

trially important netal phthalocyanine complexes, depends on their fací1e

redox propertie", (29) 
The synthesís and properties of simpler in-

organíc systems, namely the square-planar tetradentat.e macrocycllc amíno

lígandsn which ean imitate eertaÍn of the properties of the naturally

occurríng complexes, have been descrÍbed in an extensive review published

by Curtis. (:O; There are t\,ro major features distinguishíng the tetra-

aza macrocycles used in this study from the other classes of macrocyclic

complexes; the absence of conjugation involving the donor nitrogen atoms,

and the absence of fused ring systems. These complexes can serve as

models for the biological systems to the extent that their properties are

characÈeristic of metal ions coorrlinaÈed to the XetTa-aza macrocycles, but

the greater flexibility of the macrocycles, and the limited ability to

transmit, electronic effects through the ligand because of lack of conju-

gation restrict their usefulness as models.

The natural and synthetic complexes cart undergo a dÍverse array of

chemical reactions, including ligand oxidative dehydrogenation, 
(30-34)

meral alkyration, (3s-:z) ligand subsEituËion, 
(38-40) 

"r,d 
hydrogenatiot(41-

43) - The very occurrence of some of these reacÈions ís intímately

linked with the ability of higher and lower oxidation states of the metal

centre of these complexes to function as reacÈive intermediates' The

remarkable kinetíc inertness of the macrocyclic complexes to hydrolysis

and substitution, even for normally considered labíle metal ions, affords

them the ability to stabílize a wide range of oxidatíon staÈes of a
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coordinated metal ion. This has been arnply demonstrated for Ni and

Cu by the studies of olson and Vas11..r"ti"Í9 ' 
44) More reeently

Ni(III) complexes wíth macrocyelíc ligands of the cyclíc tetramíne

series have been reported "QZ) The redox behaviour of the nickel

cyclic amines was found to be a uníque property of their cyclíe naturet

since a non-cycl1c square-planar (Ni(II) saturated amine complex did not

undergo one-electron redox reactíons" (9) The overall redox behaviour

of a range of such macrocyclic complexes in a given solvent was found

to be a composite funcÈion of varíous factors including ring size'

rÍ-ng substituents, degree and type of unsaturation, charge type, and

co-ordination number. It has been possible to document, in a semi-

quantitaËive mannero the effects of such factors, and a concept of

additivity of structural contributions to redox behaviour has been pro-

pou.a. (29)

7.4 The Macro clic Effect

The considerable stability (both thermodynarnically and kinetically)

of the macrocyclic ligands in aqueous solution with resPeet to dissocia-

tion of the 1ígand from the metal, over the corresponding open-chain

analogues, ís referred to as the macrocyclíc effect" This effect is

distinct from the normal chelate effect because there is an additional

enhancement in stability beyond that expected for the gain in transla-

tional entïopy when e.helates replace coordinated solvent around metal

ions. The effect has been assígnea(45) to a more negative ÀHo for the

complexatíon of the nLacrocycle compared with the open-chain ligand because

it is less solvated by \n/ateï than the latter due to its lack of open

structure in the uncomplexed form. The macrocycle is not able to
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acconmodaÈe as many H-bonded r"rater molecules with íts nitrogen donors

because of steric hindrance. Thus, less enthalpíc energy need be

expended in breakÍng H-bonds with the solvent and a more favourable

ÀIío is found for macrocycle complexation. It strould be noted that

there is an associated effect of less posítíve ASo for macrocycle com-

plexation because less water molecules are released from the lígand.

It ís the strong lígand field exerted by these macrocyclic ligands

on the Ni(II) ion that raises anÈibonding orbital energies sufficíently

to allow removal of an electron as a 1ow energy process. (46) 
The

charge placed on the metal ion centre by the four planar nitrogen o-

donors stabilizes the resultant trivalent oxidation staÈe. (This argu-

ment accounts also for the formation and stabilitíes of Cu(III),G4)

Ag(II) ,G7) and Ag(rr1¡(48) complexes of these ligands.)

1.5 The tCyclamt macrocycles.

The most stable and best characËerized complexes of the cyclic

tetramine (or eyclam) class are those containing the 14-membered macro

ríngs , wÍth the trans- díene complex , ví-z . 5 ,7 ,7 ,L2 rL4+ ,I4 - hexamethyl - l,

4r8,11, xexraazacyclotetradeca - 4r11 - díene, being of most synthetieal

interest. (lO¡ 
The structure of the diene complex is shorm on the

following page. (Forms of the ligand with varying degrees of saturation

can be derived from this complex by simple chemíca1 reactions). Com-

plexes of these particular ligands generally have the nitrogen atoms

almost co-planar, with the removal of the metal centre from coordination

Èo the cyclic lígand being a relatively slow process. (It is notable,

however, that macrocyclic complexes having chelating derivatives coordin-

ated to a Ni(II) centre have been prepared Ín which the ligand can buckle
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N HN

B

trans [14]diene

to create cís coordínation sites on the octahedral rnetal centre. (4e)

(Ihe degree of strain in the folded configuration depends on the actual

macrocycle used.) The Ni(II) and Cu(lI) complexes of trans-diene class

are all kinetically stable in aqueous aeidíc solution (at room tempera-

ture) and such complexes show only weak interaction with solvent along

the axía1 coordination positiorr". (30) 
These ligands can Èhus exercise

the tendency to rtrapt the metal ion in a partícular coordination

geometry, even though the metal centre may change íts oxidation state.

ThaÈ square planar geometry has been found for the trans-diene complex

of Cu(I)r(50) which is normally tetrahedral, is a good example of this'

Macrocyclíc complexes of Ni(III) have been shown to retain for the

mosÈ part, the tetragonally distorted octahedral geometry of the origin-

al bivalent comple*"". (22) Similar evídence has been found for trivalent

complexes of Ni bis(ethylenediarníne) and related comple*.". 
(51)

The macrocyclic complexes used in this study are known to exist in

a number of isomeric modifications.(43' 68) rsomerism in the trans I14]-
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diene complexes j.s due to the presence of two asymmetric secondary

amine nitrogens, N-meso or N-racemic, corresponding to the two amíne

protons being on Èhe same or opposite sides of the N4- coordination

plane, respectively. The racemic and meso isomers of the Ní(II) com-

plex are interconvertible in solution, the rate of hydrogen exchange

depending on pH and temperature. Litt1e ís knor¡n about the Cu syst.em,

but it is likely that sírnllar changes occur in solution. Isomerísm in

the trans [14] tetramíne complex ís due to the presence of Lwo asym-

metric carbon atoms (non*inËerconvertible C- meso and C- racenic) and

four asymmetríc coordinated secondary amine nítrogens. (69) 
The effects

of complex isomerism have not been considered in this redox study of the

tervalent macrocyclic complexes of Nj. and Cu.

I.6 Means of M(III) production

The aquo or hydroxyaquo Ní(III) íon has not been detected in solu-

tíon. The standard. reduction potentj.al (So) for the Ui3*aq/lqi2*aq

couple canriot be estirnated with any real certainty, but it is probable

that if it were <2.4 volts, Ni3+aq would be observable aÈ least as a

transient. C,r3*aq (or CuOH2+), having an Eo of. 2-.4 volts, has been

observed,$Z¡ üIhen strongly complexing ligands are coordinated to

M(II) (M: Ni, Cu), the Eo of the resulting M(III)L/I'Í(II)L couple (where

L = ligand) is reduced, so that oxidation of the metal cenÈre by

chemical or electrochemical means to produce the trivalent state becomes

possible. Bivalent IÌi macrocyclic teÈramine complexes have been

oxidized by S2Or'- in aqueous solution(22) unð. by NOCIOa i., Ctt3Ctt. 
(46)

The Ni(II) and Cu(II) biuret complexes were oxidizeð, by SzOa2- in strongly

basic sol-utions,(16) while the Ni eri3X2 (and relate,J pn) complexes were

oxidized by Cl2 and Br2 in methanol and CCl+.(6'51) Oxidation of the
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organo-metalllc CuS2CN (n-CaHe), complex htas achieved with Br2 in

CS2"Q2) Electrochemical oxidations of M(II) complexes have been

studíed for macrocyclic tetramine eomplexes Ín cH3CN(9'29'44), and

for the tris(ethylenediamine) complexes in water .(27 '28) The Ni(III)

state was stable in the aprotíc solvent, but both this and the Cu(III)

existed only as eleetro-chemical íntermediaËes to ligand oxLdatíon ín

the aqueous system. The Cu(III) complexes r.dere unstable ín CH3CN at

room temperatuïe, undergoing spontaneous reduct.ion to the bivalent

sÈate. The polarographic evidence in the CHgCN systems Índlcated that

Èhe redox reaction did involve prímarily Èhe metal and not the ligand.

The elecrochemícally deterrnined reduction potentials of the I4(III)L/

M(TI)L couple for the mag¡gocycles used ín this study are shovrn below. lfl

These values were determined in CH3CN relatíve to a Ag/Ag+ (O.fM)

reference electrode"

Complex Eo (volts)

Ni tetramine + 0.87 (29)

Ni diene + 0.98 rr

Ni tetraimi.ne + l-.05 rt

Cu diene -+ 1"18 (44)

Thus, Ni(III) tetraimine is a more pol/erful oxidízer than the teÈra-'

mine complex by +0.lBV,while the Cu(I1I) diene is -+0.13 volts more

oxidative Èhan the Ni(III) tetraimine.

Oxidation of M(II) complexes in aqueous solution by radical specíes

has been reported in pulse radiolytic studies on dímethy1glyoxim., 
(5S¡

EDTA(s6) (M=Ni), armnonical, ethylenedíamine, glycíne, (M= Ni, crr¡ 
(53'54'

78) 
"rrd "qrro, 

(52) 
amino acid (78) (M= cu) complexes. rn a1l these

studies, except for the ammonia solutions, oxidatíon of the M(II) com-

plex was achíeved via the highly oxidizíng OH radícal (or O- in basic
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solution), which has an Eo of 2"8 volts. In NH3 solution, Èhe oxi-

dizing species was considered to be the NH2 radical formed by OH attack

on NH3. As yet, no investigations of the tervalent. states of Ni and

Cu have been attempted using the dihalogen radical anion species, X2

r¿here X=ClrBrrI, as the precursor oxidizing species, The Eots for

tlne X;/2X couples are *2.3, +1,8, +1"0 volts for X= ClrBrrI respec-

ti.r.ty.(57) Nor have the trivalent Ni, Cu tetra-aza macrocycles been

investigated using oxidizing radical species, The investigation pre*

sented in this thesis is a study of the Ni(fII) (and to a lesser extent,

Cu(III)) tetra-aza macrocyclic complexes of the trans tf4]- class,

using OH and X! radicals as oxidizing species in aqueous solutíon-

These radicals are generated in this ruork mainly by the fl-ash photalysis

technique.

L.7 Comparísons to relaËed systems

The Cotrans I14l diene, X2 system has been investigated in terms

of both Xl oxidatiorr of the Co(II) complex, and X2 reductíon of the

tervalenÈ 
"o*pl"*.(58) The oxídations were diffusion controlled, while

evidence for X] reduction was found only for I!. Analogy between Èhe

tervalent state of Co and that of Ni and Cu is limíted however, since

Co(III) is quite stable.

Unstable oxidation states have been suggested as intermediates for

several reactions in which the metal ion inherent.ly undergoes a i:r¡o-

electron transfer redox reactíon. The highly reactive transienË states

of T1(fI) and Pt(III) have been well characterized as intermediates in

the redox reactions í-nvolving the Tl(rrr)/rr11¡(59) and Pt(rV)/Pt{rr¡(60)
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couples, even Èhough these oxidation sËates have noË been formally

characterized in isolatable compounau.(1) Mechanistic analogies be-

trnreen these powerfully oxf-dizíng intermediaËe states and those of

Ni(III) and Cu(III) cannot be made, sÍnce Ni and Cu do not have a stable

state accessible to them ín the (IV) state. The redox chemístry of the

M(III) species is thus restricted to the return of the Ni and Cu centres

to the bivalenÈ state" Alttrough there are several reports of compounds

belíeved to contain Ni(IV) (stabílized by coordinatíon r¡ith highly

electronegative elements), (1) 
"rd the staÈe has been suggested in redox

reactions of Ni complexes in non-aqueous solventsQ6'6L), its existence

as an inÈermediate in water is unknou¡n and considered to be quite un-

likely. (59) Thus, the point is made that in the general field of

unusual oxidation state chemistry of metals, the sÈates Ni(III) and

Cu(III) are inherently different from T1(II), Pt(III), Au(II) $7).

I
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2. M(III) DECOMPOSITION IN SOLUTION

2.I General

The elecÈronic interacÈion beÈween metal ions and ligands ís well

known to affect the reactÍvlty of a complex towards redox reagents.GZl

If the eleetron affinity of a ligand bound to a central rnetal atom is

less than that of the met¿l centre, lígand oxidatÍon is lÍkely; alter-

natively, if the lÍgand electron affinity is substantíally hígher than

that of the central aÈom, oxidation of the metal ion may occur. In

general ligands must undergo a two equivalent change in their oxÍdaÈÍon

state before reaching a stable state, whereas metal ions, in most cases'

may change theit oxidation state in single equivalent steps wlthout

necessarily forming íntermediates of hígh reactivíty. This differenee

in redox behaviour between metal ions and ligands results.in the great

complexity of redox reactions beÈween the two species. It is notable

that polyatomic ligands may undergo redox reactions which involve bond

cleavage in the ligand group, and. which are not electron transfer pro-

cesses ín the narror¡r sense" Unstable systems produced by interaction

of stable complexes with redox reagents, leading to redox changes ín the

tigand, have been díscussed in a review by Anbar "rc2)

2.2 Ligand Redox

Metal ions have been found to catalyse the oxidative dehydrogen-

ation of coordinated amines to imínes ,(29 '31 '33 '34'63'64) The oxiclaÈion

of macrocyclic amine complexes to imine complexes was studied by Curtis,

and Busch, and their studies have provided some insight inÈo the mechanism

of oxÍdative dehydrogenation. The reverse process of imine hydrogenation
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to an amíne is also a facile process for many cyclic complexes.(65)

The Ni complexes of a range of Curtis macrocycle derÍvatives conËain-

ing from zero to four imine groups have been isolated as products from

a series of selected redox reactíons. There is evidenee that the redox

reactions of this type are meËal-ion dependent in the ease wíth which a

reactlon takes place as well as jn the nature of the product formed ' 
(65)

It is generally true that the Fe(II) complexes undergo more facíle oxi-

dative dehydrogenation than the Ni(II) analogues, which react more

readily in this way than Èhe Cu(II) complexes. The cornplexes of Co(III)

are resist.ant to oxidation, This trend suggests that the net reaction

involves prior oxidation of the metal ion followed by oxidation of the

ligand and reduction of the metal" Moreover iÈ Ís apparenÈ that. there

is a clear preference for Fe(II) macrocycles to for-m the o-dj--imíne

linkage, (33) rf,i"h is not found for the Ni(II) analogues. The introduc-

tíon of unsaturation between adjaeent carbon atoms in the bachbone of a

chelate ring is not knor¿n for the Curtis rcyclaml series"(66) Strong

chemical oxidants such as aeid permanganate and peroxydisulphate can

cause bond cleavage in ttre ligand, destroyirrg the macrocyclic nature of

the eomp1"*. 
(30)

2.3 I'Iodes of M(III) decompoSíti.on

A number of macrocyclic l{i(ITI) complexes have been isolated from

oxidation reactions on selected corresponding Ní(II) species .(B'22)

The tervalent complexes were found to be indefinítely stable in the solid

stale, but decompose in solutj-onlZZ) Èhe rate depending on the nature of

the solverrt. (46) 
Water is not unique ín causing this decomposition as

most solvents which are more basic than acetonitrí1e induce decomposition.
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BarefÍeldrs recent tott (46) on the mechanism of decay of Ni(III)

complexes of saturated macrocyclic tetramines in varj-ou.s solvents is

the only publication to date in thís area. This study proposed a

mechanísm of base promoted reducÈíon of the Ni(III) courplex Ëo produce

a coordinated ligand radical íntermediate;

III
Ni ¡¡l+ sH+

l

{'

vrhere B ís a basic solvent, This type of radical specíes was suggested

as an intermediate in the oxidative dehydrogenation of Fe(III) t.rans

I14]- diene in aqueous solution, (33) 
Dependíng on the solvent , L-25%

of the radical species formed decomposed with rupture of the macrocyclíc

ring; the remainder were converted back to the Ni(II) tetraurlne complex

by hydrogen atom abstraction from 1ígand fragments, or produced the

mono-imine complex from a bímolecular reaction with a second radic.al

speeíes" Under certain condiÈions the monoimine product v¡as also

formed by oxidation of the Ní(II) ligand radical by the Ni(III) cornplex.

A similar mechanism T¡Ias proposed to explai.n the íntroduction of an

imine function into the ligand upon the decomposition of Cu(III) trans-

lr4l tetramine in cHacN.(44)

The decomposition of the Ní(II) ligand radical intermediate in

Ìrater r¡¡as first order, and analysis of the products suggested that the

decay process involved both ring rupture and Fl-atom capture. There t'ras

no evídence in aqueous solution for Èhe second order process

Ni(1r)r + Ni(rr)L' ----.> Ni(rr)L -r- Ni(rr)Lox,

in which the imine function would be int,rodrrcecl into the ligand'

-l
Considerable work by Meyerstein et.aI has been done on the decom-
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position, and spectral properties of various non+cyclic complexes of

trivalenÈ Ni and cu in aqueous solution .(27,28'53-56) The oxidation

procedures used in attaíníng the trivalent st.ate included both

radiolytically produced radical oxidation, and electrochemicaL oxida-

tion on platinum electrocles. In the electrolytic studies of the

oxidaËion of Ni(II) en3 and Cu(II) en2 complexes, it was establÍshed

that the mode of decay of the tervalent species was vía a second=order

rate determining step in which oxi-datÍon of the en occurred as a result

in the Ni system r(27) while oxidation of water was considered operative

in the Cu analog,r". (28) 
The formatÍon of H3o+ as a product of ei-ther

en or l¡raËer oxidation explained the observed pH effects in unbuffered

solutions. The disappearance of the NH3 and en complexes of Ni(frr¡(-S:'
54) 

"rr¿ 
Cu(rr1¡ (78) generated by pulse radiolysis of NrO-saturated solu-

tions, \^/as also found to obey a second*order rate law, The reaction

mechanj-sm proposed was analogou,s to the rate determining step of the

electrolytic reactions" !'Ihile Ni(III) gly decayed by the second-order

process, (54) C,r(rII) g1y had a fj.rst-order intramolecular rate detet=

míning "r"p,(78) This dífference in behaviour is due to Èhe higher

redox poÈential of the Cu(lII) amine complexes compared with that of the

NÍ(III) analogueso The aquo Ctr(lII) complex r,¡as raÈher unique ín its

decay mode due to íts large Eo value of. *2,4 volÈs. In neutral solutíon

it was concluded that the Cu(III) exists in the form CuOH'åq (ot

Cu(ott)2+aq) and decomposes via 2CuOH2*+ 2Cu2* + H2az. In acid solutíons,

the mechanism involved the formation of OH radicals probably via Cu3+ro

cu2* + oH. 
(52)

A complicated decay mechanism has been proposed for the Ni(IlI)

EDTA complex disappeaïance in pulse radÍolysed aqueous solution. (56){
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The initially formed unstable trívalent complex is transformed within

milliseconds into a stable form, The forms are'spectrally quite

simllar. The difference between the forms \¡/as suggested as being in

the number of coordination sítes occupied by the EDTA, or by au addition

of OH-. In the absence of oxidizable substraÈes, Èhe stability of the

re-arranged trivalent complex suggested that the rnetal centre ís not

strong enough to oxidize its ligand by a one equival-ent process yielding

a radical, and that a bimolecular tr¿o-electron process Ì^ras most likely.

The specific rate of such a reactíon \¡ras proposed to be very slow due

to poor overlap of the metal centred orbíËals in Èhe two ions. In

aerated, or iodide solution, however, the trivalent complex can decay

by the reactions,

Ni(III)EDTA + Oz + ¡i2* * products

Ni(III)EDTA + I-----+' Ni(II)EDTA + r¿Tz

In the EDTA work, as with the other complexes, Meyerstein has suggested

that tetravalent Ni complexes might be formed as intermedíates in the

second-order dÍ-sappearance reactions of the trivalent. complexes, How-

ever, no kinetic or spectral evidence for its formation was found.

2"4 M III S ectral ro tíes

The identity of the oxidized form as the Ni(III) species in the

aqueous pulse radiolysis studies has been reasonably attríbuted to the

símílarity of the absorption spectra of Lhe NlI3, €fl: Bly, and EDTA

complexes.(56) These transient spectra are also comparable to the

Ni(TII) macrocyclic complex spectra determined in electrochemical studíes

in acetoni-trite. (9) 
The Cu(III) spectra in the region 240-4OO nm were

simílar for the aquo, NH3, en, gly and cy.-alanine complexes in aqueous
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solution. These spectra bore no close resemblance, however, to the

Cu(III) macrocyclíc complexes in CH3CN, There vras a sígnifícant differ-

ence between the trans-diene and tetramine complexes in fact. The

spectra of some of the known M(III) complexes are shown ín figureT2,4,

2.5 Summary

The knorsn mechanisms of Ni(III) complex deconposition in aqueous

solution can thus be summarized accordingly:

(i) The non-cyclic complexes decay by a second-order process to

produce a Ni(II) complex and oxidized ligand products.

(ii) The saturated macrocyclic tetTamine complex decays by first-order

ríng fragmentation and H-atom capture, after the initial conversion of

Ni(III)L to a coordinated ligand radical. IÈ is to be noted that this

decay mode is at variance r¿ith the decay in less basic solvents, and

with Èhe normal mode of ligand unsaturation determined by chemícal oxida*

tions of the bívalent complex" The Cu(ITI) complex would be expected

to fol-lora similar decay patterns to those of l{í(lII), except, perhaps,

that íntramolecular electron*transfer from the ligand rnigirt be expecEed

to be more facÍle for the copper, due to its higher oxidizing por.rer.

lulore specific aspects of the known modes of Ni(III) complex decom-

position r,vill be discussed in relation to results presented in Èhis

thesis in the discussion sections. The compatabilíty of the knor¡n

mechani-sms with the anion-assistecl electron transfer through direct 1i-

gand interaction proposed in this thesis ¡.rill be cliscussed. The results

obtair:ed for Cu(lII) complex decay are used to complement the mechanisms

derived for Ehe Ni systerns.
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3. RADICAL CHEMISTRY

3.I The hydroxyl radical

The properties of the hydroxyl radicalr OH, and its react,iviÈy

toward organic and inorganic compounds have been the subject of

numerous revier.rs and monographs for over ten years.(82) rt ís werl

established that OH is formed in the U.V, photolysis of H202 and H2O,

and ín the radiorysis of aqueous solutíons. (101) 
The information,

particularly on the kinetic behavíour of this most ímportant oxidiz*

ing free radical has become extensive and re1iable,

The OH radical in water does not exhibit conveniently accessible

spectrophotometric absorption, with the result that its reacti"vity has

not been determined by direct observation of the specíes itself.(83)

The rates of OH reaction have been determined by observation of product

formation, or by competitive kínetics using a reference OH reaction

whose rate is absoluÈely known. 
(84'85)

3,2 Dihalogen radical - ions

The dihalogen radical anions, X2 (X=ClrBrrI and the pseudohalide

SCN) have been invoked as reactive íntermediates in reactions involving

halogens or halide ions for many year",(87 tBB'r27) unstable species,

believed to be rhe Xã radicals were observed in flash photolysis studie-s

of aqueous halíde solutions, (89) 
The reactj-on scheme proposed was

x hu*x*e-aq

X + X--* ¡;
where e-aq is the aquated electron and X=Cl,BrrIrSCN, the energy absorp-
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tion being in the far U,V, regÍon" The photochemically active absorp=

tíon band of aqueous halide ions in the region below about 25onm has

been ínterpreted as a charge-transfer-toesolvent (CTTS) excitation, (90)

The e-aq species has been observed for this system under condítions of

extreme vrater purity" (91) 
The forr¡ard rate of the X/Xl equilibrium,

under conditions of excess halide is very rapid, The value of the

equílibium constant Ís -10t fo. all the X (= ClrBrrIrSCN) OZp3> so

that by far the predominant radical species in halide solution is the

X] radical ion, Although Ëhe radÍcal anions are present in only pM

coricentratíon in solution, they are readily observable because of theÍ"r

large absorption coeffÍcÍenÈs ( emax -tOh ill .*t1) Ín the 300.:400nm

(X= Cl,n.,t; (89) 
and -500 nn (X= ScN) 

(94) r"eions of Èhe speetrum,

Unlihe the halide ions, the SCN- ion is capable of photo=induced Sr.C

bond dissociation attributed to the de-activation of a rT*+-n excitaËion

in Èhe anion. In solutions <0,5m1{ ín SCN-, this rnode of primary

absorption is míni.mal. The absorption spectra of the Xi speeies are

shown in figure T3.2.

3,3 Dihalogen radical formati.on and decal'

The identity of these transient species r,ras verífÍed by pulse

radiolysis of aqueous halide so1utio,,",(95=97) ,n" primary absorption

of high eneïgy radiation is almost exclusivefy by the solvent to produce

decomposition products of \,Jater, viz, .'aq, OH and H atoms, along rvith

other secondary species (H2? L12O2), The mechanism proposed t¡as

H2O ^^,^> 0Éì, e.aq, l1 etc,

oH + x--> oH- * X

X+X-: X;
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Later publications by Behan

precursor specíes to the X]

(98'99) reported the absorption spectra of

radical anions. It r¿as concluded Èhat ti-re

reaction of OH radical \,/ith halide

in neutral and acidic solutions;

íons produced the XOH intermediate

OH + X=*XOH

XOll--+ X + OH

These reactions are very rapid, so that under normal experimental con-

ditions (neutral to acidic solution, and excess halide ion) the half-

lives f.or Xi formatíon are less than I Usec. Hence, complicatíons due

to XOH need not be considered when X2 decay reactions are of interest.

The principle mode of Xl decay in the absence of substrates in solution

is by dlsproportionation, having second-order rate constants in the

region 2-5 x 10stt-1 
"""-1 

(89'96) for the x considered ín this study;

xl + Yl-axl + x- for x= cl,Br,r

+2X * products of (SCN) 2 hydrolysis for X - SCN

The apparent decay rate of Xz ín the absence of added substrates cari vary

with the actual means of the radical produc'.tion depending on the relaËive

importance of possible side reactions with other radícal species ín

soluÈion ví2. e âe, H, HO2 "r""(92)

Apart from the already mentioned CTTS photochemícally induced pro-

duction of. Xì from aqueous halide solution, there are several other

photochemical means of the radical anion productíon. The systems used

in thís study ínclude those in vrhich the X2 are produced directly as a

result of the primary photolysis and indirectly by secondary reactíons

of OH, vrhich is itself phoEolytically produced. The actual nature of

the phoÈochemical act can be clâssified as eíther direct bond dissocia-

tion or a charge-transfe-r process. OnIy those techniques actually used
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ín this work will be íntroduced here,

One efficient means of Xi production, rvhich probably ínvolves the

formation of the TOI1 intermediate, is the flash photolysis of H2O2

solutions conÈaining halide ion. H2O2 undergoes photochemical bond

cleavage to produce tv/o 0H radicals

Hzoz hu- oH + oH

The quanturn yield for the photolysis, which involves light absorption

below about 250nm, is independent of [HzOz] and light intensity over wide

ranges of concentration and intensity. (100) This method of radical

production is used in this work for studying the M(II) complex oxidation

with OH as the precursor radícal. In halide solutions, the OH radicals

which escape primary geminate recombínation are then capable of reacti-on

with halide ion, leadíng Eo X; formaÈion. Any sirnultaneous absorptíon

in the CTTS of the halide Íon leads to a further increase in Xl yield

without complicatj-ons due to the concomitant production of e-aq" This

follorvs since,

xãq hu-x*e-aq

e-aq * HzOz+Oll + OH Ë-'1OloM-t"""-t

OH * X -+X + OH (símplÍfied)

X + X- +X;

A complication arises when using this method of OH production if

the lttzOz] is too high; in such a case, the O]I radicals may react rvith

H2O2 by H-atom abstraction to produce the secondary radical specitls,

H02, the hydroperoxy, or superoxy radical:

OH * H2O2 --¡-HQz + H2O

Side reactions involving this species may then become significant, and

indeed dominant.
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3.4 The hydroperoxy radical

The lIO2 radical can be readily generated by both photochenical

and radíation-induced reactíons,(10f) Iu soluÈion it Ís produced by

the secondary reactions of e'aq, H atoms, as well as Oli radicals;

e-aq * O2--> 6!

H * Oz --¡" HOz

+
HOz fH' * Oz

The radical is knovm to exist. in an acid-base equilibirium, whose pl(a

has been deËermined to be 4,88, (102) several studies have suggested.

the exisrence of uzol in acid solutionsr(103-106) while no such evidence

was found. by other authors,(Go2'107t108) The proposed pKa was abouL

1"s. (104)

HzOz*--* HOz * H*

It Ís novr accepËed that evidence for the existence of HzOf is very weali,

since in almost all cases proposing its existence¡ the results have been

re-interpreE.ed satisfactoríly without the necessity of proposing a ne\¡l

species. However, for some results, no alternative explanation is

apparent, This point of controversy is mentioned here because results

in thís thesis support the arguurent against íts existence,

The chemi-cal properties of HOz in aqueous solution have been of

chemical interest for many years, si.nce its transient exisÈence r^Ias post-

ulaËed as one of the early examples of radical participation in redox

reactions in solution, (109-111) 
The possibility r:hat Hoz (or Ol) may

occur as intermediates in reactions of biological interest like photosyn-

thesís, oxygen fixation, and biologícal oxidations has been suggested. 
(101)

Thís has been demonstrated for certain enzl¡matíc and non-enz}matic
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oxidâtion reactíons involving molecular oxygen. The HO2 radícalt

which ls intermediate ín oxidatíon state between oxygen and H2O2

can behave both as an oxidizing agent and as a reducíng agent.

Estimates(ll4) of the Bo values for the H0, and oi redox couples are

shown below;

no (volrs)

pH 1 (Hoz) pH s (o;)
.LtHort + H' + e: H2o2 1.5 L"2

+oz + 1I' * e: tHozt .05 -O.2

The standard reduction potentials shown here are in reasonable agreement

with parEicular values calculated thermodynamically and obtained by

1133-136) 
(The kineÈíc redox potentíals of Hayon - -kínetic means, '133-136) (rn" kineÈíc redox potentíals of Hayc 

(137)

were claimed to be incorrect by czapskir (136) since these r^rere not

equilibrium potential s).

3.5 Halide lex hotol S ]-S

The addition of excess halíde íon to aqueous halogen solution pro-

duces the trihalide Íon, xl (x = Cl,Br,r)(115)

Xz+X:è X;

In acíd solution, the undersirable halogen hydrolysís reaction can be

suppressed;

x2 + II2O ----> )(- + OX + 2LÏ

The trihalide anions exhibit intense absorption bands in the U,V. region,

the energies of which can be correlated with the bond strengths in the

X3.and the gas phase spectra of the halogens. The Xl radical species

have been observed in flash photolysed trihalide solutions, for ruhich

the primary photolysis step is boncl díssociation. The stoichiometric
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(8e)
equation for the phoÈolysis l-s

xl + x-jL 2x;

The distinction between the two possible dissociatíon mechanisms,

- 
Þrll(i) xs

2X + l\-+ 2Yl

(ii) x3 x * xr.. 2

X+X-X2

has not been made, because of the speed of the common equilibirum step.

Strong absorption bands in the U.V. region of certain labile an<i

inerL metal complexes have been attríbuted to ligand-to-meta1-charge-

transfer (LMCT) excitations, Tt ís a common observation Ëhat the

energies of the band maxima increase as the central metal ion becomes

more oxidízing and the lígand more reducing" I^lhen all the ligan<is are

equivalent, there is no preference for electron transfer from any par-

t.ícular one; the electron ís considered to come from a delocalized

ligand molecular orbítal" In a míxed-ligand complex with one ligand

more reducing than the others, it is considered that the electron is

transferred from that specific ligand to the central metal.(116) In

halide complexes, ít was found that the difference in energy of band

maxima for the chloro-, bromo-, and iodo- complexes could be directly

correlated with the electron affinity of the respective halogen atom of

the complex, 
(117) 

The LMCT transition has been established as the

process responsible for the photochemically indrrced reductíon of trans-

ition metal complexes of 1abile systems, including Fex2+r(118'LL9'L24)

Ptcle-(120), Hgxu'- 
(121), 

and of inert systems, including co(Nitg) sx2+(L22)

and Rh(NH3 ) sx2+Ír23)

hV
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Labile ferríc lons in aqueous solution containing halide ions show

a great tendency to form the halopentaquo complexes. 
(140)

F"'* + x- =.-* Ftx2*
aq

Irradiatíon of the cornplexes leads

tion Ín the complex LMCT band, i.e.

Fex2* þu - [r"'l

to Xl formation after prirnary absorp-

(L26,L25)

X] solvent cage

lre Xl FeX
2+

+X

x+x
2+ 2+X2*Fe -+ FeX +X

In this system (as in labile systems in general) lol'r overall quantum

yields of radical formatíon are found due to the existence of fast

secondary back reactions, The val-ue of ø = 0.13 in the wavelength

range 300-400 nm has been found for the FeCl2+ sy"te*. G26) It is

notehrorthy that X = OH , HzO, undergoes the same LMCT type transition to

produce the oH radical,(116) capable of X-|formation ín halide solution.

Radical forrnation via this type of complex photolysis is unsaÈÍsfactory

for the iodíde system, sj-nce f*l] ,-rndergoes efficient thermal reduction
1q

by r- , víz' (87)

2Fe3* + zr ---+ zF.e2+ + 12

It is notable that I!' is considered to be an interrnediate in this process.

Such thermal reduction occurs more slowly for the thiocyanate complex.G2T)

The mechanism of Xl formation from LMCT excitation in the inert
-t+CoA5X'' (A=NH3) series of complexes in aqueous halide solution can be

(.92,129)
represented as,'

2+

z*õL

[re'l x] Fe

X;
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21 hv 2+ X] solvent cageCoA5X Ico¡.s

[coAs2T x] * CoA5x2+

[coau'1 x] --+ CoA52++ X

, J- 2-t-
CoA5-'-"+ Co + 5A

¡a¡þxl

In this system the CoAs2* entíties whÍch escape primary geminate

recombination in the solvent cage undergo very rapid ligand dissociation

from the labile hÍgh-spin Co(II) metal centre, mal:Íng secondary recombina-

Èion of the type

2+-2+
CoA5 4- Xz + CoAsX + X

iurpossible. A1so, the scavengi-ng of Xz ty Co'ln is known to be too

inefficíent to effect the overall quantum yiel.d. (128) If the photolysis

radiaÈion is not filtered, the process of photoaquation can símultaneous-

ly occur, leading to a reduced quanturn yield of X2.

coA5x2+ h'- coAsoHl
(r3o)

--4 coA,o (ouz) x'* + NÈIqr
H+

for X=Cl (131)

It ís notable Èhat the Co(III) macrocyclic complexes Co(trans[f4]didne)
3rr

(OHz)i- and Co(rrans[14]diene)Clj undergo photoreduction with low

quantum yields to produce Èhe Co(trans[14]diene)'+ "o*plex. 
(138) 

The

square plarrar coordination remains intact as a result of the low spin

nature of the d7 complex produced. 
(139)

3.6 Dihalogen radical reactions

I ' + X for X=Br

The reactíons of the Xt radical ions rvith a variety of oxÍdizable
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substrate", 
(tZl) includlng transition metal ions, have been previously

investígated, Oxidations of aquated transition-metal ions by these

anions have provided a means of testing current theories of oxidatíve

electron-transfer reactions of metal ions o1rer a large range of Sub-

stitution rate and free energy change. 
(128t133) 

These radicals, being

among the simplest oxidizing radicals in aqueous solution¡ (apart from

the OH radical), ürere thus consfdered an ideal choíce for the attemPted

M(II)+M(III) oxidaËions investigated in this work.

3,7 Research Aims

In this thesis ís presented a sysÈematic Ínvestígation of the

effects of differing the precursoï radical on the mechanísms of formation

and decay of the presumed Ni(III) entity in aqueous solutíon. The

effects of ligand envíronment on the mechanistic and spectral proper-

ties of the tervalent state are examÍned by changing the degree of

saÈuration of the macrocyclic ligand, It was found that the changes in

experimental conditions for precursor radical production provided

considerable ínsÍght into the varíous modes of disappearance available

to the transient complex species. Mechanístic considerations of the

teïvalent Cu species aïe based on the more rigorous investígatíons of

ttre Ni analogue,
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II EXPERTT4ENTAL

1. REAGENTS AND STANDARDIZATION

l.L The sodium salts of chlorídeu bromide and iodÍde r,¡ere

AnalaR or BDH A.R" grade. Anrnonium thíocyanate and sodiur azíde

were BDH A.R" grade chemicals. These halÍdes and pseudo-halídes were

generally taken as prímary standards. trdhere necessary the stcck solu*

tions were anal.yzed by potentiometric titration against sl-andard silver

nitrate solution"

BDH (4.R.) bromine rnras used to make up the agueous tribronríde

solutions. The halogen conceritration was esÈímated spectrophoto-

metrically by conversion to Il ín excess íodide. The stock hydrogen

peroxíde solution was made up from A.R. 27.5"Á I'I/I,I H2O2 (Laporte

Chemicals) and standardized by redox titration agaínst standard potass-

ium permangamaÈe solution.

To adjust aciditíes, G.F. Smith A.R" 7Oi¿ W/\I and Iluka purí,ss

grade perchloric acid r"ere used. This was standarð.ized agaínst sodiun

tetraborate by pH titrauion (using a Horiba, type F-5 pll met=er). The

stock sodíum perchlorate solution, used to adjust solution íonic strengl-h,

was made up using the Fluka A.R" salt, and talcen as a prímary standard.

The metal ion solutions were prepared from A.R. grade perchlorate

salts (Fluka) wíthout further purífícation. (Perchlorate counter-ions

rvere used throughout in this work because of the ínertness of Èhis anion

to radical attack). Acidified ferric perchlorate soluÈion vtas anal-

yzed by potentiometric titration against standard sodium ethylenediamine-

te-traacetic acid solution. Stoc.k ferrous perchlorate in acidic
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solution \¡ras shaken vigorously with Zn/Hg amalgam to reduce 
"rry 

F"3-+

impurity, and then stored under oxygen-free nitrogen to prevent aereal

oxíclation. (The pïesence of. znz* in solution was determined in a pre-

liminary experiment to be inert to reaction with the photo-produced

transients in thís work). Concentrations of Fe3*<1O-" of the Fe2*

concentration could be obtained (as analyzed by adding strong ammonium

thiocyanate solution). The stock Fe2t sol.rtion was analyzed by redox

titration agaínst potassium permangamate solution" The stock man-

ganous perchlorate solution lvas analyzed by permanganaÈe redox titrat,ion

in strong pyrophosphate solution. (A1l standard analyses rvere performed

according to vogel 
(r41) 

) .

The tetranítromethane (TNM) was Fluka puriss grade, The stock

TNM solucion was analyzed spectrophotometrically after total reduction

to the highly absorbing nitroform product by sodium sulphite (t¡SO =

L.47 x loq l,t-r cm-r) 
(142)

Once recrystallized chloro- and bromo- pentammine cobalt (ITI) per-

chlorates had been previously prepared in the laboratory using published

procedures" (143 
' L44) Freshly prepared solutions were always trsed

because of the slow aquation of these complexes j..e"

co (NHe ) rx'o +- H2o ----+ co (NHs ) uoHrtr + x

The freshly made stock solutions were analyzed spectrophotometrically
. (r4s)

usl-ÌÌg '

-1)-lX
C1
Br

À (nm)
s30
551

cm
47 .3
53.0

e (!1

CIG hígh purity dry nitrogen v/as purged of any oxygen írnpurity in a

chromous chloride scrubbing column. Nitrous oxide u7as once vacuum dis-

tilled medical grade (CIG). The oxygen used to fill flash lamps was
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CIG rnedfcal grade and Xenon was grade X, 99.999% from Brítísh Oxygen.

L.2 All solutions were made up using deionj-zed \,Iater which was

twice distílled from neutral permanganate and acidic dichromate solu-

tions under an atmosphere of oxygen in an all glass stil1. Thís

procedure ensures the absence of any organic material that may acË as

a radical scavenger, The stock reagent soluËions were stored in

stoppered glass vessels.

2. PREPARAT]ONS OF CO}IPLEXES

2,L The derivative 5,5 17,L2rI2,l4-hexamethyl-l,4,8,11-tettaaza-

cyclotetradeca-lr7-diene nickel (II) perchlorate r¡Ias prepared following

a rnethod based on that of Curtis, (146) 
and Buseh "Q47) This complex is

referred ro as Ní(II) diene or Ni(II)di ín the text of this thesis.

The process involves the condensation of tris(ethylenediamine) nickef(II)

perchlorate vrith acetone (3 ml/gm) by refluxing rvith a few drops of

pyridíne as catalyst for several hours until the solution is yellow-brown

in colour. This mixture is evaporated down to an oil, and ethanol

(2 ml/gm) is added to dissolve the polymeric síde-products and to pre-

cipitate the required complex. The yellow product is isolated, washed

with ethanol and dried in a vacuum dessicator " The product obtained

ís a mixture of the meso- and racemic isomeric forms. Separation of

the isomers hras not performed in this r.¡ork. The ultra-violet (U.V.)

and infra-red (I.R.) analyses of the product suggested that the complex

was mainly in the so-called A$ isomeric form. 
(f+0) 

The U.V. spectrum ís

shown in figure TT2.I. Analysis of the stock complex solution rvas

carried out spectrophotometrically using the molar absorbance values, 
(146)
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-t -l
À (nm)

2l-6
282
438

e(M cm

17000
5000

93

)

I

The identity of this complex was also confirmed by proton magnetic

resonance spectroìscopy (p.m" r. ) 
(148)

This preparation is an example of the rtempl-ater acËlon of a metal

ion in comprex synthesis. (:o¡ 
The usual reaction of acetone r^¡íth

ethylene diamine produces tarry polymeric material. In the presence

of the nickel(II) ion, the cyclic Schiff-base amine complex Ís produced

by a complicated series of reactions Ín which the níckel ion holds the

diamine molecules in a suitable oríentation for the cyclic condensation.

The cyclic Schiff-base amine is stabilized by coorclination, permitting

oxidation/reduction to the cyclíc tetrai-mine/tetraamine complexes.

2.2 The perchlorate eomplex of 5, 5,7 ,L2,1-2rL4-hexamethyl

L,4,8r11 tetraazacyclotetradeca, Lr4r8r11, tetraene níckel(IT) (referred

to as Ni(II) tetene or Ni(TI)tet) r^ras pïepared by nitric aeid oxídation

of the diene complex according to the method of Curtis.(148) Excessive

oxidatíon of the diene complex should be avoided, since further oxidaÈion

beyond the formation of Èhe tetraimÍne derivative can occur under the

strongly oxidizing conditions. The poir-rt at which all the starting

material has been oxidÍzed can be d.etected by removal of a small sample

of the reaction solution, vrhich is then precipitated ü/ith sodium per-

chlorate. The presence of the diene complex can be detected usíng IR

spectroscopy by the vNH peak at 3180 cm-I. If this absorption persisËs,

further oxidation is performed. The complex rnras characterÍzed by its

UV (figur e TT-2.2) IR and pmr spectra. (148) Spectrophotometric analysis

d
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of the stock solutions r¿as obtained using the líteraËure molar absorb-

ance valu."; (14a)

À (nm) , (M-t cm- )
208 17000
29L 6000
444 82

2.3 The 5, 5,7 rL2,L2,14 hexamethyl-l14,8,11r - tetraazâcycLotetra-

decanenlckel(II) perchlorate complex (referred to as NÍ(II) ÈetTamine or

Ni(II)tam) was prepared by the method of Curtis(149)' via the reducÈíou

of the diene complex. The reduction was achíeved using ni"ckel-

aluminium alloy in alkali medium. The complete reduction of the imíne

functíons was indícated by the loss of the vC=N peak at L670cm-1 Ín the

IR spectrum. U"V. analysis suggested that the major conforuational

isomeric form of the product complex was the Curtis a ísomer. 
(149) 

The

analysis of the stock solutions of thís complex r"" l-.trotmed spectro-

photometrically using G49)

-t -l

il
T

À (nm)

206
23s
462

e(M cur

r0 500
15 600

79

)

The IR spectrum agreed r¡ell with the literature.

2.4 The preparation of 5, 5r7 r1-zrl2rI4-hexamethyl-lr4r8rll-tetra-

azacycLotetradeca-4 r1J-,-cliene dihydrogen perchlorate (referred to as

tfreet diene or diene ligand) was based on a riote in the Curtis revier¿

of macrocyclic complexes.(30¡ The procedure used to make 0.1 mole

follows; the preparation was partícularlywater and,impuríÈy sensitive,

so that only dry AR reagents úrere used. 14 ml of ethylenediamine was

slorvly added to a stirred refluxing solution of 90 gms of magnesirmr
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perchloïate in 250 ml of acetone. A híghly exothermÍc reactioll

occurred., and the solution turned yellow in colour. After the com-

plete addiÈion of the ethylenedíamine, the reaction solutíon was

refluxed for a further 30 mínutes. lM perchloric acid was added until

the pH r¡ras ß5. This acidified solution \"/as filtered' leaving a white

product with traces of yellow impurity. The irnpure solid was warmed

and stÍrred in lM HCIOq (40oC), in which the more buoyant partícles of

yellow impurity could be decanted off" This procedure was repeat'ed

until the traces of impuriËy were eliminated. The white product was

washed several ti¡res r¿i.th lM HCIO¡+ and then rvith water, The white

powdered crystals r,rere air-dríed then vaeuum dried in a PzO5 dissicator-

The compound was characterized by rR analysís.(150)

The díhydroperchlorate diene compound is relatively insoluble in

hot and cold T¡Iater and is remarkably resistant to imine hydrolysís.

The sÈability of the macrocycle has been atËributed to N-H*-N hydrogen-

bondíng between the acidic Protons ancl the central nitrogen atoms'

whích, together with the geomeÈrical constraints of the strucEure' com-

bine to protect the imine linkages from rapid hydroly"i". (I50)

2,5 The 5 15 17,L2,Lzrl4*hexamethyl*lr4,8,ll*tetraazaeyclotetra*

deça-4,11,- diene dopper(ÏI) perchlorate complex (referred to as Cu(II) /

diene or Cu(II)di) r{as prepared by the method of Sadasívan and Endicoa{ls0)

in which copper(II) carbonate r¡ras heated rvith an excess of the diene

ligand in a I : 1 methanol-water mixture. (fnis alternative method for

the macrocyclíc complex formation can be used for Ni(II) also, for r¡hich

the carbonate or acetate is used). The product r'ras characterized by

¡y(149) "n¿ rn(150) spectrophotometïy. The stock soluÈions were

¡
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analyzed by W-visible spectrophotometry usÍng

À (nm)

<200
262
s07

-t -le(M cm ')
>10000

5900
110

2.6 The visÍble specrra of the Ni.(II) and cu(II) tetqa*amine

complexes show a single band (e<100) and a broad as¡rrmeÈrfc band

(e>100) characteristic of singlet ground stâte d-d transitions of Ni(II)

and Cu(II) square planar compou:rds, respect.ively. The metal íon

spectra of the complexes indícate thaË there is little varíatlon in the

ligand field stïength of the hetero-cycle when amine and ímÍne donor

groups are interchanged, all having ligand fíeld strengths comparable

with bise rhylenedi"*irr". (30)

2,7 The W-visible, and IR analyses were performed on Perkin-

Elmer 4O2 and 457 spectrophotometers, respecËively. The pmr character-

izations \^/ere carried out on a Varían T60 spectrometer.

3, PREPARATION OF SOLUTIONS

Dilutíons of stock solutions ûrere carried out accurately using

aerated doubly-clistilled hrater. The glassware used v¡as cl-eaned ín

either chromic acid or DECON 90 solution"

In the flash photolysis experiments, aerated solutíons \,Iere trans-

ferred from the volumetric prepaïation flask directly into the fletsh

cell. Syringes were used to admit solutions to the irradiation cell

in the pulse radÍolysis work. In cases where the presence of oxygen

in solution either oxidized a reagent or could act as a reactant in tran-
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sient decay processes, the solutlons had to be deaerated before lrradía-

tion" Thís was necessary for solutions containing ferrous ion and

for those where the Ni(III)t decay in the absence of oxygen was to be

studíed.

The rigorous met,hod of degassing, involving f.teezíng of the solu-

tion in liquid nitrogen under vacuum was not used in this f'rork" A more

convenient method hras Èo evacuate a vessel contaÍning the soluÈfono

which effectively released the dissolved gases in solution, and then

allow oxygen-free nitrogen to bubble through for about fíve minutes"

The vessel used in the flash experíments \^ras a round-bottom flask wÍth

a 10 cm quartz flash cell a'ttached via a graded*seal síde-årm"

Another side-arm, equipped with a tap and joint for connection to a

vacuum pr¡mp, and an inlet tube for the nítrogen vlere also attached to the

flask. The de-oxygenated solution \ras transferred to the flash cel1

via the side-arm by appropriat.e orientatíon of the vessel' Approx-

imately pM concentratÍons of oxygen in solution can be obtained by this

method" 
(151) Thís degassing technique does have the dísadventage'

however, of a smal1 loss of solution volume. Thís loss is snall enough

(<27") to be neglected in most c.ases 
'

Nítrous oxide saturated solutions trere prepared in the flash system

by introducing high purity N2O, instead of nitrogen, ínto the degassed

solution. For the pulse radiolysis experiemenLs' the solutions under-

rlrent ten minutes bubbling of the pure N2O from the base of the syringe'

In this procedure the dissolved air is replaced by N2O'

The concentrations of the gases dissolved in solution v/ere taken as

the saturation solubilities at l atmos. pressure in pure r¡Iater at ZO)C.O52)

viz.
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gas

N2

O2

Nzo

concentration
0.7 rnM

1.4 ilM

30 mM

NzO is aqueous solution has the useful property of the conversion of the

highly reducing e aq species to the oxidizing OII radical via a series

of fast reactions represented as

N2o*eaq Hzo- oH*N2+oH

for which the specif ic rate i" -1olol't-l 
"""-t . 

(151)

All solutÍons were irrad,iated at arnbienË temPerature (22 ! so?) -

The error involved in rate determination over thís temperature range is

considered to be sma1l, since low energies of activatíon can be assumed

for the reactions of the very reactive intermediates used in this system.

4. THE IRRAD]ATION TECHNIQUES

The considerable majority of the work presented in this thesis v¡as

perfoimed using the flash photolysis technique. Some data was obtained

using the pulse radiolysís facilíties of the A.A.E,C. Research Establish-

ment at Lucas Heights, N.S.l¡l ,

The two techniques havebeen recently well reviewed. 
(153 

'r54) The

importanÈ characteristics of these methods are the nature of the energy

deposition in the system, and the time scale of this deposition. In

order to study fast reactíons initiated by energy deposítion, it ís nece-

ssa_ry that the reaction be initiated ín a tíme that is short ín comparison

Ì{ith the overall reaction time. The time resoluËíon of these methods

is typically in the microsecond range, but nanosecond and even pícosecond
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resolution has been achieved.

In pulse radiolysis, excitation and íonization by energy deposition

via a pulse of hÍgh energy electrons replaces the process of photo-

excitation by a photof'Iash. With these techniques the rapid absorption

of energy serves to produce unstable specíes generally very far from

their equilibrium states. The fate of these transients can be studied

spectrophoËometrically. The primary unstable specíes can be used to

initiaÈe reactions of int.erest.

lfhilst for photoexcitation in solution the solvent is transparent

Èo the wavelengths of phoEoexciting 1ight, no subsËances are transparent

to the absorption of energy from high-energy electrons. In this case

the deposition of energy in the absorber systen is Coulombic and there-

fore depends on the electron density of the absorber molecules" In

dilute solutions therefore, the electron energy is given almost enÈírely

to the solvent molecules and not to the soluËe,

i.e" H2O vr-: OH, e âg, H etc.

for which the yield ín moleculesllO0 eV of electron dose (the G value)

is G6g=Ge-ag =2"6, GH =A.6" for írradiation of energy > l MeV"(15f)

The dose of OH radicals per pulse in N20-saturated solution !üas con-

venient.ly measured, in this work by complete conversion to (SCN); radical

anions by

OH + SCN + (ScN) 2

-1 (94)for whích e4g5 (SCN) z is 7100 M cm

5 APPARATUS

5.1 The flash photolysis apparatus used in this work has been



previously described. (155) 
The flash of light was produced by the dis-

charge of. a 4.25UF hígh energy storåge capacitor across the electrodes

of a flash lamp, This lamp consisted of a T-shaped sílica tube r¿16 cm

Iong and =1 :ctrl in diameter. The tube r¡/as sealed with two sharpened

tungsten electrodes, and a vacuum tap for filling on a vacuum line.

The lamp contained a 5 : 1 xenon-oxygen mixture at a pressure of 2-5 cm

of Hg. The maximum eneïgy input to the flash lamp was 1000J at 20 kV;

in most experíments 500 J flashes were used" The flash profile had

a typical half-wídth at half-height of -Bpsee r¡ith the overall duraÈion

of the intensíty being -3Opsee, During the discharge of the lamp,

observation of reactiori ís difficult because transient species are form-

ing throughout this time, and stray light from the fl-ash can ínterfere

with the monitoring light sígnal. The emíssi"on spectrum of the flash is

a continuum over a large range of the UV-visible spectrum, and ís mosË

intense around the 300 nm region" The discharge was triggered by the

rapid earthing of an ignitron fíring circuit either by manual triggeríng

or via a trigger pulse from an ext,ernal trigger source.

Flash solutions r^rere contained in 10 cm quartz cylíndrical cells,

which l¡Iere supported close to the flash lamp. The lamp and cell were

enclosed by polished alr¡minium reflectors. Inlhen fast transient decay

rvas observed, or when transient yields were large, 20 mrn díameter cells

could be used. However, for low yields and for very slow transient

deeays (tr_ >10 sec) , thinner 6 rnm cells !üere used. Almost homogeneous
/2

light absorption could be achieved in the thinner cel1, resulting in

higher transient conceritrations being observable through the middle of

the cel1, and negligible diffusion effects,
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5.2 The pulse source r¡tas a Van de Graaf electron accelerator,

operated to give -2¡tsec pulses having an average energy of 1 MeV and

a typical pulse current of 10 nA. The pulse profile r¡ras approximately

rectangular" The electron beam was focussed with magnets before

leaving the exit windor¿ of the accelerator in order to cover the irradia-

tion cell efficiently" A lcm-square quartz cel1 was used" The pene-

tratíon of the electron beam ínto the aqueous solutions was -3 rnm.

The cell assembly was equipped with a trnro-l'lay tap ínput' connected to

the solution syringe and a source of high purity nÍtrogen. Irradiated

solutions were flushed from the cell by the pressure of the nit,rogen. flown

and subsequently refilled by exchangíng the phase of the tap.

5"3 In both techniques the fast spectro-photometríc method was

used to moniÈor the írradiated solutions. A block diagram of this

apparatus, along with the irradiatiorl source set-up Ís shown in figure II5.3.

The flash photolysis arrangement consisted of a 100 In/ Xe : Hg larnp r.¡hose

output was focussed onto a Baush and Loinb high íntensity grating mono-

chromator, having adjustable inlet and outlet slits, and an adjusEable

iris aperture on the outlet collimator. The light of selected wave-

length passed through the solution ce1l and then through the long inlet

collimator of a second monochromator. Thís collímator conÈained

several discs with small concentric holes to greatly deplete the stray

light pickup from the flash into the collectíng monochromator. Two

sets of monochromators were used, one each for the UV and visible regíons,

These were finely adjusted at the observation wavelength to allow maximum

light passage through the detection system. The relative amount of

stray light pick-up could be reduced by working at wave-lengths correspond-
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ing to the most intense Hg lines of the monitoríng larnp.

The detecÈor system rtras an EMI 9558 QB photomultiplier (with an

associated stabilized EHT por^rer supply) followed by an integrated-

círcuit voltage follower. The photomultiplier output voltage, r¡hích

could be filtered by an adjustable R-C filter circuj-t, ùras recorded as

a functíon of time in one of several ways

6. DATA STORAGE

6"L In the pulse radiolysis work the voltage versu$ time data was

photographed directly from an oseilloscope dísp1-ay, using a PolaroÍ.d

camera attachment. The camera aperture r,ras opened jusË prÍor to the

pulse triggering and was left open for the entire duratíon of Lhe trans-

ient reactíon. The amount of monitoríng light passing through the

system ínítially r,/as determined by a peak*peak measurement of the tchoppedr

beam. This intensity value was given to the smal1 tlead-inr on the

photographed reaction trace.

6.2 For the flash system the photomultiplier output r,¡as recorded

as a function of time on a Tetronix 564 storage oscilloscope (prior Èo

recent extensive updating of the storage and analysis systems), The

time base of the oscilloscope T¡/as Èriggered externally by the initial

triggering of the flash firing circuit. Accurate base-lines for

absorbanee measurement 'b/ere obtained by usíng a delayed pulse generator,

Thís device tras connected betr¿een the ignítron firing circuit and the

external trigger input of the oscilloscope. It triggered the oscillo-

scope once when the flash was fíred, and again after the transíent

reaction was completely over r
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The sensitivity of the measurement \^/as íncreased by balancÍng a

voltage source from the oscilloscope l,riÈh the output of the photomulti-

plier in a differential comparator ampl-ifier in the oscilloscope.

This voltage rÁras almosÈ invariably set at 4"0 volt.s by prior adjustment

of the EITI supply, and of the light outpuÈ of the first monochromator.

Transíent absorption then resulted ín a voltage change about this bal-anee

value. The stored trace on the oscílloscope display I¡Ias phoËographed

using rPolaroidr filrn"

In highly absorbing solutions and at wavelengths corresponding Èo

the continuum of the monitoring beam, it was necessary to apply hígh EHT

levels to the photomultiplier in order t.o balance the 4.0 volt oscillo-

scope source, This resulted ín lower signal-to-noise ratios. Lower

signal-to-noíse values v/ere also inherent when observirrg reactíons with

half-lives -lOmsec due to the resonance ttbouncet' of the spectrophoËo-

meter set-up induced in the ínitial flash noise shock.

6.3 This method of daÈa storage utilized a digital transienE

recorder (Biomatíon 6108, Biomation Inc.). The 6108 converts all

analog input voltage sígnals to an âccuracy of six binary bits. Thís

means that the resolution is no better than 1.:64, or I.57". The volt-

age sample ínput range was from 50 mV to 50 V full scale. The tíme

resolution contaíned 250 words of information. The sample time ínter-

val which could be usefglly employed was from 1 ¡lsec (smaller times are

possible, but the system is limited by the flash duratíon) to 50 msec.

The data stored in the Bíomation memory was displayed on an oseilloscope'

If the data generated ín a particular run T^las satisfactory for kinetic

analysisn the digital output vlas transferred to a PDP - L1- /I0 computer for
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the subsequent data analysis. The computer had a 16 k core memory.

The data was convenienÈly Èransferred to the eomputer withín 0.25 sec.

A teletype, interfaced to the computer, was used for operaËor instruc-

tions and data input/output interactions. Punched tape recording of

the digital data was possible through the teletype. Ra¡¿ and process-

ed data in the computer memory could be displayed on an interfaced

o scilloscope.

Greater sensitivity in daÈa storage could be achieved by an analog

real-time subsystem of the computer, Thís ARll module was capable of

data storage by setting amplitude and time sampling specificaÈions

directly through the teletype" The ARtt converted the analog ínput

sígnals to an accultacy of 10 binary bits, so that resolution of -0.1%

could be obtaíned. The amplitude range \À/as program selectable between

-2.5 to + 2.5 volts, this range being attenuable Xl, X3, and X10 via afr

external amplifier. The prograumable clock in the subsystem could

be set to coveï sample intervals from 50 Usec to 2 sec (so that very slow

Èransíent reactions (t, * min) could be recorded). 250 sample íntervals

were again covered per run"

The specËrophotometer beam could be monitored at any time before

and after the flash by connection of the photomultíplier output to Èrro

dígital volt meters (DW). One meter could be triggered to hold a volt-

age sample just prior to the flash (to give initial transmittance data)

and the other at any time interval (up to 1.1 sec) after the flash. This

facility enabled convenient transient spectral measurementsr by takíng

transmittance data before, andat a specified tíme after the flash' over

a range of wavelengths. The constancy of the flash output was monitored

by the DVM output of a photocell at the end of a perspex tlight-pípet,
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collecting adjacent to the flash 1amp.

The setting-up of the spectrophotometer and digital storage systems

to receive transient data induced by the flash \¡¡as as follows. AfÈer

placíng the sample cell in the monítorj-ng beam, the photomultiplfer

output was adjusted to be about 2.0 volts, as shown on the DVM display.

This voltage r¡ras fed as the negatlve input ínto either the Biomation

6108 or ARI1 recording syste-rns. A back*off voltage was fed into the

posiÈive input of the recorder until the point of balance rnlas within the

voltage range of the Èransient recorder. The specifications of the

data collection v/ere then set, and Èhe systems nade ready to accept data

when triggered, The time setting was arranged to cover the'whole of

the reaction when possible. A delay between Lhe initial tríggering of

the recorder and the flash (to al1ow'lead-ínr) was seÈ by one of a

series of electroni-c del-ay boxes, The initial output voltage through

the system was sampled by triggering of the DVM during the lead-in period'

The resultant kinetic data were displayed on an attached osci-lloscope

for the 6108 and on the computer interfaced oscílloscope for the ARIL'

ready for rejection if unsatisfactory, or transferred to the comPuter

memory for further analysis. A schemaÈic representaÈion of this is

shor,m in f igure 116"3.

7. TREATMENT OF DATA

7.L For reactions which are símp1e first- or second- order processes

(equal concentrations), the integrated rate expressions lnC¡ ot l/ 
C,

(where Ca is the concentratj-on of the reagent specíes at time t) give

straíght lines when plotted against time. The slopes of such plots are
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equal to the respeetive rate constants, klst ot 162.,¿' llhen the reagent

specÍes is the only absorbing species at the observation wavelength,

plots of lnOD¡ ot VOpa are also linear, with the slope belng k1s¡ or

kZrrd/r1 respectively. Complication can arise if a product species absorbs

significantly at the observation wavel-ength. If a known stoichío-

metric relatíonship exists between absorbing reactarit and product

species, an apparent molar absorbance may be used in second-order analysís.

In some cases ín the present study, reacÈíons r¡rere encountered whose

kineÈie data obeyed neither of the simple integrated rate expressions.

Such reactions are referred to as rmixedr order in the text of the thesis.

This rather general term covers reactions in r¡hich:

(a) a reactant disappears by eoncurrent first- and second- order processes'

(b) the relative concenÈrations of the t\^/o reactant species are not equal

(so that second-order kinetics are not obeyed), nor is one concenËration

in large enough excess to approximate pseudo-first order kinetícs.

The former of these t\^ro classes of mixed order reactíon could be analyzed

using a previously written FORTRAIiI computer ntort"*(155) (PROGRAì,I FIT).

Read into this program \^rere the known value of k2rr¿ and three estimates

of k1"¿. Transient concent.ratíons at each of many time íntervals r¿ere

calculated by a simple numerical integration procedure using the inpuÈ

rate constants. The deviation from the experimental concentrat.ions

over the tíme range r{as calculated and the interpolated value of k1s¡

which best fítted the actual results Ìvas chosen. For the latter mixed-

order type of reaction, rough estimates only of rate constants could be

obtained - only mechanistic inference rnras drawn from these mixed order

reactions.
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7.2 The experimental voltage versus tíme kínetic data were

converted to absorbance (OD) readings using Ëhe exÞressions,

oDr = 1"* # = los *+ *.
where V6 is the initial output voltage of the monitoring bean"

V¡ is the output voltage at time t after the flash/pulse

and AV¿ ís the voltage change observed at time È.

(Spectral measurements using the dual DVM set-up I^¡ere conveniently carr-

ied out using the first equality above). Transient concentratíons

were obtaÍned from absorbance values using the Beer-Lambert. equatíon,

OD = e. c.l

where e is the molar absorbance

c is the concentration

1 is the optical path length

7,3 The kínetic data from the Polaroid films was obtained usíng a

trace reading instrument, (155) This consisted of a ruler whose move-

ment perpendicularly across the trace on the photograph was interpreted

as a cligital voltage on a DVM, by attachmenÈ to a helípot potentiometer.

Allor¿ance was made for the error introduced by initial decay occurring

during the transient build-up, by taking t}¡e zero-time of the decay

measurement at leasÈ several pseconds after the maximum yíeld was reached.

The kinetic analysís involved taking about 20 voltage readings over a

time span covering at least two half-lives of the reaction. The decay

rate consídered to be characteristic of a given set of conditions r¿as

usually the average of Èhree kinetic Ëraces, The kineÈíc plots were

carried out either manually onto graph paper, or using a previously

written(155) computeï program (PROGRAM A) which gave appropriaËe least-
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squares error analysis" The repetitive nature of the manual calcula-

tions was facilitated 1n the flash work by always setting the initial

photomultiplier voltage to be 4.0 volts. In such a caser a comPuter

output had been prepared(155) for which OD¡ values for ä lttg* range

of ÀV¡values were tabulated. Included in these tables were the kinetíc

integrated simple rate laÍt velues for each voltage value'

7 "4 The digitized voltage output data collecÈed by the Bfomation

6108 or ARII peripheral systems were directly amenable to kinetic anaLy-

sis when transferred to the PDP -f-L/ 10 computer memory. A Program

KINETICS /14, wrítten(156) in the computing language BASIC, firstly dis-

played the raw data on the ínterfaeed oscilloscope. Since each of the

250 digitízed data points ís numbered ín the memory, the data were

accessible to editing routines, íncluding the deletion of excessively

noisy points, smoothing over noísy sectionsr or actual replacement of

data points as needed. A signal averaging routíne was avaílable to

improve repetitive noisY traces.

I^Ihílst in the initial clisplay mode, the points on the trace rePre-

senting ttre initial and final absorbance values for kinetíc analysís

r¿ere chosen. Also chosen tlras the range of points to be covered by the

kj-netic analysis. The desired kinetic treatment of the data (i'e'

first- or seconcl- order) \^ras the last specification needed to allow the

kinetic analysis to proceed, after the recording specifications lÙere

entered. A least-squares regression analysis of the data using the

kinetic algorithms r¡/as involved in the calculation of the experimental

raÈe constant. The closeness of fit of the kínetic plot of the data to

linearity r+as estimated from the calculated correlation coefficíent.
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Associated error analyses, and the percentage reaction covered were in-

cluded in the output. The kinetic plot, with the least-squares lÍne

of best fit included, was dísplayed on the interfaced oscilloscope after

the calculations r^rere completed. Upon clearÍng the computer from thÍs

display mode, further kínetic analysis of the same data could be obtaín-

ed by re-entry int.o the program at the appropriaÈe p1ace. Total

clearing of the processed data from the memory allowed new data to be

entered. The function of the program is represented schemaËically ín

figure fT7.4

8. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

8.1 To be confident that the observed chemícal effects in

photolysed solution containing the bivalent macrocycles 'h/ere not a con-

sequence of complex self*absorptíon, some preliminary photol-yses ürere

performed. Solutiorrs containíng 5OUM Ni(II)di and tet were observed

immediarely after the flash in neutral and acídic solution at 297 nm

(within the Ni(II)t chromophore band). No photo-activíty was observ-

ab1e. The lJV spectra of multiply flashed solutions were identical to

unflashed solutíons.

8,2 The Ni(II)L UV-vísible spectra were the same in neutral and

lM HC10q solution, indicating that there is no observable acid hydrolysis

of the complexes rvhich might complicate the results in thís work.
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III OH AS PRECURSOR RADICAL

In this chapter, the transient characteristics of flash photolysed

Ni(II)L(L=tet, di, tam), and Cu(II)di-H202 systems are investigaÈed.

The dífferent complexes are treated separately, since although some

aspects of the transient formatíons and decays are shared by all the

complexes, notable differenees do occur wiÈhin the series. The Ni

systems are presented ín the order of íncreasing complexity of overall

chernical behaviour.

1. Ní(II) TETENE, H2O2

1.1 The spectrum (shor^rn in figure III1.1) of the transient

species produced by OII oxidatj-on of the NI(II)tet complex r^/as obtained *1

from flash photolysed 20p14 Ni(II)tet, 2nM H2O2 solution, 50 psec after

the flash. The spectral shape was independent of the pli of the soluÈion

over the range 1.0 - 5.3, and r'ras Èhe same in a soluËion 20rnlI in Ll2O2.

The absorbance in the range 300-500nrn is characteristic of trívalent

nickel tetra-aza macrocycles as determined by olson and V'asilevski"(9) ín

Cli3CN, and is similar to the agueous solution spectra of non-eyclic amine

Ni(rrr) cornplexes(53'56) Absorption measurements below 300nm r¿ere

not possible because of Èhe considerable absorptíon of the bivalent com-

plex chromophore in thís region.

1.2 The yield of the complex transient at a given pH ruas dependent

only on the [11,202] / tNi(IT)tet] ratio, This suggested a kineËic competi-

Èion for the photochemically produced OII radicals betrueen the bivalent

complex and H202;
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For this competition,

Y Y
kr [Ní(rr)L]

(Ni ( rrr)L) (oH)
k1 [Ni(rr)L] + k2ÍH2o2)

where Y* refers to the yíeld of species'x in the photolyzed solutíon.

Choosing a \^ravelength where only Ni(II1)L absorbs to any considerable

extenË, the absorbance (OD) can be expressed by

kr [Ni (rr)L]
OD t(r¡i(nr)l) Y (oH) kr [Ní II Ll + k2lP-2o zJ

and hence,

Ni(rr)L + oH

Ílz0z + OH

I

,ut -
kr_

Ni(rrr)t + 0H

lIO2 + H2O

I
OD

1+t(r¡i (rrr)l) Y (oH)
I

r
1

l

I

Provided the absorbance can be measured before any significant transient

decay has occurred, a plot of # versus lïz}zl/lNi(IT)LI should be

linear, having a value of slope/intercept = kz/kt, where k2 is known from

the lj-terarure, At pH 2.0, the absorbances at 313nm of 10pl'f Ni(II)tet'

10-Bm{ H2O2 soluÈions vrere measured 5O¡rsec after the flash. The experi-

menrat plot of fr- .r.r",rs [H202] / [Ni(II)ter] was linear (f igure III 1.2 )

havíng a value of. kr/k, = 1.0 x 103. Using the literature value of

kz = L.2 x 107tt-t"."-t (84) rt this pH, kr = 1.2 (t0.2) x 10lol'f-t"..-t.

1.3 The decay rate of the Ni(III)tet species (observed at 313nm)

r.ras. very pH dependent in the range 0.5 - 5.3, there being a marked decrease

in rate r^rith increased acidity.
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For values of the ÍHzOzl/[Ni(]I)tetl ratio 1400, the decay kínetícs

were first-order over the studied pH range, whilst an observable change

to mixed order kinetics occurred for a value of the ratio <300. The

observed value of. the decay rate also varied $rith thís concentration

ratio, but was independent of the actual reagent concentratíons for a par-

ticular value of the ratio. This result is shown ín flgure IIIl'3 (pH4.0)

for values of the ratio for which fírst-order kínetícs prevailed. It was

observed that for values of this ratio >1500, there lùas a pronounced

levelling-off of the transíent decay rate, Associated ¡,¡ith an increase

in the concentration ratio was a decrease in the observed yl-eld of the

oxidized complex.

For IHzOz] / []fi(II)Letl -50, a t!üo-step clecay process was observed.

At pll 5.3, each step was quite separately observable, rvith the primary

decay being -103 times faster than the secondary. IJowever, aË pH 2.0'

the primary appeared as a fast.er initial half-life compared with the sub-

sequent (equal) half-lives. The primary reaction at pll 5,3 was rqíxed

order, while the secondary reaction rvas good first-order and independenÈ

of pH (pH range 2,0- 5.3). The decay rate of the primary process

depencled on the lHzOzl/[Ni(II)tet] ratio, while the secondary decay rate

rvas linear in []I202] and essentially independent of [NÍ(II)tet] for small

changes j-n these concentrations.

These results suggest that the decay of the Ni(ITI)tet complex is a

bimolecular process, rvith the concentration of the reductant species

being controlled by the [IlzOz]/tNi(TI)tet] ratio. The reductant species

is thus considered to be the tHOz' raclical, rvhich is produced ín the

initial competition of the two reagents for OH radicals" The actual
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oxidÍzed product yielded in excess in the competítion depends of course

on the reagent ratio" The equation for the tervalent complex reduction

is

Ni(rll)ter + 'Hoz ' Ní(Ir)tet + oz (+ll+l

where tHOz t specifies the hydroperoxy, or superoxy radical specíes ín

either of its acid-base forms, HOz ot O-z

For values of the reagent ratio >500, tHOz t 1s produced ln sígnifi-

cant excess over Ni(III)tet, so that the observed complex decay approxi-

mates pseudo-first order. Further increases in the ratio cause the

initial competition to become almost one-sided ín favour of tHOrt

production. trfhen the ratio has a val.ue >1500, Èhe competition becomes

so one-sided that the yield of tHOr t approaches the total photochemical

yield of OH radicals (Y16fr¡). This is confirmed experimentally by the.

observed levelling-off of the transient decay rate under such condítions.

This ís also a consequence of 
"(0") 

being independent of [ItzOz] over a

very large range. 
(f00) The obsen¡ed decrease ín Ni(III)tet yleld is

also a consequence of the one-sided compeÈition.

The change to mixed-order kinetics for values of the ¡¿¡ie (300

reflects the fact that the tHOz t is not produced in sufficient excess for

pseudo-first-order kinetics to prevail, In the region of the ratio

around l5O the kinetics of decay l^/eïe approximately second-order. A

further decrease in lÍI2}zl/[Ni(II)tet] results in Ni(III)tet beíng pro-

duced in excess over the tHOrt concentration. Under such condiÈions,

the complex transient reacts rsith the available tIiOrt, observable as the

mixed order primary process in the tr,ro step decay. The excess

Ní(III)tet remaining after the primary reáction depletes the [H02]to zero,
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then decays by a pseudo-first order reaction with H2O2. (Later evidenee

in section VIII 2.2, supports this conclusion on kinetic grounds). A

plot of the observed first-order rate constant versus H2O2 fot values

of the reagent ratio <100 was lÍnear, passing Èhrough the origín. The

slope, which Ís equal to k(N1(III)tet * HzOz) was 2.7 (10,4) x 1031'f-r"."-f

independent of pH in the reglon 1,0 -4.0"

L.4 The observed decay of the tervalent tetene in flash photolysed

10¡rl,I Ni(II)tet, 20mM H2O2 was first-order, with kobs =3,5 x 104 sec-l at

pli 5.3 and =2,5 x lOrsec-I at pll 0.1, pH values become rather indefiníte

above latufal pH after the flash, since the HO2 species deprotonates, rti"!'/'i

introducing UM concentrations of H* into these unbuffered solutíons;

+vi-z. H02: 02 + H pKa = 4,88

The determination of the rate at pH 5,3 r,ras chosen as the limit to which

meaningful results could be obtained in this unbuffered system. The

actual rate dependence on acid concentration, determined of the pH range

0.1-5,3 is shown in figure III 1.4, The ionic strength (U) of the

solution was not kept constant over the covered pH range, since at

pH S3.5 the reactant charge product ís zero, and at pH ¿3.5, where the

charge product is negative, Èhe change Ín p is too small for the effect on

the observed rate to be sígnificant.

In the kinetic analysis of this system, the controversial species

-l-
HzOz'r¡/as considered to be a possible form of the superoxy radical in

acidic solution

the acid-base equilibria
+K.+KnTt2o2 I{o2 + H

-+02+H

l_. e
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r¡rere considered. A Fortran compuËer prográm PHRATE (see appendix) was

¡^rritten, into which were substituted various values of K¡ and K2 , and of

kr , kz, k3, the absolute rate constants for the reactions

+kNi(III)tet + H2O2

* HO2

*oz

kz

k1

to give a determination of ko6" = kt [IÌ2O2 I + kz [HO2] + k3 to;J . The

excess tHOzt radÍcal decays unobservably at the observation wavelength via

d isproport ionat ion ,

i.e. 2HO2 
-+H2O2 

* 02

The total concentration of superoxy radical r¡/as set at an arbiÈrary, but

realistic value of 20¡rM, with the actual concentrations of each radical

forrn. at. a particular pH, being set by K1 and K2. The value of k3 was

in turn set at 2 x 109M-t 
"""-t from the observed decay rate of -4 x 10q

-t +sec at pll 5.3 The pK1 of the supposed ll2O2' radical has been deter-

mined in the literature to be 1.0 (10.4). The pK1 used ín PiIRATE varied

between 0.5 - 2,0 when HrO"* exístence was consídered, and v/as set at -6.0

when it T¡/as consídered not to exist, The pK2 value rqas varied beÈween

3.7 -5.2, The pII range covered by the program was from 0 to 5.5, The

value of k3 = 2 x l0eM-Isec I was used with a wid.e variety of k2 and k¡

values, with k3>k2>kl on electrostatic grounds. trrlhen appropriate

parameters rüere used in PHRATE that assumed the conditions set ouf below,

the plot of calculated 1og ko6" versus pH obtained rvas virtually identi-

cal to the experímental plot of the same (figure;IlI 1.4). The

condit ions rùere ;

+(í) no H2O2' exists in the 0-5,5 pH range,

+
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(ií) pKa of IIO, =s tt+ + Or-' ís 4,1,

or with

k3 chosen to be 2 x 10s ft"""-t

then k2 -L.7 (t0.3) x 106 M-r"..-!.

(iv) [HOz ] total = 20UM (estlmated using SCN as a dosiueter solution).

(v) the disproportionation reactíons of the superoxy radicaLs do not

compete with the Ni(III)tet reaction, This assumpËÍon is quite reason-

able since the second-order rate constants for the reacÈions

o, + oi, Ho2 + o; and Ho2 * Ho2 are <102, 8.5 x 107, 7.6 x 10s M-I"."-t

respecÈivery. (102)

The difference iri rate between the two forms of the superoxy radical

with the Ni(III)tet complex is too large to be due to electrostatíc

considerations only. It appears therefore that the activation require-

ment for electron-transfer may be enthalpic, where HO2 oxidation requires

prior O-H bond dissociatlon, which is not imporÈant for the Ol analogue.

The most accurate dete:¡rination of the pKa of the superoxy radical

has been in buffered solution where a value of 4.BB (10,10) was obtai.n-

ed.(102) A lower value of 4,3 (t0,2), as obtained in earlier to.t (104)

is more consisLant with the result obtaÍned in the present worlc. IÈ is

presumed that factors leading to lower values of this pKa in the unbuffer-

ed determinations vrere operative in thís r'rork. The results also add

to the number of published results that discount Èhe existence of the
+

HzOz' specíes Ín the O-2,0 pH region,

) = L'2 (to'2-) x 103
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Although the absorption spectrum of the hydroperoxy radical is

knor+n, its short wavelength absorption, and the high absorptivity of the

bivalent macrocycle in the 200-300 nm regíon made direcÈ observation im-

possible under the experímental conditions used, However, ít is known

that tHOrt reacts with TNIvI (tetranitromeÈhane) ín aqueous solution to

produce nitroform, an íntensely coloured anÍon, havíng a molar absorbance

of 1,5 x 10\M-t"."-t aË Àmax = 35Onm,

í.e, 'Hoz' + c(No2)4* c(NO2)l {+ n+) * NO2 * 02

(TNlf is used as a scavenger speeies for reducing radícals in general).

Addition of 5OpM TNM to a solution at pH 2,0 containing 20pM Ni(II)teÈ'

40nN H202 changed the absorbance observations at 313nm upon flashíng, from

-1a first-order decay with kr"a =650sec , to a first-order fontaEion with

-lkl"a = 470 sec--, This value of the formation rate agrees very' well

rvith that expected for these coricentrations.from the literature value of

TNlf + Hoz at pH 2.0 of 1.0 x 1o7l't-t"".-r vi". 5 x 102sec-t.(2o7) The

product spectrum in the region 300-400 nm showed the characteristíc

absorption of the nitroforrn anion.

2, Ni(rr)DrENE, HzOz

2,1 The spectrum of the intermediate produced by 0H oxidation of

the Ni(II)diene complex was obtained by flash photolysis of a 20914

Ni(II)di, 2n¡.L H2O2 solution, The spectral shape in the observed

region 300-600 nm v/as very pF, dependent i¡r the range O ,2 - 5,3 At a

par!icular pll the absorbance measurements made 5Opsec, 0.5 msec and

10 msec after the flash showed that the absorption in the visible region

decayed more r:apidly than that in the U,V" region. In the pH range
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above abouÈ 3, the Èrarrsient decay r¡/as faster particularly in solutíons

near natural pli (5.3) ;

Ideally, absorption measurement for transient spectral purposes

should be made before any transíent decay has occurred, or at least be-

fore any significant decay has occurred. The usual method of taking

absorption measurements soon after the ínitial Èransient build-up during

the flash lvas not suitable here, because the actual observed transíent

rate of decay depended on the observation wavelength, and, in soluÈions

near natural pH, the decay rate was quite significant compared with Èhe

flash durat.ion. L-here transienË decay rrras not significant during the

flash time, absorbance measurerrents were made 5Opsec after the flash was

triggered. So that real comparisons betrüeen absorptions over the ob-

served r+avelength range could be made for the solutions of varying PH,

values rvere determined by extrapolating the kinetic data {fo "" Ë) back

to t = 0. These extrapolated absorption values, ODo, have no very real

physical significance, since the flash profile has a quite finite duration

on the time scale consídered here" Any process which completes an

adjustment of transient concentration by ttre time,of decay observation

just afÈer the flash, cannot be accounted for in Lhe extrapolation. If

the process involves an increase in the transient concentration, the ex-

trapolated value r'ril1 be an overestimate of the absorption; an under

esÈimate l¡ould result if the process involved a decrease in the transient

concentration. If the concentratíon adjustment r^ias operating during the

observable decay, reasonable allor^/ance for it r.rould be rnade in the extrap-

olatíon. lience, the extrapol-ated absorbance values are useful for com-

parison at a time after the flash duratj-on. They provide no ínformation

about actual transient concentrations at shorter times, unless allowance
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for possible fast transíent adjustmenË processes occurring during the

flash ís made. This point i-s relevant in terms of the urechanism of

OH oxidation of the complex, discussed later.

The spectra shown for this system in figure III 2.1 are of extrapo*

lated absorbances (where necessary) against wavelengÈh. For reliable

absorbance comparison, the spectra over the pI{ range 1.0-5.3 have been

normalized to 0D405 at pli 2"0. From the figure it is obvious that there

are t\,/o separate transient species which resulË from OH attack on the

Ni(II)diene complex imrnediately after the flash. The major transienÈ

observable in acidic solutíon has a peak at -315 nm, wíth an associat.ed

broad shoulder at -375 nm. In solutions near natural pll, Èhe major

absorpEion occuïs in the visible region with Àmax -550 nm. Associated

r"'ith this visible peak is a U.V. absorption observable below -310 n¡n.

A reasonably sharp isosbestic point at -460 nm confirms that there are

only tvro pli dependent intermediates' in this systeu. The acid inter-

mediate absorbs in the same spectral regíon as the Ni(III)teÈ complex, and

the absorption is similar to the Ni(III)diene spectrum determined in

CH3CN. 
(9) 

The site of oxidation on the complex is thus consj-dered to be

the metal for the acid transient, The visible absorption species is not

observed for the tetane analogue, but (as shor,rn later) is agaín apparenÈ

for the tetramine system, This transient is considered to be the

analogous coordinated ligand radical inËermediate observed by S"t"fi.ld(46)

having Àmax -540 nm, in the base-promoted reduction of Ni(III) tetramine

in non-acidic aqueous solution;

i.e.
III

Ni NH

T,I
+ HzO *:--- Ni lù'

+
* H3O

(The results presented ín Barefieldfs r¡ork suggested the reversibility

of this reaction).
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2.2 The appearance of the two oxidized forms of the Ní(Il)diene

complex after the flash can be accounted for in Èr¡Io ü/ays. For sim-

plícity the OH * H2O2 reaction is left out of both schemes.

OH

Hzo

In this mechanism there ís attack of Èhe OH radícal on both the metal

centre (by electron-transfer), and on the ligana (by apparently H-aton

abstraction). The pH dependence of the observed product yields is

accounted for by changes of k¡ and k2 with pH. In acidic solution it

is suggested that k,>k, , with the inverse relationship holdíng at natural

PLI.

(ii¡ l{i(II)L + oH -+ Ni(II)L' + H2o

Ni (III)L

OR

Ni(rr)L * oH ------> Ni(rrr)L + oH

rl
It
lv

Ni(rr)r + H+

This alternative mechanism suggests that OH radical attack occurs at one

site on1y, The transient complex thus produced then undergoes a rapid

equilibrium reaction to produce an equilibrium concentration of the other

species. The proportion of each species in solution depends on the

pFI , where

+
H

III La
K

llNi (rr)
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or

K

depending on the actual síte of initial OH attack-

To analyse for the more l+k¡-y of these two mechanisms, observation'[//

r,ravelengths for each internediate complex form were chosen. The

Ni(III)L was observed at 405 nm, whÍch is míd-range between the two regions

of absorption of the other species. The ligand radical was observed

at 546 nm. (Soth these wavelengths correspond to intense mercury lines

in the monitoring beam). The absorbances aÈ 405 nm arrd. 546 nm' extraP-

olated where necessary over the pH range 0,2-5.3, are shown in figure

III2.2a. The values of OD4g5 for pti >4, and of OD546 for pH< I were

quite sma1l and are thus most in error.

The absorbance values obtained are estimates of the absorbances

irnmediately after the flash duration ruith due allovrance for the transienÈ

decay. In consídering mechanisrn (ii) above, it is assumed that the

ecluilibrium has been establíshed by the time of ob.qervation. Using the

second expression for the equilibrÍum constant, and the Beer-Lambert

equat ion,

[Nl(rr)l'] K oDs4o e405 (Ni(III)t)
[Ní (III) L] lH+T OD4OS e546(Ni(II)L')

v¡here the e refers to the molar absorbance of the bracketted species at

tÌre stated ruavelength. Hence,

- oDs4o
to* 

-¿o, 
= -rog

I

lH' l * log
es46 (Ni(II)f )

14OS (Ni(rrr)L)
E

= pFl + constant
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if the molar absorbances can be assumed to be independent of the pH. A

plot of the logarithrn of OD546/OD405 versus pH should thus be l-inear

with unit slope. The absorption ratío rvas determined over the pH

region 0.5 - 5.3 for a 20¡-rlf Ní(II)diene, 2 mM H2O2 solutíon. The plot

of 1og (OD546/OD4g5) against pH was essentially linear over thís rånge,

(fígure ITJ-2.2b ) wíth a s1,ope of *0.50 (10.07), wel-l below.the anticipa-

ted value of +1.0" The effect of possíb1e changes in the concenËratíon

of available OH radical would result in changes ín the total eoncentraÈÍon

of oxídized complex, and noE affect the concentration ratio of the two

inÈermediates. The independence of the ratio on the available OII

concenÈration.was demonstrated by obtaíning the same slope of the experí-

mental plot (+0.59 (10.06)) for a soluÈion 10 rnM in H2o2 ín the studied

pH region 0.5 - 3.0.

The results suggest that the equilíbrium concentrations are not

established over this r"ride pH range by the time of absorbance observation.

i.e. no fagÈ equilibrium exists between the two transient complexes.

However, interchange between the two oxídized comples forms may occur more

slowly via this mechanism: this is not observable here because of the

occurrence of the fast transient decay.

2.3 Considering the iniÈial competition for OH radicals in this

system with mechanism (i) operaÈing,

vLz. L+OH kt 
-Ni- (III)L + OHNi ( rr)

lc 2

Ni(rr)r + H20

llO2 * H2OtI202 + oH

r,¡e have at any pH

k¡
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[Ni(nr)l]

lNi(rr)r'l

Y(on)

Y(on)

lr{í (rr) L' I
lNi (rrr)Ll

kzlNi (rr)Ll

kr [Ni(rr)r]
(kr+k2) [Ni(rr)L] + t<, [ttror]

and

where VlOff) is the photolytíc yield of OH radicals. Using Èhe Beer-

Lambert equation, and again assumlng thaÈ only Ni(III)L absorbs at 405 nm'

and Ni(II)L' at 546 nm,

(kr+kz) [ni(n)l] + k-¡ l¡tzoz]

e40s (Ní(III)L)
es46 (Ni(rlr)L')

oDsao
oD4os

e40s (Ni(III)L
es46 (Ni(II)r )

Hence, assuming the molar absorbance ratio is independent of pH, a plot of

OD546/OD4O5 versus pH gíves an indication of the change in the lKz/kr ratio

over the studied pH range, independent. of pH effects on Y(On), kox = kr + k2,

and kr. The plot of the absorbance ratío data obtained from 20UM

Ni(II)di, 2 rrùl HzO2 solutions against pE is shor^m in figure III 2.3.

This result suggests that there is a very large variaLion iu the relat.ive

values of k1 and k2 with pH. The actual values of the molar absorbances

of the ttzo transient complexes cannot be directly determined, sínce the

actual transienË yields are not known, The molar absorbance ratio has

been determined, however, from other results in section VII 3.4

v:tz. e4OS (Ni(TII)L)

kz
Lt

- 1.5
e546 (Ni(II)L')

At a particular pH, the observed yield of complex transient at

either wavelength rsas dependent on the [HzOz)/[Ni(II)di] ratío. The

Ni(II)di + OËl rate v/as determined by cornpetition with HzOz as in the
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Ni(II)Ëet system. Here however the rate of OH radical oxLdatlon of

the complex (kor¡ = kr*kr) 1s considered to be a composite of two types of

attack. Usi-ng the competition reactions in their símp1e fornt,

Ni(rr)dí + oH \o* * Ni(rrr)dl, Ni(rr)L'

H2o2 + oH \t 
'- Ho,

and the Beer-Lambert equatíon, the expressions analogous to the tetene

sysÈem are

and

1
oDs4o

1
oD¿os

[,r.r(Ni(rr)r) 
Y(on) ]' [# . iiffil

[..., 
(Ni(rrr)r,",*l -'[F .iiffi,l

il
r 1

A plot of ú versus ltlzoz]/hIi(II)dÍl should be linear with a slope/

inËercept value equal to kr/kox, independent of À. Such plots at

each wavelength were obtained over the concenËratíon ratio range of 500 -

2500 at pli 1.0, 2.A, 3.0. (Extrapolation of absorbance values was

necessary at 546 nrn) , The plots ¡^rere sufff iciently linear to allor¡ for

assignment of the slope/intercept values;

pH slope/intercept (x 103)

546 nm 405 nm

1.0

2.O

L.4 (10.3)

2.3 (10,5)

2.7 (r0.6)

1, B (10.4)

2 ,t (10, 5)

2 ,5 (i0,6)

ì.
i

(

i
I

1

l.
lr

ü'
ï

I

-ti/

I

3.0
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i

The values obtained above are essentially independent of wave-

length and pH (ín this range). Using ks = I.2 x lo7M-rsec-t(84)

over the studied pI{ range, the derived value of l¡* is 6 (!2) x lOelt-t"..-t

(Due to the large error lirníts on these results, the exístence of small

dífferences betr¿een these rates cannot be ruled out). However, from

figure TTf2.3, it is apparent that although k1* k2(= ko*) changes l-ittle

over thís pH range, there is a very large change ín the kz/kt ratio.

2.4 A possible formation mechanism thaÈ explains the observed

results is as follows:

Ni(rr)r + H2o

Ni(rr)L + oH 
---> 

lui(rr)i,.ott]

fast Ka

4

k.
{

rl
r

OS

lui (rr)l , ônrJ

k5

Ni(rrr)L + H2o

This mechanism lac.ks substantiating experimental evídence for the proposed

intermediates, and is offered as a plausible explanation of the unusual

formation characteristics. It is considered thaE the 0lI radical forms

an outer-sphere complex with the bivalent macrocycle in the rate-determining

step of the overall scheme. The fate of this complex is governed by the

acid concentration. In acidic solutíon! proton addítion to the complex

I

i.
i

i

I

1

¡.

,¡"
s
I

I

itr
ll
f
I
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in a fast equÍlibrium step allows facile electron-transíer to occur in a

subsequent step. The alternatÍve hydrogen-atom abstraction reactioll

presumably has a subtle acid deperldence, which is not integer fn value.

(The pH dependence of Èhe OH and H atom dehydrogenations of sinpl-e

amino-acids in solution has been accounted for by the relative acidiÈies

of the C-H and N-H sites along the backbone of Èhe molecule) 
(208) 

Thus,

ku is acid dependent, and is represented as

ku = kí [tt+] 
*

r,rhere 0<a<1,

The yield of each oxidized form of the complex is given by'

[ui (rr)i.' ] =
k4 .[xi(n)l.on]

k+kK rti+l
4 5 at r

and

lNi(rrr)Ll =

Choosing steady-state conditions for the outer-sPhere complex,

lui(n)l.on]
kr [Ni (rr)L] [oH]

-Ir-"t".'= - lui(rr)r,.on]
ku* kuK" [H'J

k +kK
4 5a lH+l

Therefore,

lNi(II)L-l kq

lNi ( rrr) Ll - kuK" tH+l

oo 
s+ø

oo4os

= iÍ- .l'-l (--r)
k-K^5é

eoo, (Ni(rrr)L kí

i
¡

I

t

1

i,

lr.
d
ï
I
,t

I

.ri

i'

t'

I
t

and thus

es46 (Ni (rr) r krK"
r ø-l

tH'l
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oD_. -- )4blog ff = constant + (l-c)pH
"405

The previous plot in figure III 2,2b, which does not subsÈantiate

a fast equilibrium between the two complex forms, does support a mechanisnt

similar to t,hat proposed above.

2.5 The proposal that the saturated macrocyclic Ni complexes

undergo simultaneous 0H oxidatíon at both the metal centre and the lígand

is unusual. Although OH radical attack at a ligand site of a complex

is kno¡.¡n r(209) such reactíons with macrocyclics have not been studied.

Electrochemical evidence for macrocycle redox of the Ni systems has only

been observed for systems with extensive IT-conjugation throughout the

ligand(210) -meËa1 centre redox occurred for the saturated macrocycl"".(n)

The 1l-conjugated macrocycle radícal species behave similarly Èo por-

phyrin analogues. 
(211) 

The complex oxidation in this work via oH

attack at the secondary coordinated nit.rogen, is probably due to the strong

H-atom abstracti-ng ability of the radical ,since there \,/as no evidence for

this mode of reaction vríth X2 radicals as precursor oxídants.

Flash photolysis of a 10 H2O2 soluÈion containlng luùf diene 14 .,'

ligand shor,red a very rveak transíent absorption in the 300-330 nm region for

both acidíc and natural pH solutions. There \À/as no absorptíon observable

in the 500-600 nm regíon. Reducing the macrocycle concentration to

50pll eliminated any observable absorbance. (Flashing a lmM diene solu-

tion alone produced no observable transient ín the 300-600 nm range),

These re-sults suggest that OH oxídation of the free diene macrocycle is

possible. Indeed, OH oxí.dati-on of ethylenediamine and acetonerthe parent , /
rea¡jents in macrocyclic tetramine synthesísr,is known. 

(84) 
. ì
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2,6 The observed rates of decay of both the transient complexes

formed by OH oxidation of Ni(II)diene- in flash photolysed H2O2 soluÈíon

r¡/ere very pH dependent in the range 0,5 - 5,3. The wavelengths 405 nm

and 546 nm \ùere again chosen to observe each interrnediate form' So

that significant absorption of both transients could be observed, pH 2.0

was chosen to sÈudy the pH independent characteristics of the Èransient

decay.

As vrith the tetene system, the decay kinetics and clecay rates \¡rere

dependent on the lEz}zl / [Ni(II)di] ratio over the observed pH range,

independent of whether this ratio !üas changed by altering [HzOz] or

tNí(II)di]. Reasonable second-order decay kinetics were obtained aÈ

a value of this ratio -1O0.ll ,ot values :400, reasonable firsÈ-order

kinetic plots rvere obtained for the decays of both transient species. As

exp-ected, the decay occurred in two steps for the ratio <50 with each

process being separaÈely observable in lorv acid concenÈrations. The

associated first-order dependence on lEz}zland the [Ni(II)di] independence

of the secondary reactíon, was observed under these conditíons, The

change in first-order decay rate at 405 nrn with the ÍHz}zl/ [Ni(II)di] ratÍo

ís shoryn in figure ITI2.6a. The expected levelling-off of the rate

occurred for values of the concentration ratio >1000. The anticipated

decrease in the observed transj-ent yields r.rith further increase in the ratio

/l neferences throughout the tex.t of thjs work to treasonablet or
rgoodt kinetic processes are based on the following;
(i) If the kinetic plot of the integrated rate equation (ln oDa

versus t for first-order, or t/ODt for second-order) of the rate
data is quite linear for two half-lives, the kinetics are referred
to as tgoodt,
(ií) Tf the lcinetic plot of the experimental rate data drífts from
línearity after two half-lives, the kinetics are referred to as
t reasonable I
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Íras also observed.

At pH 4.0, the addition of 35 pM TNM to a 20¡-rM Ni(II)di, 10 nÌ{

ll2}2 solution reduces the observed rate of decay at 546 nm (where there is

no nitroform absorption) by about 457 , Takíng Èhe lNlf + rHO2r rate

of 3.2 x 108u-t"..-t at this pts,r(207) this suggesÈs a fírsÈ-order rate of

about 1.5 x 10Ì "".-t for the transíenÈ decay with tHort, thi"h is con-

firmed in other experiments.

The similarity of the decay in thís system wíth the tetene analogue

over the studied InrOrJ/[tli(ff)¿i-] range, clearly indicates that for

values of the ratlo >100, transient reaction wholly hrith fHOzr occurs,

while below this value, reaction with H202 becomes important.

The observed deeay rate changes with pH for both transient species

(solutions containing 10pM Ni(II)dÍ, 20 mM HzOz) are shown in figure III 2.6b.

(The actual yields of the t\nro transients vary with pH as previously des-

cribed). At 405 nrn for pH ¿4.5 and ax 546 nm for pH <1, the absorptíons

of the Ni(III)L and Ni(iI)L" species respectively were too small for mean-

ingful kinetic measurement. The ploÈs of 1og ko6u versus pH are quite

characteristic of reactions with hydroperoxy radical.

The observed decay at 405 nm, while being good first order for pH>2,

showed some mj-xed order character belorq this pH, The kl"a ttltes used in

f igure III 2.6b f or pH<2 lvere determíned from absor.bance changes in the

fi-rst half-life of the decay" Although [HOz]>[Ni(III)di] + [Ni(II)L']

under the conditions used, there is competition for the available HO2 be-

tween both the complex transients. I,elow pli -3, the rate of H02 reaction

with Ni(II)L'is constant and faster than that with Ni(III)L, rvhich falls
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steadily as the pH decreases, The loss of HO, due to more efficíent

scavenging by Ni(II)L' in this pH region, is enough to cause a tendency

away from first-order kinetics for the observed Ní(III)di decay with HOr.

Analysis of these results usíng the program PHRATE showed that Ëhe

rate changes wíth pH were well-behaved, with

k(Ni(rrr)di + o;)
k(Ni(rrr)di + Ho2)

I .0 (10.2) x 10b

for pK¿ =4.3

and

k(Ni(rr)L' + o, ) - 5 for PK¿=4,5k(Ni(rr)L' + HO2)

The best estimate of the hydroperoxy pKa from these results in thís

unbuffered system is 4.4 (t0.f). The results again discounted the exis-

tence of the IirO"* species ín acidic solution. The increased rate of

reaction of Ni(II)f with O] over that with t1O2 is probably an electro-

static effect only. The considerable difference in rate bet¡¿een the

metal oxidized and ligand oxidized complexes with HO, may reflect a

preference of the oxidation of HO2 via hydrogen-atom transfer compared with

electron-transfer .

l-. e II
+ H02 --> Ni NH *oz

c.f. Ni(Trt)L * IIO2 ---> Ni(Ir)L + U+ + O2

The large difference in the observed Cecay rates of the trvo

oxidized forms of the complex in acid solution supports the argument pre-

sented in section III 2.2 díscounting the existence of a fast equilibrium

between the species,

II
Ni_N.
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vLz. Iri(rrr)L .f Ni(rr)L* + H+

If this fast equilíbrium were to occur the overall decay of each transient

species would be Èhe same and equal to the faster of the tr¡ro rates with

superoxy radical. (fviaence presented later (section VII) suggests

that the conversion

Ni(III)L 
-.¡, 

N'(II)r + H+

does occur with a first-order rate of -100 
"*"-tat pH-4).

2,7 The Ni(III)di and Ni(II)L' reaction rates \^7iÈh H2O2 were

determined from the secondary decay process observed for ÍHzOzl/ [Ni(II)dÍ] I

80 as in the teÈene systemr The second-order rates, detennined from

plots of the observed pseudo-fírst order rate against [H202] were

^ -ì -tir-(Ni(ITI)f,i*.]F'zOz)-3 x 10" M -sec

aÈ pH 2.0

k(Ni(rr)L' + t12o2) - 5 x 102 M 'sec ^

at pH 5.3

The first estimate agrees well with that determined accurately using

Cl, as the precursor oxidizing radical (see secÈíon VIII 2.2).

3. Ni (II) TETRAMINE , HzO z

3.1 The transíent spectra obtained from a 20uM Ni(Il)tarn, 2 mM

T,,2O2 solution are shown in figure III 3,1. The pH dependent product

forms from OH oxidation of this cornplex were similar to those for the

diene anal-ogue. The Ni(III) tam spectrum r,/as observed 20 msec after the
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flash at pll 2.0, and the ligand radical species, Ni(II)L',ztJO psec after

the flash at pH 5.3. The spectralmeasurements could be extended do¡.rn

to 270 nm in this system, because the usual high absorptiviEy of the

bivalent macrocycle chromophore band in this region ís absent for the

fully saturated tam complex. The Ni(III) tam specËrum is very similar

ro thaÈ obtained by electrochemical means in acetonitrit". 
(9) 

AlÈhough

some characteristic dífferences between the tervalent diene and tetramíne

spectra were discernable, the lfi(II)U spectra for both ligands vrere very

similar. The absorption of this species below 310 nm was better ob-

served in the tam system of course,

3,2 The absorptions at 405 nm and 546 nm were agaín chosen to

observe the two oxidized forms of the complex. For va1íd comparisons

between absorption values at these wavelengths, the absorptions should be

extrapolaÈed back to t = O, under conditions where sígnifícant transient

decay occurs during the time of the flash, In the pH range 0.5-3.0t

however this extrapolation rras unnecessary, and maximum absorption values

after the flash were determined" The essentíal characteristics of the

absorption changes (for comparíson to the diene analogue) were clearly

illustrated (figure III 3,2) over this reduced pH range. ExPerimental

evidence here supported arguments agaínsË a possible fast equilibrium

between the tI^ro oxidized forms of the complex, since the plot of log

(0D546/Ol4g5) versus pH (as in section ITT 2.2) in thís pH region had a

slope of 0.71 (10,07) instead of unity.

By direct analogy to the dj-ene system two modes of OH attaclc on the

bivalent macrocycle are considered to be operative her:e. The differences

in rate dependence on acicl concentration are reflected in the differences
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in the slopes of the 1og (OD ratio) versus pH ploËs, for which (1-*)

is -0.5 for diene and -0.7 for tetramíne. The value of ko* = kr * kz

was again estimated by the method of competít.ion with H202. The values

of the slope/intercept for plots rf h versus [HzOz]/ltli(II)tarn] at

405 nrn and 546 nm r^rere the samee as expected. At pH 2.0, using the

H2o2 * oH rate of 1.2 x Io7 M-rsec-r(84), the value of ko*=O.t (11.5) x

10e lt-l """-t was determined.

3.3 The observed decay rates at 405 nm and 546 nn for flash

photolysed Ni(II)tarn-H202 solutions \Àrere very pH dependent ín the studied

range 0.3-5.3. The pH independent characteristics of the decay

paralleled the diene and tetene systems.

Under condi¡.ions where the oxidized complex yíeld \^/as greater than

that of superoxy radical , transient reactions wíth H2O2 \.{ere observable

(as in the diene and tetene systems). For sma1l changes in the

lvzOzl/[Ni(II) tam] ratio J60, the values of these reaction rates rnrere

estimated;

k(Ni(III)tam * Hzoù - 5 x 103t'l-1"""-t at pH 2.O

k(Ni(II)r + H2O2) - 1.5 x 1O4lt-t"."-t at pll 5.3

Shown in figure III 3.3 are the actual observed rate dependences

on pH at both wavelengths of a 20pM Ni(TI)tarn, 20 mM H2O2 solutíon over

the range r,0-5,3. At 546 nm for PH 1, the absorption of the IIi(II)L'

species \,7as too small for accurate kinetic measurement. The decays ob-

servecl aL 546 nm and 405 nm (pll 1,5) were essentially pseudo-fírst order,

ancl ¡vel1 behaved in terms of reaction with superoxy radical over this

pII range.
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3.4 The observed absorbance changes wíth time at 405 nm in acidic

solutions (pH 0.3-2.0) were unusual. In figure III 3.4a is shown a

plot of the difference between the absorbances measured 100 psec and

5 msec after the flash over the pH range 0.3-3.0; the plot was normal-

ízed by the division of this dlfference by the 100psec absorption value.

(The norrnaLízation compensates for the increase in the total absorptlon

at 405 nm with lncreasing acid concentratfon due to the more effícíent

OH attack at the metal centre under such condítions), For pH>2, more

t1¡a¡- 907" of the Ni(III)L absorpÈion observable at 100psec had decayed

afEer 5 msec, by efficient reaction l,7ith Èhe hydroperoxy radical . In

the pH region 0,4- 2.0 there \Áras a considerabl-e reducËion (down to zero

at pH 0.43) in the fractíon of transient decay that had occurred in the

tíme between 100psec and 5 msec after the flash. Below pH 0.4 there

r.¡as a formation occurríng within the specified time" The decay of Èhe

absorption apparent 5 msec after the flash in the pH region belor.¡ about

2.0 was significantly slower than the process accounting for the entÍre

transient decay by this time above this pll'

The unusual kinetic observations are shown in figure III 3.4b.

In Èhis diagram, the time intervals 100¡tsec - 5 msec and 5 msec - 1.0 sec

are specified as intervals (1) and (2) respectively. In interval (f)

f.or pH>2, there was virtually complete transient cleeay, being first-order

ruith k1s¡ =LZOO "".-t. At pH 1.0 there was partial decay during ínter-

-tval (f) (kt"a3430 sec--), follorved by a slorver mixed-order decay during

interval (2). At pH 0.4 very little absorbance change oocurred during

(l), whilst a reasonable second-order decay was completed rvithin interval

(2). A first-order transient formation vras observed ín interval (I) at

pH 0.3 (ktst=1700 
"""-t), followed by a good second-'order decay process'

k -1
e1

:160 sec ¡vithin interval (2). The observed second-order rate
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constant CSI nta a negative dependence on the [Ni(II)tam] as shown in

figure III 3.4c, Over the anomalous pH range, the absorbance after

the overall decay returned to the initial value before the flash"

The transient specÈra determined 250psec after the flash at pII 0.5

and 1.5 were identical in shape, and characteristic of Ni(III)tam in the

measured region 300-600 nrn. At pH 0,7, where both processes of deeay

were observable, the transient spectra r¡rere measured 0.8 msec (duríng

inËerval (1)) and 50 msec (during (2)) after the flash. These spectra

were identical for À>340 nm" Below thís wavelength there r^tas greaÈer

absorption down to the observation limit of. 27O nm at the longer tíme.

This is illustraÈed in figure III 3.4d. These spectral results suggest

that the same species is produced initially after the flash at pH 0.5 and

1.5, but that an apparently different transient is produced during the

time of the overall decay in these acidic solutíons'

Ar pH 2,0, an increase in lNi(Il)tarn] to 50pM resulted in a L57"

decrease in the observed first-order decay rater whíle at pH 0.3, such a

change resulted in a 10% increase in the observed first-order formation

rate. Upon increasing the [Ni(II)tam] to 100pM, a further 10% decrease

in the decay rate rnras observed at pH 2.0, while an overall increase of

25% was apparent in the formation rate at pll 0,3 The effect on the

decay rate at pH 2.0 v¡as the same for pH up to 4,5 and can be accounÈed

for by the availability of hydroperoxy raclicals for decay ruith the Ni (III)

tam, ruhich is determined by the initial competition of Ni(II)tam and H2O2

for the photo-produced OH radicals. If the first-order processes ob-

servecl at both pH 2.0 and 0.3 were rate determiníng steps to produce the

same intermediate, which decayed very rapidly at PH 2,0, but not at 0.3,

similar [Ni(II)tarn] dependences would be expecLed at both pH values.
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The evidence suggests that the absorbance forrnation at pH 0.3 is a

producÈion of tervalent rnickel, rvhich does not occur to any signíficant

extent at pHZ 2. The most probable oxidant ís the HO, radícal. This

is reasonable from Èhe obserrred non-linear dependence of the formation

rate on tNi(II)tam] r sínce the effect of increasing this concentratíon

naturally reduces the concentration of avaílable HO2 radicals'*'

The reaction of HO, wiÈh Ni(II) tam to produce the tervalent complex

appears to occur only in acidic soluÈion, It is known that HO, is a

beËter oxidízing agent than 0] by -0.3 volt, but a rsorse reducing agent/l

At both pH 2,0 and 0,3, virtually all of the hydroperoxy radicals are in

the protonated form and Èhe oxidation of Ni(II)tam míght be expected to

occur at both pHrs, It is apparent experimentally that effj-cient oxída-

tion only occurs in strongly acidic soluËion rshich suggesÈs the involvement

of an acid-cataLyzed path. Nó observabl e absorption formation was

detected at 546 nm at pH 0,3, suggesting that the HO, oxidation of the

bivalent macrocycle is at the metal centre only under Ëhe experimental

conditíons.

The effective reducEion potential of the hydroperoxy radical at a
particular pH can be expressed by

Eo HOz . þ, u%;

Ka

tH+l

It

EO tHo, t

1+
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3.5 Although without formal computer similaÈion analysls as

verification, the following mechanism is offerred as a plausible ex-

planatíon of the observed kinetic behaviour in this system for pHJ2.

In order to simplify Èhe presentat.ion of this mechanismrtr^ro separable

aspects of the overall- process are specified as (A) and (B). In thls

system Èhe fttOz] ís in significant excess over [Ni(III)tam]. The scheme

ia.

kr Kar - E+(A) Ni(rrr)L + Ito2 * - Ni(IIr)L.HO2 =- Ní(rrr)L.02 +
fast

k3 k2

products products

(B) Ni(rr)L + Ho2 --L Ni(rrr)L.Ho;

H+
fast

Kaz

Ni(rrr)L,Hzoz

fast
* Ii02

(A) <'- Ni(rrr)L (+ H2o2)

The numbered rate constants refer to the specific stePS in the mechanism

as shol¡¡n. The Ka values are acid-base equilibrium constants.

In (A), the mechanism presumes the formatíon of a complex between

the HO2 radical (for pH<2 there is essentially no 02 present) and the

tervalent macrocycle (step (1)), The complex can undergo a rapid de-

protation equilíbrium to produce the analogous O] complex. The pKa of
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the complexed HO2 may of course be quite different from that of free HOz.

It is considered to be less than the value of pl(a for free HO2 due to

the strong electron withdrawal from the acídíc hydrogen atom by the

tervalent. metal centre. An analogy may be drawn to the increased

acidity of H2o when complexed to metal ions (e.g." ,.3+"g*Fe oH2+ + H+,

for which pKa = 3.2. (140)) Step (2) is a sÍmple unimolecr-¡lar electron-

transfer r^tithin the Ol complex to yield Ni(II)L and oxygen as products.

Step (3) ís a second-order combination of tr¿o Ni(III)L.ÌIOz eomplexes to

produce after subsequenË electron-transfer, stable tdisproportionationl

products, ví2. ll2o2, 02, Ni(II)L and Ni(II)Lox, In the laÈter complexes,

the ligand has achíeved stability by the loss of two protons. (The

nature of thís product complex is inferred by analogy to be Ëhe same as

that discussed in detail in section VI 5,2

In (B) more Ëervalenr Ni is produced by Ho2 oxidation of Ni(II)L.

Step (4) and the acid equílíbrium have been simplified from the more

rigorous form;

Step (4): Ni(II)L * Hoz 'ÊNi(II)L,HOz

k.t

Ni (rrr)L. Ho2

The kinetic analysis requires only thaÈ step (4) be rate deÈermining in

scheme (B), which is probably lirnited by the rate of electron-transf,er,

ket. (rtre nOã complexes of Mn(III), Ag(II), Co(III) and Ce(IV) are

known to form very favourably in kinetic investigations of the oxídation

of H2O2 by rhese meral ions) ,QIz) The N1(III)L produced by this

process decays via the mechanism set out Ín scheme (A) in the presence

i
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of excess HO2. The equilibrium nature of each step in scheme (B) is

introduced to al1or¿ fof evidence of the complete reversibilíty of this

process in the Ni(III)L * H2O2 reactiorr discussed in section VIII 2.2.

The díssociaÈíon of the Ni(III)L,HzOz complex after the protonation step

in scheme (n) may be facilitated by the reaction

Ni(III)L .HzOz + HO2 :# Ni(ÏII)L .HO2 t H2O2

The acid equilíbria suggested in the overall mechanism are presumed to be

faster than the other steps in the mechanism irrespecti-ve of how the rates

of the various sEeps may change with pH.

At the observation wavelength of 405 nm only the absorbances of the

free and complexed tervalent macroeycles need to considered. The

superoxy-complexed macrocycles are presumed to have approxÍ.mately the

same absorption as Ni(III)tam above 340 n¡n but a greater absorption in the

region below this wavelength, (This is reasonable since it is known

that free tHozt absorbs below 300 nm). For À= 405 nm, therefore,

e(Ni(IIT)L) 3 e(tli(III)L,HOz)

or more simplY elli = Eíff

From the proposed mechanism, the rate of change of absorbance is given by

the composite effect of (A) and (B);

-dOD
-c krlNi(rrr)Ll [Hoz]dr III

-.i' kr [Ní(rrr)L] [Ho2]

It

*e-r.. k, 5+ [Ni(rrr)L.Hoz]lrr 
tH'l

-trirr k3 [Ni(rrr)L .Ho2]2
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-rr' ka raz [tt+¡ tNi(II)L] [Hoz]

:t

ü
'$
,l

e I [Ni(rrr)L] [Hoz]II

-ka Ka2 In+l tNi(Tr)tl IHoz

K"f
I

lH'l
lNí(rr)r.Hozl * ke [Ní(rrr)L.Hoz]2+e'III

[-"
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This complícated expression is sinplifíed in the pll regions >2.0 and <0.4.

At pH > 2.0, Rate (1.) > Rate (4)

and Rate (2) > Rate (3) - Rate (1)

(rvhere Rate (i) refers to the rate expression for the step (i) in the

mechanísm). In such a case, Rate (1) becornes rate-determining and

_doD =dr rrrr k, [Ni(rrr)LJ lHorl .

i.e. the usual pseudo-first order deeay of tervalent nickel with suPer-

oxy radical j-s apparent. The excess H02 radicals then decay un-

observably by disproportionation. The value of k can be assumed to

be J 2 x lOa "..-t, which is the observed firsÈ-order decay rate at

pH>4.5, where the Ni(III)L.02 complex can be assumed to form by direcË

associat ion.

At pH < 0.4, Rate (4) > Rate (1)

Rate (3) > Rate (2)

Rate (4) > Rate (3)

The kinetíc equatÍon thus takes the form;

doD -e III

- k1 [Ni(rrr)L] [Hoz

r [Ni (rrr)L] [Ho2 ]

lNi (rr)Ll [Ho2 ]

)k(trrt

l
dt

I

- .ír, ku Kaz [H'
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* Êirr k3 [Ni(rrr)L,Horfz

The first term is not observable since eIII = tiff' and the observable

change is a first-order formation initially, with a [Ni(II)taur] depend-

ence, followed by a second-order decay, Under these conditlons all the

available HO2 radicals are converted to the Ni(III)L.HO2 complex due to

the reactions,

Ni(rrr)L + Hoz Ni (rrr)L.Ho2 (+ r12o2)

Ni(rr)L + 2HO2

In Èhe pH region between the límíting values, the kinetícs are very

complicated and show characteristÍcs of both the extremes Èo a varyíng

degree.

The unusual kineËic behaviour encountered in the acidic tam system'

rvas not apparent for the di and tet systems. This is probably a com-

posite effect of there being a higher pKa value of the Ni(III)tam.H02

complex, and a.r lower value of k3, compared rr¡ith the other complexes, For.

the well-behaved systems, a pH at which Rate (3) becornes comparable to

Rate (2) and less than Rate (1), was not reached ín the pH range studied.

That only NiClf)tam oxidation by HO2 radical is observed is thermodynamícaLly

reasonable a1so. The observed absorbance change is therefore given by

- doD
Ë = trrr k' [Ní(IIT)L] [Hoz]

for L = di, tet over the whole of the studied pH range. The Íntermed-'

iate existence of the hydroperoxy complexes for these macrocycles can only

be inferred by analogy to the tam system.

H+
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3.6 IÈ is known that HO2 radícals, produced ín the presence of

metal ions, generally in hígher oxidation states, form complexes of the

type M-HO2. Such complexes in perchlorÍc acid solution have been

characterized, for V(V), U(VI), Zr(IV)' Th(IV)' Mo(VI), Hf(IV), Ce(III),

Ti(IV) , Nb(V) , La(III) , having wídely varyirrg degrees of stabil LW.QL3)

The study of these cornplexes was carried out Ín flow systems using e s r

detection. Ce(III)-HO2 in perchloric acid was observed spectrophoto-

metrically.QL4) For all these cations, the complex formatíon rate con-

stand was >10s M-t"..-l. For some of these metal ions (e.g. V(V)), the

M-H2O2 complex formation \¡ras a prerequisite for IÍ-HO2 formatíon, while

for others, Ce(III) among them, the radical complex forrnatíon \¡las indepen-

dent of such a precursol complex. In all the cases studied, the M-HO2

complexes r^7ere more stable and longer lived than I free t HO2 and were

formed r,¡ith the aquo metal ions aË their highest oxidaion state. The one

exception was the Ce(III)-HO2 complex, which decayed faster than free HOr!21

This rsas accounted for by the reactiorr=(216)

Ce(III)-HO2 * Ce(IV) '_-+ 2Ce(III) + 02 + II+
+

and Ce(III) - HOz H . Ce(IV) +HzOz

which are not available to the other metal ion systems (nor tc¡ tervalent

nickel). The absence of observable complexation of HO2 to the Ce(IV) ion

is due to very rapid electron transfer between the reactant Paír. 
(218)

At pll 0,3, the observed decay of the presumed Ni(IlI)tam.HO2 complex

at 405 nm rras good second-order r^,ith I- = 160 "."-t, Assuming

e (Ni(III)ram.HO2)ts(IVi(III)tam), rvhich has a value determined from pulse

radÍ.olysÍs of 7800M-lsec-l at this r.ravelength, the specific second-order

rate constant ís -L.2 x 107 l,t-lsec l, Associated with this decay process

v/as a negative dependence of the rate on [Ní(II)tam], similar to that noted

(

4)
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section V 3.3, where Br- catalysis of the tervalent macrocycle second-

order decay is observed, The free HO, disproportionation raÈe in

acidic solution is 7.6 x l0sM-lsec-l, significantly less than that ob-

served in the tam system, The possibility of Ni(III) catalysis of the

HO, disproportionation is unlikely in light of electrosÈaÈic considera-

tions, and the trend noted for the other M-HO2 complexes. It is more

likely that the complexation of the tervalenÈ macrocycle r,rith the HO2

species catalyses the second-order decay of Ni(IIT.), The meehnnism is

tentatively presumed to be similar to that derived in section VI, where

the Br (0,IM) calaLyzed second-order rate of decay of Ní(III)tam was

2.5 x 10st"t-t"""-1. However the suggestion of a highly reactive radical

species acting as a bridge in an electron transfer reaction is quite un-

usual, and obviously requires further investigation.

4 , Cu (II) díene , Hzoz

4.1 The spectrr¡n of the transient species observed 100 psec af ter

flashing a 50 pM Cu(tf)di, 10 mM H2O2 solution at natural pH ís shor^m in

figure III 4.1" The same spectral shape was obtained in a solutíon of

pH 1.0. The spectrum bears little resembelance to the Cu(III)di

spectrum determined in acetonitríle vía electrochemical oxídatí on(44)

(À max -400 nm) . The spectrum is similar, hot'rever, to those of non-

cyclic Cu(IIl-) amino complexes produced in pulse radiolysis studies.(ZS¡

In the wavelength range studied no spectral evidence for OH attack on the

ligand radical was obtained,

4.2 The value of k1 for the competÍtÍons,
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cu(rr)dí + oH kt 
' cu(rrr)di + oH

HzOz * OH
k2

HO2 * H2O2

rÂras determined at 313 nm ín the manner used for the níckel systems, frorn

the slope/íntercept value for a ploÈ of $lr"r"rrs [H202]/ [Cu(II)dí].

At pH 5.3, using a value of k2 -- 4.5 x 107M-lsec 1, the value of k1 =

1.5 (10. 3) x 101 oM-t 
"""-t rnras determÍned.

4"3 As with the analogous Ni(III)L systems, the observed rate of

decay aÈ a particular pH was dependent en Èhe l]F.zOz-f/[Cu(II)di] ratio,

independently of how this ratio was changed. For a 20 ¡rl'I Cu(II)dí'

10 mM H2O2 solution, Èhe observed transienÈ decay rate at 313 nm \^las

reasonable first order and quite pH dependent, This pH dependence \¡Ias

well behaved in terms of reaction between Cu(III)di and tHOz' (fígure

rrr 4.3).

The deeay in a solution at natural pH containing 50 UM Cu(II)di and

2 nrM H2O2 was, as expected, in two steps. The secondary process had a

first-order dependence on luzozl f or values of fHzAzl/ lcu(II)di]<100, with

k(Cu(III)dí * H2O2) = 7'0 (t1.5) x 102M-lsec 1.

The same value for this rate v/as found in a soluÈion of pll 2.0.
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IV Cl; AS PRECURSOR RADICAL

1. SPECTRAI PROPERTIES

The transient spectra observed 100psec after the flash of solu-

tions containing 20pM Ni(II)L, 0.1 M Cl- and 5ûùf H2O2 at pH 1.0, were

indístinguishable from the Ní(III)L spectra produced by OH oxídaÈíon in

acid solutíon" The same spectra were obtaÍned from photolysed 0.lnM

Co(NHs)rCl'+ - 0.1 M C1- solutions conÈaining the bivalent macrocycles.

No evidence hras observed for ligand radical formation when the pH was

increased to 5.3; the spectral shape was indepertdent of pH over the

range 1.0-5.3. The ídentical Ni(III)L complex spectra were obtained

by pulse radiolysis of 50pM Ni(II)L - 10mM C1 solutions at pH 3.0. Use

of a SCN dosímeter solution allowed molar absorbance values Èo be

deternined.

2. FORMATTON OF Ni(rrl)L

2.L Tire specific raËes of CL2 oxidation of the bivalenÈ Ni teLene

and diene complexes r,¡ere determined by competition kinetics for the

radical-aníons between the complexes and F.'*. The rate and mechanism

of the F"'l + Cll reaction is known. The mechanism involves both inner-

and outer-sphere electron-transfer.(L32a) (see section VI 1.1) for whích

the initial products after oxidation are FeCl2t 
"rd 

t.tåA respectively
3+

(The Fe åq + Cl equilibrium is inert on the timescale of absorbance

measurement in this analysis). The total rate of Cl! oxidaÈion of
2+t"-åO is the sum of the rates via the ínner- and outer-sphere Paths i.e.

2+ ;tem in O.lM H+ was chosen to produce thekr= kIS + kOS. The FeCl syr

C12 precursor raclicals. The scheme of competition is:
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2+ hV 2+ * CLzFeCl

--È

l'e
c1-

Ni(II)L * C1z Ní(rrr)L + zcL

2+ 2¡
Fe * CLz

-¡r--.tÉ

Fe(III)+zCL; FeCl +cl

cL" + crz

Any absorption in the Cl;q CTTS band was eliminated by filterlng the
2+

flash through sílica. Assuming constant Cl, yield from the FeCl

photolysis (the t"'åS absorpÈion in the U.V. does not ínrier-filter the

LMCT band of the photoactive complex). The disappear¿rnce of C12

by the disproportionaËion reactlon could be neglected in these systems.

The yíe1d of (C1;) was -51.t1f, so thaÈ the ínitíaI- rate of the dispropor-

tionation reaction was equivalent to a half life of 50psec. The

half life of the reacr.ion of Cl] rirh Fe2* or Ni(II)L was -2¡.tsec.

The effect of the metal ion cornpetition on the yield of Ni(IIl)L was

Èhus índependent, of this fast unavoídable reactíon. At the observation

wavelength (405nm) there was significanÈ absorption due to feCl'?1 After

the flash there r^ras a small decrease in this complex absorption due to

the photolysis. This loss of absorption is considered to be constant

at coristant flash intensity.

Thus, the yíelds of C|] oxídation products can be expressed as

Y
kr [Ni (rr)L]

(Ni(rrr)L) -- kr [Ni(rr)r] + k, [Fe2+J

kr

-+. 19

and Y z*
(FeC1

'(cr2)

C1
Y

kts [r"'+]
;) kFi(rr)Li + k;tn"'rr) (

rvhere t(arr) is the yield of C12 available to the competition between

Ni(tI)L and r.'j', and not the total yield from the original FeCl2t phot-
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olysis. At 405nm, the observed absorbance change after the Cl, corn-

petition is

oD = oD(Ni(IlI)L + 
^oD 

(FeCl 2+

where Aon(feCt2+) is a composite effect of absorbance loss due Èo

photolysís and gain due to inner-sphere oxidation of Fe2* by cL, "

In the absence of added F"'*,

oDo = Ê(Ni(rrr)r) Yo(Ni(rrr)L)

e(recl2r) øp"cL'+

where ó is the primary photochemical yield, The yield value Yo(Ni(III)L)

ís related to to Y values of both Ni(III)L and FeCl2* when F"'* i" in

competition, by

Yo (Ni(rrr)L) = Y(Ni(rrr)L) + av(rec12+¡

rvhere o ís the reciprocal of the ratio krS/krS*kOS.

The absorbance change ín the presence of F.2* is thus given by

oD E(Ni(rrr)L) Y(Ni(rrr)L) + e(l'ecl2+¡ v(nect2+)

- e(pect2+) óP"cr'*

)

o z+ 2+
OD-OD Y (FeCl e (FeCl

zlSubstituting the kinetic expression for Y(FeCl ),

) t ) -oe(Ni(rrr)L)]

OD _ ODO

1

oDo - oD

x

1
cons tant

Y (cl;) e (FeC1
2+

2+kr, [Fe ']

W
) - oe(Ní(III)L)]

I
0,

A plot of I/(ODo-OD) versus [Ni(II)L] /lp"'!l should be linear having a

slope/intercept value of crkl/kfS. Since cr is known to be 0'28 and
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kts =3.3 x 105M-t""Jtat zgoc, G32a) the value of k1 could be determíned.

Measurement of transient absorptíon was made 5O¡.tsec after Èhe flash of

20uM Ni(rr)tet, 0.1M cl , 0.5mM F"3* "o6tíons, 
varying in [Fe2+] fron

O-53mM. The value of k(Ni(Il)ret + C1;) as detemíned from the approp-

riate plot of experimental data, was L.2 (tO"Z¡ x 10loM-t"""-t. This

The analogous plot for the díene com-

ea.Ð x lor oM-t 
"""-t .

plot ís shown in figure IV 2"1.

plex gave k(Ni(rr)dj- + c1;) = 1.0

2.? The Cl] disproportíonation at 366nur in 0.1 Ìf H+ was observed

in the presence and absence of free diene macrocyele. The decay was

as usualrsecond-order for concentrations of diene I 0.lûM, bUt changed to

essentíally first-order at lmì,I, with ko6= -3 x IOa=u"-t. This result

suggests that Cl] oxidation of the diene macrocycle may occur with a rat,e

- -1 -l-3 x l07M-'"""-'. Thís rate is considerably slower than the Ni(II)

diene rate with Cl], so that any radical attack on the coordinat,ed ligand

is considered to be negligible.

3. Ni(III) DECOMPOSITION IN ACIDIC CI SOLUTION.

3.1 The mode of transient decay of the Ní(III)L complexes pro-

duced by CL, oxidation of the bivalent macrocycles \¡/as pH dependent over

the pH range l-9. The nature of the decay process occurríng within Ëhis

pH range depended on the actual complex considered. The decay processes

in Cl solution at pH 1.0 are considered in this section.

3.2 The decay of the Ni(III)tet specíes produced by flashing a

20¡rM Ni(II)tet, O,lM Cl , O.lmM Co(NH3), Cl'+ solution at pII 1.0 was slow

mixed-order at 366nm. The decay v/as reasonable first-order after abouE
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14 lna1-f-l-ives, but had a defínite faster component 1n its initíal stages'
_t

Th. kl"a value \^ras 10.03 sec At 0.2nM C1 , the decay l'¡as first-order

throughout, having the same rate as at the high tcf-]. The decay of the

tervalent diene complex was first-order having a rate consLant.'0.01 """-t
independent of the [C1-] . No transient effecÈs \,reïe observable at 546nm.

For the tetramine complex in 0,1M Cl , the flash produced a very

pale yellow-green colourati.on of the solutíon. SpecËral analysis showed

that this species was the Ni(III)tam complex. The tervalent complex

was quite stable under the experimental condi-tions and decayed over a

period of perhaps an hour. The green colouration of the flashed solu-

tion was quíckly bleached by the addition of smal1 amounts of 0.1M I '

SCN and Br solution, and by the addition of sÈrong alkali.

3.3 The transient decay of the Ni(III)L complexes in 0.1M Cl- ,

lnM Fe3* solutions containing 20pM Ni(II)L at pH 1.0 were observed at

405nrn, The kinetics of decay of all three complexes approximated

second-order for two half-líves. The second-order process appeared in-

dependent of both [C1-] and [Ni(ff)i,] for the small changes studied.

Using the molar absorbance values obtained in the pulse radiolysis sËudy

at 405nm, the specific second-order rate constants for the decay reactions

in this FeCl2* system r,qere deÈermined from the observed L lr"trr"" (where

1 = lOcrn) .
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Ni (rrr)L

tetene

díene

tetramine

e405

(M-l cu¡-I )

1300

4800

7400

k2nd
--F
(sec-l )

3.9

0,61

0. 86

k2.rd

(M-tsec-1)

5"1 x 10h

2.9 x 104

6.4 x 104

The error ín Èhe determined tate constants \,/as at least 2O%.

The considerable dífference in the kíneÈícs and rate of decay of

zl 2+
the tervalent complexes between the FeCl and Co (NiI3 ) scl systens at

constant tC1-] (partÍcularly for the tam system) suggests Èhat intrinsic

properties of the actual solutions are responsíble. The need for a re-

ductant species present in sol-ution in similar concentratíon to the

tervalent intermediate in Ëhe FeC12+ syste*, is fulfilled by the photo-

production of fe2lo in the primary photolysis step;

zI + cL2FeCl

-.t

Fehv zl
aq

C1

The specific rate of the Ni(III)L + Fe2* reactíon was determined by adding

knorvn concentïaions of Fe2* to the system, in r¿hích case the decay was

pseudo-first order in [f"'+] over the range 0.46-1.83mM. From the slope

of plots of kob" versus [f.'+], the ïeaction rates were determined as

shown below. The teteneplot is shown in figure IV 3.3.

Ni(rrr)L k(Ní(rlr)l + re2+¡ (l'I-rsec-r)

tetene 3.6 x 104

diene 2.1 x 104

tetramíne 4,2 x LO)

The sÍmílarity of these second-order rates with those observed in the
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2-l
FeCl system strongly suggests that the observed tervalent macrocycle

decay is with photo-produced Fe
2+ in the photolysed ¡'eCl2* solution.

3.4 The ye11o\,r-green Ni(III)tarn complex observed in the Co(NH3) r-
2+Cl system at pH 1,0, is the same colour as that reported by nt..ti"ta(46)

when the perchlorate salt of the same complex rras dissolved in acidic

aqueous solution. No details of the W-vísible spectrum of the ter-

valent complex were given in this publication. The green complex was

reported by Barefield to decay very slowly in perchloric acid solution by

slow conversion to the ligand radícal intermediate Ní(II)L. in the rate

determiníng step, followed by ligand fragmentat.ion and H-atom transfer to

form stable products, The evidence for ring degradation was from

analysis of titratable lrli(II) using EDTA in the product solutions at

neutral pH, Analysis of tcomplexabler Ni(II) product in the Co(NH3)5-

C12+ system using EDTA, DMG, Cì{ etc,(141) was complicated by the presence

2+
of free Co , produced from the primary photolysis. Spectral analysis

of the product after several flashes rnras unsatisfactory because of con-

siderable Co(NH3)uC1'+ inner-filtering of the Ni(II)tam U.V. absorption

band, The decay of the tetramj-ne tervalent complex in acidic solution

ís considered, without the formal proof of product analysis, to be the

same as that established in Barefieldts study.

In 0,lmM Co(NHa)ral'* soltuion, the ligand chromophore bands of the

tetene and diene complexes were quite observable for [Ni(II)L] >50pM,

In the region above 260nm, only the tail of the Co(III) complex absorp-

tion ís important. The spectra of solutions contaíning 60pM (dí) or

5OpM(tet) Ni(rT)L, O.lmM Co(NH,)rcl'+, 0,2mtl Cl- ar pH 1,0 were compared

before and after multíp1e flashing with the spectrum ín the same region of
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solutions containíng equal concentrations of Ni(II)L only. The test

solutions were flashed until the absorption due to the Co complex was

considerably depleted (10-15 flashes), The depletion of the avaílable

O.lmM Co(Nitr)uCl'+ complex by photolysis gave an indication of the tran-

sient dose; further flashing ceased lvhen -50pM of the Co complex T¡ras

depleted. The duration between each flash was 10 minutes for the diene

and 5 minutes for the tetene, to allow for conplete tervalent decay to

occur before the following flash. The spectra are shown in

figure IV 3.4. Significant change \¡ras apparenË for boÈh complexes, with

greater change occurring for Èhe tetene. The chromophoric characÈer was

retained to a considerable degree, A quantítative analysis of the

product complexes r¡/as not attempted due to the sma11 product yields (-50UM).

The similar tervalent Eet and di decompositions in this system at

pH 1.0 (rvith the observed fírst-order rate being about three tímes faster

for the tet) compared rvith Èhe meta-stability of the analogous tam system,

suggests that the Barefield mechanism does not occur for the unsaturated

complexes. In fact, the tetene eomplex is incapable of conversion to

the analogous ligand radical Íntermediate due to the absence of co-

ordinated secondary nitrogen atoms. The decornposítion is inferred by

analogy to the tam system to j-nvolve ring rupture, r,¡ith this process being

catalyzed by multiple bonding within the 1ígand structure. It is

possible that the system may proceed through a 1ígand radical intermediate

ín v¡hich the unpaired-electron is considerably more delocalized than in the

tam system. An intermediate r'ras observed (but not characterízed) for

the corresponding decomposition of the tervalent tetene in neutral solution,

as discussed ín section VII 2.4, Further kinetic and pro<luct analysis.is

required to understand the mechanism of this process,
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4. Cu(Il)diene, Cll

4.L The spectra observed 5Opsec and Z0msec after flashing a

5OUM Cu(II)di, 0.1If C1-, 1M Fe3i solrrtion at pH 1.0 are shor,¡n in

figure IV 4.1. The inítia1- spectrum r¡/as that of the Cl; radical anion,

while thaÈ observed at the later Èíue was identical to the Cu(III)di

specÈrum determined previously with OH as precursor radical.

4.2 The transient decay observed at 405nm iumediately after the

flash was mixed order, wíth a tendency towards better first-order as the

[Cu(I])dÍ] increased. The kinetic data were treated according to the

scheme,

cLz + cl, 2k,
C1 +cl

cr; + cu(rr)dÍ k2 - cu(rrr)di + 2cr-

using the computer program FIT. The value of the disp,roportionation t"ËÁ132'

used in the analysis was 2kt = 5.2 x lOsM-I"".-t, with a value of the Cll'

molar absorbance at 405nrn of 3100M-t.*-t. The best fit of the first-

order rate for each concentration of Cu(II)di in the range 20-75¡lM was

determined by the program. The plot of the calculated first.-order rates

versus [Cu(II)di] is shovm in figure IV 4.2, from whích the value of

kz = k (Cu(II)di + Cl2 ) = 1.5 (10.2) x 108 was obtained from the slope.

4.3 The observed

ín a 20pM Cu(IT)dí, 0.lM

second-order ruith n 
/ r, =

dependence on ICu(]I)dil

the rate of o.3l,I cl was

transient decay at 3l3nnr of the Cu(III)di complex

Cl , 0.1mM Co(NHs), c1'+ solutíon at pH 1.0 was

-l29 sec This decay process showed a negative

(figure IV 4.3) and a positive dependence on tcf-l;

3.2 times thaË at 0.1M" The definj-te similarity
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between this decay reaction and those obtained for the Ni(III)L corn-

plexes in Bi solution, (díscussed in detail in the nexÈ secÈion) suggests

Ëhat Èhe probable mechanisrn of Cu(III)dÍ decourposÍtion is vía the aníon-

assisted path.

The addltÍon of ni ion in solution changed the decay to pseudo-

first order, with a linear dependence on [tlã] in the range O.B-4.OrnM.

The value of k (Cu(rrr)dí + N; ) = 2.5 (10,3) x l0aM-I"."-t was dererflined

from the slope of a plot of ko6" versus tWî] " (the addítion",of lmM SCN-

to the reaction solution eliminaÈed the Cu(III)di absorption upon flash-

ing; this effect \nras noË further investigated). The oxídation of the

azide is a facile process for the highly oxídizing Cu(III)dí complex, to

form the stable products Cu(II)dí and N2, so that electron-transfer

brídging by thís anion, seen in the analogous Ní(III)L systems (seetion V

3.4), does not occur.
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vËÈz AS PRECURSOR RADICAI

I SPECTRAL PROPERTIES

1.1 The transient spectra obtaíned 5O¡rsec after the flash from

a 20pM Ni(II)L - 0.1M Br solutíon, are shown ín figure V1.1. The

spectra determined in the 270-600run region for L=Èam, and 300-600rm

region for L=dí, tet, hlere independent of pH in the range 1.0-5.3 The

absorbances of the transient complexes were characteristsic of tervalent

nickel rather than of ligand radical intermedÍates, The Ní(III)tet

spectrum showed a sÍgnificant difference from that obtained usíng OH

radical as precursor oxidizing species" Large broad shoulders in Èhe

region >360nm were apparent in Br solutiorr. The spectrum detemíned

for the tervalent Ni diene complex was quite similar to that obÈained frorn

OH raclical oxidation in acidic solution. No observable difference vüas

apparent between the tervalent oxidation products from Brl, and OH in acid,

for the tam complex.

L.2 The specÈral properties of the complex intermediates produced

in flashed 2OpM. Ni(II)L, Br solutíons at pH 1,0 containing,

(i) FeBr,
J_?-L' (20mM Br , 0.5ûù4 Fe-')

(ii) Br3 (0.1Ìf Br 50p11! Brr)

(iii) co (NH3 ) uBt'+ (5Out"I co (NH: ) ,Bo'+, 0,lM Br-)
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were all identical wíthin experimental error to that obÈained in Br

solution a1one. Inser:tion of pyrex or silica filters between the

tube and sample cell, (so that absorption Ín the CTTS band of the B.f

greatly diminished) resulted in complete elimination of the transient

flash
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absorption for the Bi only system, and unchanged spectral shape for the

other systems (wher:e photolysis occurs in bands >250nrn). Pulse radi-

olysis of O.1M Bf- solutions containíng the bivalent compl-exes at pH 1.0'

produced very similar spectra to those produced ín the photolysís systems.

Accurate measurement of the pulse dose of OH radicals (usíng a SCN- dosi-

ureter), allowed estlmates of the molar absorbances of the tervalent

complexes to be made.

2+
1.3 In a 0.1uùI Co(NH3) rBr solution, the lnr ] could be convenient-

ly varíed between 0.2trM- 0.lM wíthout noticably affectíng the quantum

efficiency of the complex photolysis. At the low tB;l , the major

radical species in solution after flashing is sti1l Brf, since the

equilibrium consÈant for the proeess

Br + Br-=r+ Br]

ís -2 x 10sl,l-I Í92) The tervalent macrocycre spect.ra were measured

250psee after the flash for 20pM Ni(II)tet, and Ni(II)di solutions, ât

pH 3.0, at the low and high Bf concentrations. At 0.2mM Br , the tetene

spectrum was Èhe same as that obtaíned from OH radical attack (in the

absence of Br ). A small but noticable i-ncrease ín absorption in the

450-55Onm region r^ras observed when the [nrl 1 was increased from 0.2mM to

0.1M for the diene system. It can be concluded from these resulÈs that

it is the presence of Br. that affects the spectral nature of these

oxidized complexes in comparison to those produced from OH oxidation, and

not the fact that Br] ís the precursor radical in these systems. The

implications of this Br effect were further brought out when the transient

complex decompositions in Rr solution were ínvestígated.
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2. FORMATTON OF Ni(rrI)L

2.I The specific rate constants of the Ni(II)L * Bt.- reactíons

(L = tet, di) vlere conveniently determined by competition for the radical

anions between the bivalent complexes and t.'å0, for r¡hich the rate and

mechanism are knor.m "G32a) The method used was analogous to thaÈ

used to determine the Ni(II)L + C1; specific rate constants. For thís
2+

system the Fe ¡ Blz reaction was wholly inner-sphere, having a specific

rate of 4.0 x 106t"t*1"."-t at 2ooc.G32a) The values of the rates of

Br] oxidation of the Ni(II)tet and di complexes were 2.6 (10.6) x 10eM-l

"."-t 
and, 2,2 (10,7) x 10eM-1"."-t respectively. Evíd.ence presented in a

later section (V4.2) suggests that the Ni(II)tam * Br2 rate constant is

-4 x lOstut-t"""-t. The slower speeific rates of. Brl oxidation compared

with those of C12- are considered due to the lower recluction potential of

tlne X;/2X couple for X = Br-.

2,2 The possibility of Brz attack on the ligand was investigated

by observing the effect of added tfreer díene macrocycle on the Br2 dís-

proportionation rate. The second-order Brl decay rate observed in a

0.1M Br-, 50pM Br2 solut.ion at pH 1.0 was unchanged in Ëhe presence of

lmM diene ligand (which is about the limit of the ligand's solubílity).

This suggests therefore that if Ïri + L does occur, it has a specific

rate <lOuM-t 
"."-t .

3. Nj_(rrr)L DECAY rN Br SOLUTTON

3.f The transíent decay process was initially observed in

flashed aerated 0.1I1 Br- solution containing the Ni(II) macrocycles at a

concentration of 20¡tì'f. The decay rate observed at 366nm, was pH depen-
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dent in the region 0.5-5.3, the kinetics being reasonably second-order

throughout.

For the tetene complex, the observed second-order raÈe was vír-

tually i-ndependent of acid concentration in the pH regíon 1-3, r,rhile

for pH) 3, there l^ras an increase in rate which levelled-off at pH> 5.

This ts shown in figure V 3.1a. The decay rate at pH 5.3 was indepen-

dent of [Ni(II)tet] and [Br l, but at pH 1.0 showed a definite positíve

dependence on [Br-] "

The observed second-order decay rate of the diene complex increased

steadily with pH above pH 1.8, levelling off at pH>5, (see figure V 3.1b).

In the pH region 1,0-1.8, unusual decay characteristics r¡ere observed.

The second-order plots of l7OOa versus time had great.er slopes in the

initíal stages of the decay. The proportion of the faster process as

a fraction of Èhe overall deeay decreased as the ptl fell to 1.0. Belor^r

this pli essentially linear kinetíc plots for the whole decay were again

obtained, with the decay rate significantly slower than that. for pH>1.8.

I^Iith 50Ul'1 Br, in solutíon, no fast initíal decay was observed up to pH 3.0.

For the tervalent tam complex Èhis anomalous decay effect tras considerably

more significant. The rate difference between the initial faster decay

and the later slow decay \^ras so considerable Èhat the thro processes were

quite separately observable, In the pH region 2-3, Èhis unusual

kinetíc behaviour \^ras particularly evident. (fnis behaviour j-s discussed

in detail after the more r,¡ell-behaved aspects of the decay have been dis-

cussed). For both the tervalent di and tam complexes, the observed

decay was independent of [Ni(II)L] and[Br ] at natural pH, but showed a

negative [Ni(II)L] dependence, and a positíve [Br I dependence, at pH 1-.0.
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3.2 The observed decay in solutlons of pH> 3 was simÍlar in rat.e

for the three complexeso while that in acid varied greatly ín the order

tetene>diene>tetramine, A signífícant increase in Èhe second-order

decay rate at pH 5.3 vras observed vrhen the solutions were thoroughly de-

aerated, whilst this had no effect at pH 1"0 for the three complexes.

These results, combined with the difference in the dependences on [Ni(II)L]

and [Br ] between pH 5.3 and 1.0, suggest that the second-order decay pro-

cesses are ínherently different at the two pH?s.

. The rate change with pH of the observed decays of Ni(III)L above

about.3"5 in aeraÈed solution closely resemble those observed ín the previous

sections III 1.4, 2,5r 3.3, where the Ni(III)L + HO2 reactions were esÈab-

lished to occur. It is therefore considered thaÈ ín this system, where

the Br!' are produced from

hV Brz *."qBtoq

Br

that the e-aq co-produced by the primary photolysis, yields superoxy radical

after oxygen scavenging,

í.e. s ag * 02 + ol 1+ tt+-ttor)
+or e ,q * H'--+ H (+ 02 =* HOz)

depending on the pH of the solution, (These reactions are very fast,

>1010M*1"u"-t(B+)r. Second-order kínetics result for the observed Ni(III)L

decay since both reactants are produced by virtually complete conversion

of both the primary photolysis products under the experímental condítions.

Deaeration of the solution allor,¡" e ag to react directly wíth the Ni(III)L,

or wíth Ni(TI)L to produce NÍ(I), which can disproportÍonate r^/ith the

tervalent state.
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i.e. Ni(III)L + Ní(I)L 
-> 

2Ni(II)L

It appears that these second-order reactions are faster than the

Ni(III)L t rHO2t reaction they replace when the solution is deaerated.

2+In the tetene sysÈem, addition of aqueous Br' Co(NII3)5Br ¡of

NzO (a11 of which are effícíenË e ¿q scavengers) to the aerated solut.iou,

resulted ín no íncrease in the observed seeond-order rate for pH>3.

The decay rate !'/as independent of pH over the range 1.0-5.3 ín such cases.

The situation was more complicated for Èhe analogous diene and tetrsmine

systems. Such an addition of e aq scavenger díd elíminate the faster

second-order reactíon above pH 3 but replaeement by a first-order process

\ras apparent. This aspect is dicussed later in section VII 1. The

absence of dependences on [Ni(II)L] and Inr-] are expected for a reaction

between Ni(III)L and the superoxy radical.

Using the molar absorbance values determined in the pulse radÍolysis

study for the three tervalent complexes, values of the second-order

specific rate constants for the Ni(III)L + O; reactions were estimated

in phosphate buffered solution at pH 6.2,

complex k

tam

di

tet

t366

-l(M 'cnr ')

7.8 x 103

6.2 x LO3

3.8 x 103

e1
_I(sec ')

2.5 x 104

2.6 x 10r

2.5 x 104

k2rrd

-t -l(M 'sec ')

2.0 x 10s

1.6 x 10s

1,0 x 10s

These second-order rate constants are similar in value to those used in

sections III 1.4, 2.5 in the prograrn PHMTE, lvhere estimates of

k (Ni(III)L + O;) : 1', (lri(III)L + HO2) were determíned.
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3.3 The observed second-order Ni(III)L decay at 366nru at pH 1.0

was the same in solutions where the precursor Br] production was vía

photolysis of;

Brs 50¡tM Bt z

FeBr 2* 0,5mM Fe
3+

õ -J-

Co (NHs) uBt'' : 0,1uùf

N2O saturaÈed Br soluËion

for constant values of, [Ni(II)L] (20ttM) and [Br ] (0.fU¡ " The decay was

independenÈ of [Brrl over a large range, and of [r.t+] and [Co(NHg)rBt'*J

over smaller ranges, (The complex yields varied wíth the means of Br-

production in the range 2 - 15pM) " The observed dependences of the raÈe

on [nr-J and tNi(II)L] were independent of Èhe means of Br, photo-

chemical product.ion,

The decay rate dependencíes of each tervalent complex on [Sr-]

vrere detemined for flashed solutions containing 20UM Ní(II)L and. 0.l-mM

Co(tfg:)sBr2+ at pH 1.0 and constaRt ionic strength of 0.4M" The actual

magnitude and nature of the [Sr-] dependence díffered for the three com-

plexes. The observed value of k/et for the Èetene complex was almost

linear in the region 0.02 * 0,15M [¡r-] with a levelling-off above and

below this region. The analogous plot for the tam complex r¡Ias essen-

tialty linear below 0.01M, having a pronounced level-off of rate above

this value. The diene systern shorved characteristics similar Ëo the

tetene decay dependenee, being essenÈially linear in the 0.01-0.20M region.

The actual rate increases for an increase i.n [0.-'] from 0.01 - 0.10M were;
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complex

Èet

di
tam

Rate (0.10M)
Rate (0,01M)

25

15

4.2

The significant differences betv¡een the tetene and tetramíne rate de-

pendences occurred in the [Br-] region below about 0.05M. The plots of

k/e1 .r"."n" [Br J for Èhese complexes Ín thís region are shown in figure

v 3.3a. The dífference in rate dependence on [Br-], partlcularly

obvious in this region, provides the ldey to the mechanism of the second-

order decay for Èhe Br system.

The decay raËe dependence of the tervalenÈ macrocycle on the

[Ni(II)L]for the diene ís shown ín figure V 3.3b, for flashed solutions

containing 0.1M Br , 0.1uM Co(NHs) ,Ut'* at pH 1.0. For both the di and

tam complexes the observed rate at 10¡rM Ni(II)L was 3.6 times greater than

that at IOOFM. The rate levelled-off for [Ni(II)L]>100pM. The Ni(III)

tet decay was lndependent of [Ni(II)tet] over the same range.

The dependences of the transíent decay rates on [Ni(II)L] and

tsr-l in this system are independent of each other, and are not complemen-

tary effecËs as in the case of [Ni(II)t] and ÍHzOÃ in sections III 1.3, 2,5,

3.3. This is obvious for tetene, and is confirmed for the diene in

figure V 3.3c, where quite different plots were obtained for k/allr.t"rr"

IBr ]/tNi(II)di] data determined by holding one concentration constant'

rvhile changÍ-ng the other.

3.4 The apparent trend of bromide anion eatalysis of the second-

order deeay was investigated further The addition of eíther lmM N;
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or SCN to the acidic solutions containíng 20ûl Ni(II)L and 0.1M Br

resulted in signifj-cant increases in the observed transient decay rate

at 366nm. Under these conditions, the flash is absorbed almost

toÈally by the 3¡ ag, so that

3r ag 
hu- ,t' * e ag

is still the primary photolytical act, It was observed that the presence

of lrnM SCN considerably reduced the complex transient yield. This is

presumed to be due to BrSCN radical formaÈion in competition with the

usual Br, forrnation;

viz. Br' * Br ==== ¡r,

Br' + SCN-:- BrSCN-

If the mixed radical is noÈ as effícienË an oxidant as the Br' (sa¡

reduced Èervalent yield may result, As shovm ín section VIII 1.2' the

rate of reaction of (SCN); with lrli(II)L is considerably less than that of

Srr. The actual rate increase corresponding to the addition of the

pseudo-hatides (lmM) to the 0.1M Br- solutions at pH 2.0 is shown belorv,

relative to the Br catalyz,ed reaction,

Ni (III)L N3 SCN

tam 6.1 2.3

di 7,6 8 ,4

tet I ,1 LI.2

The addition of lmM SOq to the tam system, considerably reduced the

observed decay rate. Larger concentrations of added SOa were needed

to show significant reductions of the di and tet decay rates. (These

effects \,/ere not studied quantitatively).

3,5 The speetral and kinetic evidence obtained for the tervalent
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complexes in Br solutÍon suggests the possibility for an interacËion

between Èhe Ni(III)L species and the anion. The observable effects

of such an interaction decrease in the order tetene>diene>tetramine.

To sûpport the possíbility of anion interaction with the complexes, the

spectral effects of anion addition to the bívalent complexes were in-

vesÈigated. The UV-vísible spectra of the three Ni(II)L complexes

ín aqueous solutj.on hrere compared with those in the presence of 0.5M

Xn-n where Xn- = SCN, Br, Cl, F, SO;, using a 0.5M Xn- solution as

a blank. The organic chromophore region of the tet and di complexes

was observed as well as the d-d visible bands for 0,2rM solutions of the

three complexes.

As shor^¡n in figure V 3.5, there r¡ras a significanÈ spectral differ-

ence for the tetene complex due to the presence of SCN , less for Br , and.

no observable difference for Cl , F and SOa. The interacÈion of the

anion caused a futl.er absorption ín the low energy side of both peaks for

the SCN and Br: solutions. This spectral effect was less promlnent for

the diene complex and almost negligible for Èhe tetramine. (The tarn rvas

somewhat insoluble in the O.5M SCN solutíon).

3.6 The assumption of a complex formation between Èhe tervalent

macrocycles and Br enables the second-order decay mode ín acídic solutíon

to be analysed in terms of the propospd mechanísm:

Ni(rrr)L * Br ----lt * Ni(rrr)L.Br

then

(i) Ni(rrr)L,sr- + Ni(rrr)L.Br- - ,t = Ni(rr)L + NiL
4+

k3

k-2
i2 Br

produc ts
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or (ii)

Ni(III)L.Br + Ni(rrr)L
k2 r+1

Ni(rr)L + NiL *Br
k-z

k3

products

The firsË step involves a fast equilibriumrproducing the Ni(III)L'Br

complex. The next step can occur in two \¡rays' involviúg; the encounter

of one complexed íntermediate (i) wittr another, or (ií) with an

uncompl.exed entity, to yield the precursor complex to the activated state.

After single electron transfer, the bivalent macrocycle and an unstable

species, designat.d nii.u* are produced. This short-líved product,

which is tv¡o electrons short of obtaining a stable staÈer is presumed

capable of back reaction with Ni(II)L, Competing hrith the back reaction

is the decay of NiLa* to stable products.

From the initial equilibrium, \^7e have for the condition

lnr-Jo >>

ltli(rr)i,.er-l = r, Iui(rrr)l] [nr-Jo

and [Ni(rrr)L]o = lui(ril)l] + [Ni(rrr)l'Br-]

where the non-subscripted concentrations are the equilibrium values'

From these euqations,

lur(rn)l.Br ] 
K-I [Ni(rrr)L]o [Br-]o

I + Kr [nr-Jo

At an observaÈion vravelength where boÈh Ni(III)L and Ni(III)L'B¡ absorb,

the'effective molar absorbance of the equílibriurn mixture is gíven by

)l + K, [g-r-l^ e (ui ¡111)L.Br )

I + Kr [nr:-1o

d
iü

I

I

i

{

t
tI
i.

f'
È

t

I

q

I
¡¡

etrr
e (Ni (rrr
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The two possibílítíes of the bimolecular encounter of the NÍ(III)I

species are considered separately. In the fírst scheme ít f-s con-

sidered that Kl is large enough for the major equilibrium species to be

ín the complexed form. The rate equation for the decay of the Ni(III)-

L.Br complex is given by

-d lt¡i(rII)l.Br-] = kz [Ni(nr)L.Br-J 2

dr

-r<-z [ui(rr)L] [uir.u+]

Consídering steady-state condítions for the NiL
r++

t

Iuir,t+]

-* =ErrrkzlNi(irr)Lt'z

Hence, the observed rate of absorbance decay is given by

k2 [Ni(rr)L]
-doD

dr k3 +k2 [Ni(rr)L]

In the alternative scheme, K1 ís considered to be smaller, so that

most of tervalent intermediate is in the uncomplexed form. Hence.

- d [Ni(rrr)L] k2 [Ni (III)L] [Ni (III)L.Br ]

- k-2 tNí(rr)Ll ¡uir,4+1

dt

Usíng the same derívations as in scheme (i), the rate of absorbance decay

is given by

= rrrr r., tuilr')r.ìj tffi"]'[t

I(, [Br Jo

1 + Kr [B.r lo

k2 [Ní(rr)L]

k3 + k2 [Ni(rr)L]
1-

Except for the nature of the dependence on [Sr ] , the kinetic

equations for the rate of absorbance decay for both schemes are identical.

For the larger Kr, the rate dependence is of the form,
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2
Kr. [B.r ]oRate A

I + Ri [8..r ]

while for the srnaller K¡ n

Rate A
K, [Br J,.,

I
Rate

A plor of

"]

1+KrlBrlo

whereAisaconstant,

The experimental rate dependence on [Br-] data for the tetene and tetra-

mine were fitted to the derived Tate equaÈions, For the larger Kr,

it was considered that aÈ low [Br ], (1 + Kl[Br t )2= L, so that,

Rare + A (i(r[Br-lo)2

or 1og thl = consÈant * 2 log [Br-]^

The plot of 1og
1.

(þ t"rsus log [Br ]o for the Èetene data rvas linear ín

the region <l6mM in Br , having a slope = L,73 close to the expected value

of 2,0. (figure V 3.6a) This plot \¡üas non-linear for Ëhe Èam data.

The intercept value rras a function of K, whích could not be determined ín

the absence of the other parameters in the constant. In scheme (ii) ' the

rate expression can be re-arranged thus;

eI 1= I constant (1 * 
"JBr?

el/k versus 1/ [Br-]o for the tam raÊe data was linear over the
I

studied [B,r ] range,

(figure V 3,6b).

having an intercept/slope value equal to Iir of 14Ì'I

Such a plot of the tetene data was quiÈe non-linear.

The diene data fitted neither type of plot well, but was beÈter

fítted to the log plot. The kinetic evídence therefore suggests over-

all that the tervalent tetene complex decays via scheme (i) while the

tetramine decays via scheme (ii). The diene is considered to decay
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rnainly by (i), but vrith a significanË proportion of (ii) occurríng also.

Recalling the expression for the effective molar absorbance in

these systems,

ví2.
"III

1 + Kr[Br ]o

Èhe transient spectral propeïÈies can be understood. trùiËh the larger

value of K¡, as for tetene,

tttr = e(Ni(rrr)L'Br-)

and the spectrtrtr of the Br -complexed intermediate ís observed. For

the lor^r K1 , as f or the tetramine,

.Irr - e (ni (TII) tam)

and no spectral difference due to the presen¿e of Br in solution is ob-

served. The Kl for the diene complex is considered to be mid-range

between the two extremes.

The negative dependences of the tervalent complex decay rates on

lNi(II)L] are explained in the derived kinetic equations. For the di and

tam complexes, kr-k-r[Ni(]I)Ll for low values of [Ní(II)t]. However, at

high [Ni(II)L] , the term 1c-2 [Ni(II)L] becomes considerably >k3 and the

rate of decay consequently levels-off. For the tetene systemt

ks>> k-2 tNi(TI)tl over the studied [N1(II)tetJ range, resulting in the

observed independence of the decay rate on thís concentration.

3.7 The observed transient decay at 366nm of the Ni(III)tam com-

plex ín Br solution at pH 1,0 and 5,3 have been explained by the previous

schemes. In the ínÈervening pH region the observed absorbance changes

with time in the absence of e-r' scavengers in solutíon r^rere unusual. In

e(Ni(rrr)L * Y,¡ [BË ]o e(Ni(rrI.)L.Br
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figure Y 3.7a is shown a plot of the dífference between the absorbances

measured 100psec and 50msec after the flash over the pH range 1.0 - 5.3

of a solution containing 20¡rM Ní(II)tam and 0.114 Br The absorbance

difference at each pH was normalized by dívision by Èhe 100¡tsec absorp-

Èion value. Three pH regions are apparent from this figure. In the

region )4, more than 907" transient decay had occurred wÍthin the tíme

interval of absorbance observatíons. Between pH 4 - 2, Ëhe fraction

of transient decay completed in this time fell rapidly to zero at pH = 2.L.

In a 0.3M Br- solution, the pH at r^rhich no observable decay $tas apparent.

within the specified time was 2.6, as shown also in figure V 3.7a. Below

pH 2.1 a transient formation \¡ras apparent for which the yield of tran-

sient product levelled-off at pH 1.0 r^r'ithin the specified time interval.

The actual kj.netic behaviour of the system over the studied pH range

is shor,¡n ín figure V 3.7b for a solution 0.11'l in Br . The two time

intervals covered in the figure are (1) 100psee - 5Omsec and (2) 5Omsec -

20sec. The overall interval covered accounts for the compleÈe transient

decay in the system and as shown, the final absorbance returned Èo the

initial value before the flash. In tíme interval (1), the percentage

of the overall decay proeeeding via the second-order process Ni(III)tam

+ ¡HO2'within 5Omsec of the flash decreased from>90% for pH>4, to

zero at pHr 2.1. Second-order kinetics were only approximated for the

measurable decay process in the region belor¡ pH 4. Below pH-2, a

first-order formatíon was apparent, This process was found to be

pseudo-first order in [Ni(II)tarn] havíng a specific rat.e consLant (deter-

mined from the slope of a plot of ko6= versus [Ni(II)tam]) of 1.1 (10.2) x

- -l -1l0/M 'sec '. In a 0.3M Br solution the formaËion process l^ras faster,

having a specific rate of. 2.4 (10.3) x lo7l,t-I"".-t. The residual absorp-
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tion observable- afÈer 50msec in the studied pH range decayed by the Bf -

assÍsted second-order process, The rate of this reacËion was almost

pH índependent in the measured regíon 1.0-3.0. The observed second-

order rates þ .t both the transient decay processes are shor^¡rl in

figure V 3.7c.

The transient spectra \¡rere measured at pH 3,0, lmsec and 0.1sec after

the flash. These specÈra were identical as r¡rere those measured 100psec

and S0nsec after the flash in a solution of pH 1,0. The spectra were all

characteristic of Ni(III)tam which suggests that this complex is involved

in both the fast and slow decay processes and is also produced in the

formation process.

The considerable resemblance between this system and thaL discussed

earlier in section III 3.5 strongly suggests thaÈ a símílar mechanism is

operative here, Hovrever a sígnificant differerrce arises between the trlro

systems when the pH at which the Ni(II)L * HO2 reaction becomes apparent

is considered. trühereas this process is obvious only below pH 0.4 in the

absence of Br , it is observable below pH 2.I in 0.1M Br , and below

pH 2.6 in O.3M Br- solution, The acËual raËe of this reaction was ob-

served to increase (almost linearly) with [Br-]. These results suggest

that Br iscapable of more effícient caÈalysis of the Ní(II)tam + HO2

reaction than is high acid concentration. The possible mechanism for

this reaction ís;

Ni(rrr).H02 : Ni (rrr)L .Hzoz
kf

It"

\
*I

Br ,H'

Ni(rr)L + H02

Ní (III)L.Br + H2O2
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for which the exchange equilíbrium with Br (ff) is a more efficLent

means of transfer to tervalent produet Ín mildly acídic solution, than

the acíd-equilíbrium (Ka) path. The KB also has an acid dependence.

Greater ease of anion exchange occurs in more acidic solution where H*

sÈabilizes the released HO] species.

Considering the Ni(III)tam decay in a flashed aerated solution

containing only Ní(III)tam and Bs , the overall mechanism takes the follow-

ing form involving previously established reaction steps:

(A) Ni(ïrr)ram * Br = 
Kt 

- Ni(rrr)ram"Br- (1)
fasÈ

Ni(rrr)ran (.Br-) * Hoz 
u'.- 

products (2)

k"
IIí(III)Èan. Br + Ni(III)tam products (3)

(B) Ni (II) tam * HO, 
ku-- 

Ní (III) tarn.HO!

Br Kg, fast

(A) + Ni(III)tam.B¡ (+ H2O2) G)

At 366nm, where only the tervalent íntermediates absorb, the rate ex-

pression takes the form,

- d tNi(Trr)l k3 [Ni(rrr)L.Br-] tNi(rrr)Ll
dt

+ k2 [Ni(rrr)L] [Hoz]

- ku Ks [Br ] [Ni(II)L] [Hoz]

In this system, [Ni(III)tam] r [HOz] after the flash.

At pH > 4, Rate (2) > Rate (4)

and >> Rate (3)
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so thaE the Ni(III)tam * 'HOzt reaction is observed. Fot pH 4-2

the Rate (4) term becomes steadily more comparable to RaÈe (2), wíth

both Ni(III)L and Ni(II)L competing for the available HO, radieals.

The residual tervalent species then decay via step (3)' Below PH 2,

Rate (4) > Rate (2); the HO2 reacts more favourably with Ni(II)L than

Ni(III)L, with the overall yield of Ní(III)L then decaying via step (3).

The same mechanism is considered to operate ín Èhe analogous diene

system where unusual kinetic effects \^7ere noted in the pH region L-2,

The presence of HO2 to accounÈ for these results was verified by the

addition of 50pM B.r, to the solution, Under these conditions, the

observed second-order decay rate !,Ias almost independent of pH in the

measured region f - 3; the initial fast decay in the pH region I - 2 was

eliminated.

4. PRODUCT ANALYSES

4,I The products of the anion-assisted second-order decay of the

tervalent macrocycles r^tere ínvestigated, Due to Èhe ínherent lQvr photo-

chemical yields of the transient specíes in this technique (¿10pM), and

the smal1 total concent,rations of Ni(II)L used (<0.lrnM) ? extracÈion of

primary product complex from solution was not attempted, Steady-staÈe

irradiation using either a low pressure mercury lamp or Y-radiolysis over

appropriate periods \ras also undesirable, due to the very low transienÈ

concentraÈions (-10nM) inherent in these techniques. Analysis of the

products of the second-order decay rqould be most unreliable in such a

casé, since other first-order modes of decay which are insiginficant at

the much larger flash yieldsr may become donrinant at the very low steady-

state concentrations. Such first-order processes have been discussed in

ti
ii
I
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4.2 The normal mode of oxidation of the macrocyclic Schlffts

base complexes is vía oxidative dehydrogenaËion of the ligand, leading

to Ëhe formation of coordÍnated ímine functions. (This was discussed

in Chapter I). The presence of the imine function in the trans seríes

of these bivalent Ni macrocyclic comþlexes ís readily deteded in solutions

of low concentration by IIV spectrophotometry, since Èhe imine chromophore

band lies in the region 27O - 300rrm having a molar absorbance ;5 x 103M-r

.rn-t. Solutions contaÍning 40pM Ni(rr)L, 0,1M Br , 0.5tM H2o2 at pH 1.0

were flashed eight tímes in succession. A totà1 yíeld of at least

around 40¡rM of Br] could be expected from Èhe multiple flashes" The IIV

spectra at wavelengths >250nrn of these solutions vTere compared with the

unflashed solutions"

For all three complexes the flashed solutions had a much stronger

absorption in the 250 - 300nm region; this is shown for Èhe tetene complex

ín figure V 4,2" The difference spectrum between the flashed and un-

flashed solutions is also shown. Addition of strong alkali solutíon

to the stirred, flashed solution unÈíl l-he pH was -7.5 resulted in the

flashed spectrum returning to thaÈ of the unflashed solution. (Allow-

ance for the small volume increase was made). The difference sPectrum

for a 20pM Ni(II)t solution had double the absorption in the 250- 300nm

regíon of the 40¡-rM solutíons,

The difference spectrum ís identical rvith that of Brr in this regíon.

In solutions of neutral pH it is known that Brl hydrolyses to the BrO-

species which does not absorb in this region.
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4 H2O -+, BrO * 2Br + 2H'B'r

The presence of the Br3 in flashed solutíons is explained by the in-

complete scavenging of all the photochemically produced Br, by the

Ni(II)L complexes after the flash. Competing with thís reaction is

the Brl disproportionation, which yields Brl as a product,

2Br -nrl + Br

As expected a much larger residual absorptíon h/as produced when a solution

without Ni(II)L was flashed. The yield of Brl was about the same for the

teÈ and di conrplexes, but less (about half) for the tam, for solutions

conraÍning 20UM Ni(II)L. This suggests that the rates of Ni(II)L + ßrl

are similar for L = di and tet, with the tam rate being faster than both

by a factor of about 2. The similarity of the reaction rate for di and

teÈ \,ùas established in section V 2.1.

The spectral evídence here indicates that there is no difference

between the original Ni(II) macrocycle and the product of the anion assisÈ-

ed second-order decay reaction. Of particular note v¡as the absence of

any observable ímine absorption for the tam product spectrum. Further

flashing (up to 12 times) failed to produce spectral evídence of ímine

formation !'rith this ligand"

4,3 The spectrum and decay rate of the l.Ii(III)tet complex was the

same in solutíons containing 0.lmM N|(II)tet, 0.1M Br and 1mM H2O2 at

both pH 1.0 and natural pH. (The nature of the Ni(III)L decay changed

over Èhis pH range for the analogous di and tam systems; see sectíon VII

1,1). The consistency of the tetene decay reactíon over this pH range

provided another means of product analysis for the second-order process.
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The pH of an unbuffered solution initially aË pH 5.6 was measured after

nultiple flashing; the pH was unchanged after B flashes. The primary

ligh absorption in this system is mostly in the Ur ag CTTS band, with

some absorption in the H2O2 lIV band.

Hence,

,, ag
Br-

Hzoz þv r zol

s ag + HzOz + 0H + OH

OH*Br Br, * OH

Br

Br2 t Ni(II)t -+ N1(III)L + 2Br

For every Br2 radícal produced, and therefore for every Ni(III)L species

produced (if complete conversion is assumed), there is a stoiehio-

metrically equívalent concentration of OH fntroduced into the solution.

The constancy of the pH after the second-order decay suggesÈs that one

.L
H' per Ni(III)L is introduced into the solution via the decay process.

The same result was obtained in N2O-saturated 0.lM Br solution contain-

ing 60pM Ni(II)tet. In this system, the e ¿q produced by the flash is

converted to OH by

NzO *"ag Hzo N2+OH+0H

As a further check, a solution containing 50p$ Br2 instead of N2O was

analysed. The initial pH of this solution was 4,82 (due to some Br2

hydrolysis). After several flashes the pH of the solution fell co

4.64, indicating a significant introduction of acid into solution. This

is expected since no OH ís procluced by the flash induced processes.

Btz *"ag
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L.e Brs +Br

,r-ag hu 
" nl *.-ag

l

l

I

I

i

i

Br-

. ag * Br3 

-tÞ 

Btz * Br

4.3 The anion-assisted decay process therefore appears to be

Nl(III)Eet + Ni(IIl)tet Br Ni(II)tet f Ni(II)tetox

I

+ 2H'

IÈ fs assumed that this process Ís occurring for the tetene in acidic

'solutÍon also. Since all three Ni(IIIL) complexes decay by the nr1

asslsted second-order reactíon, differíng only in rate, íÈ is considered

that acíd is a product Ín the diene and tetramine analogues also.

5 cu(rI)DIENE, Brz

The disporportionation of Brl observed aÈ 466nm for a OolM Br

solution at pH 1.0 was found to be unchanged Ín the presence of l50pM

Cu(II)di. As a result, the rate of Cu(II)di + Brl may be presumed to
^ -1be ll0oM 'sec '.
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VI BRTDGED ELECTRON TRANSFER

1. ELECTRON TRANSFER IN COMPLEXES

1.1 ElecÈron-transfer between two metal cenÈres can be cataLyzed

by the addition of anions, and ít is recognized thaE oxidation-reductions

involving metal ions and their complexes are of two main Èypes; the so-

called inner-sphere and outer-sphere mechanisms. The characteristics

of these mechanisms have been discussed in several reviews and mono-

. (1s7-165)grapns. The distinctíon between the two types of electron-

Èransfer reacÈion lies in the nature of the interactíon between the reacÈ-

ing species in the activated state prior to electron-tïansfer. The metal

ions are connected by a common bridging group ín inner-sphere reactions,

while the coordinatíon shells of the metal ions remain intact during

outer-sphere reactions.

L.2 Several steps are involved ín Èhe anion-assisted electron-

transfer mechanism in going from the initial to the fínal staÈe.G'62)

Consíder the reaction of complexes A and B in the presence of anion X'

The first step involves the formation of a complex between the aníon ancl

one of the reactant complexes (the nature of thís interaction is quite

variable). This is followed by the formation from the reactant pair

(say AX and B) of the precursor complex (AXB). No chemical bonds are

made or broken i-n outer sphere reactionsr \nrhereas substitution is involv-

ed in inner-sphere reactions" Re-organizatíon of the precursor complex

to form the activated complex (AXB)* , occurs in the next step. In this

process, the inner-coordination shells of the reactants, as vlell as the

polarízation of the surrounding medium, adjust to the configuration

appropriate to the transition sÈate. The electron-transfer may, ancl
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usually does, take place during the latter stages of the re-organizal'íon

of the precursor complex. Following the electron-transfer is the de-

activaÈion of the acÈívated complex to form the successor ôomplex (A-XB+) '

hlhile the electron distribution in the precursor complex corresponds to

that of the reactants, in the successor complex, it corresponds to the

products of the reaction" The next step involves the dissociation of

the successor complex into the product pair (A- and gX*), rqhile dis-

socíaÈion of these products to yield the fi.nal state of the system occtlrs

in the last step.

Under conditions where one of the metal centres undergoes ligand

substitutj.on more qui-ck1y than the electron-transfer, the ínner-sphere

mechanism is possible. The rates of water exchange in the prímar1r

coordination sphere of many transition metal ions are known(166) Since

transfer of the bridging gïoup from oxidízíng agent to reducing agent

frequently occurs ín inner-sphere reactions, the lmmediate products of

this type of mechanism are usually different from those of outer-sphere

reactions. Consequently, valuable mechanistic informaÈion can be ob-

tained from the identities of the primary products of a reaction- Since

the net effect of an inner-sphere exchange is the transfer of the bridg-

ing group, they are also referred to aS åtom-transfer reactions.

Many complexes undergo electron-transfer more rapidly than they

undergo ligand substitution. Even r,¡hen one of the reactant complexes

is substitution labile, if the other cornplex does not offer a suitable

site to engage the metal centre of the labile complex, reaction by an

outer-sphere activated complex will be favoured. It is considered that

neither reactant complex labilizes the other for substitution. tr^lhen the

reactanrs or products undergo substitution relatively rapidly, dístinction
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between the reaction rnechanisms becomes difficult.

l¡here primary bonds are affected in the course of a reaction, as in

the casè of the formation of the bridged actívated complex for ínner-

sphere reactions, the geometry of the activated state is rather r¿ell

defined" Howeverr due to the variability of the. interactions which

distinguish one confíguration from another (eg. the number of water

molecules interposed between the reactant complexes) it is dj-ffícu1t to

define the geometry of an outer-sphere activated complex.

1.3 According to the Franck-Condon principle, ínternuclear dis-

tances and nuclear velocities do not change during an electronic trans-

ítion" Since the equilibrium configuration of the inner coordinatíon

shell of a metal complex, as rvell as the polaxization of the surrounding

medium, depend on the charge of the cenÈral metal ion, the equilibriuut

configurations of the coordination shells of the reactants and products

of an electron-transfer will be different. If electron-transfer were

to occur between reactant complexes r'rithout príor re-organization of their

coordination shells, the products would be formed in highly distorÈed con*

figuratiols. Energy conservatíon requires thaÈ the primary coordina*

tion shells of the reactant complexes (including the polarizat'íon of

solvent meclium) must rearrange to some non-equilibrium confíguration be-

fore'the electron-transfer takes place. Inlhen thís occurs by an outer-

sphere mechanism, the boncl dístortions at the t\,/o metal centres are not

couplecl. The improbability that the unqoupled events take place simul-

taneously when the metal centres are close enough for electron-transfer

to occur, is the primary limit Eo the rate of the electron-traflsfer. In

an inner-sphere mechamÍsm, the distortions of the t\^/o metal centres are

couple,d through the bridging group'
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I.4 Expressions for the free eneïgy of acËívation for outer-sphere

electron-transfer reactions, in which the poÈential energy changes in a

conlinuous manner along the reaction coordínate, have been derived by

Marcus(G6l-L69) and Hush.(170) The theoretícal treatment sholts that the

barrier to electron-transfer is made up of t¡'¡o parts' Difference in

reaction rates may arise from differences in either or both of these con-

tributions. The so-called intrínsic barrÍer is assocíated with Èhe re-

organization energy of reaetant coordination shells and of the surrounding

solvent prior to the actual electron-transfer. The thermodynamíc contri-

bution is associated with the over:al1 free energy change for the reactíon"

If the reaction is electron exehânge AGo for the reaction is zero" and

only intrinsic contributions are operative. Inlhen net chemícal change

occurs Agoco, and thermodyna;nic contríbutions to the activation barrier

may be important. (Strictly, ít ís Èhe value of AGo¡ at a distanee r

between the centres of the reactants ín Lhe activated complex, that is

relevant to the thermodlmamic contribution to the barríer,(160))

Provided the interaction between parËicípent complex redox orbitals

is neither too large nor too small, and the differences in the stabilities

of the precursor complexes may be neglected, the theoretical ÈreatmenÈ

relates the rates of exchange reåctions (ÀGo=O) to the rates of elecËron-

transfer reactions accompanied by a net chemical change (AGo<O). This

so-called Marcus cross-relation ís (provided Go is not too negative),

kr z= (l"r r kzz Kt z)\1

where k12 and K12 (oAeo) are the rate and equilibrium coristants for an

electron-transfer reaction involving net chemical change, and krr, kzz

are the corresponding self exchange rate constants,(168) This relation-

ship has proved useful in rationa1-izi:ng the rates of a variety of outer-
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sphere elecÈron-transfer reactions. The theory has also been applíed

to inner-sphere reaction series in whích bridging ligands are kept, con-

stant, but non-bridging ligands are altered.(160' L64) Such relation*

ships, however, appear to be much less generally applicable to compârisons

of rates of inner-sphere reactions in which the bridging substituent

changes "

Exceptions to the correlation have been noted,
(L7r,t72)

buÈ they are

not so numerous as to disqualify the correlation as a basis for nomal

behaviour. Sígnificant deviations from normal behaviour have been

found for the Co(III)/Co(ff) couple for which drastic intr:ínsic re-

organizational barriers exist on change in oxicLation state. (162) Tt is

a characteristic of both the heËerogeneous and homogeneous reacÈions,

that the rates of electron-transfer reactions of Co complexes are very

often faster than predícted by the Marcus cross-relation.

1.5 As r¿ill be shorn'n in the next sectíon, the ínteraetíons that

occur in the activated state betvreen reactant complexes and assisting

anions, determine to a large extent the Iikely path of eleetron-transfer.

In some instances, the interactions are less specÍfic than can be attrÍbu*

ted to normal bonding arguments based on simple ionic or covalenÈ ínfluenc-

es. A more general inÈeraction can be assumed to apply, based on

conclusions drawn from an extensive categotízation of bond stabilities;

this is the principle of hard-soft acids and bases, devised by Pearson.(173)

The principle has been used to explain interactions in electron-transfer

reactionsn in which the potential of a ligand to funcÈíon as a brídge r^las

assessed in terms of hard-soft acid.-base consideraiíons.(145'187) The

stabí1íties of pt:ecursor complexes have also been discussed in terms of

- (L7 4 ,r7 5)this prínc:Lple. '
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2. PRELIMTNARY

In'Èhis section, explanations which have been presented to account

for the reactivity patterns observed in electron-transfer reactions are

introduced. The effects of metal-ion electronic confÍ-guratíon and

brÍdging and nonbrídging ligands on the rates of self-exchange and hetero-

geneous electron-transfer reactions are consídered.

2.I InformaÈion about intrinsic barriers to electron-transfer is

available from self-exchange reactions. The rate constants for some

self-exchange reacrions of Fe(II)-Fe(III) and Ru(Il)-Ru(III)(d6-ds), and

C9(II)-Co(III)(d7-d6¡ have been measured.(161) In the former exchanges a

metal t2, electron is transferred r^rhile in the latter, a nteÈal e* electron

transfers (wíth associated spin*multíplicity rearrangements). For the

)+ 3+Co'-, Co'' metal ions, both the donor and acceptor orbitals have O

symnetry rvith respect to Ëhe ligand*metal axis, while tI-syrrlneLry applies

for the d6-ds (low spin) complex systems" This is shor¿n schematícally

in fígure VI 2.I. Electron transfer between rnetal t2* orbitals is

expected to be favoured by ligands havíng ll-syrrunetry, whereas that bet\,reell

metal e, orbitals will be facílitated by ligand orbitals having o-syrmetry.

Experimentally, the d6-ds syst.ems benefit more in terms of rate enhance-

ment of electron-transfer from the introduction of the o-phenanthroline

or bipyridyl ligands (having delocalized r-systems) into their prÍmary co-

ordination sphere, than do the c17-d6 systems. The ínverse is true for

the o-donating NH3 ligands. Arguments based on orbital symmetry must

be used rvith caution since the symmetry character of the tTansferríng

electron affects the energy requirement to reorganLze the inner-coordina-

tion shells of the reactant complexes prÍor to the electron transfer.

This is evident since removal of an electron from an e* orbital, rvhich is
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antibonding, will have a larger e-ffect on bond-lengths than elecÈron

removal from a tr* orbital, which is relatively non-bonding.(161)

The syrunetry argument also explains the observed difference ín the

reactivity pattern of the inner-sphere exchange reactions,

crt* + cr x2* + cr x2* + cr2t
2L aI 4I o+

Fe'- + Fe X'-"+ Fe X'' * Fe'

The rates change in the order I >Br >Cl->F in the forrner exchaRge,

whereas the opposiÉe trend is operative for the latter. (160) * 
",

electron is Ëransferred ín the Cr exchanges, while the Fe syst,em exchanges

a LZg electron. The mosË favourable interaction energy occurs when the

redox orbítals of the metal ions have the appropriate syrnmetries to

overlap with the orbitals of the bridging group. Hence o-inEe-racfions

r,rith the brídge are important for Ct'*." reductant, and Fe2* t.drrctions

are more favoured by fr*symmetrical interactions, The degree of O-slrmrn-

etrical interacÈion decreases with the size of the halide, while the

inverse relationship holds for the l*efficiency of the halj.des.

2.2 The reductions of halopentamminecobalt (III) complexes,

)J-
Co(NH:)sX'-, by various comp.lex reducing agents have been extensívely

- (174. 176-180) _Studaect. ¡'or a number of reducing agenEs the rate con-

stants of the electron-transfer vary monotonically as the halide is

changed from F to f The reactivity order has come to be known as

either normal or inverse, dependíng upon ruhether the rate increases or

decreases with increasing atornic number of the halíde. The normal

reactivity order F <Cl <Br <I is observed for the inner-sphere reductlons
'ô¿

by Cr'' and Co(CN)s3-, and for the outer-sphere reductions by Cr(bipy)r'+

and Ru(N¡:)e2+. In contrast, the reductions by Eu(lI) "od 
F"2t obey the

inverse ord.er. It is difficult to generalize the reactivity trend of
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the halides in different redox systems, since several factors associated

\^rith the nature of the bridgíng anion ínteraction in the activat.ed com-

plex may be involved. These include the relative stabilities of the

anion in associating with either the reactant or product comPlexes'

anion-orbital synunetry' and anion permeability. For differenË systems,

one factoï or another of these may be more important. The thermodynamic

contribution to the reaction barrier for the Cr2* and F.2* reductions

favours the inverted order for both, since the stabilities of CrX2* and

^-l-FeX'' run paralle1 in the series of halides and are similar in magniÈude(160)

However, since the reactivíÈy orders are opposite, intrinsic barriers

associated rvith electron-transfer orbital sy-rnmetries are considered ímport*

ant here. The inner-sphere classification of the Eu(II) reduction of
ôI

the Co(NH3)X'- complexes lvas based on the observation that the reacËivity

order of the halides paralleled the stability of the Eu(III) halide com-

. (17e)
prexes.

2.3 Sorne mechanistic inferences have been drawn from the halide

patterns of reducËíons of the Co(NHg)uX'+ .otplexes. In Élaím'u 
"t,-,¿yÍ174)

the reactivity orders of the halíde series hrere correlated rvith the cal-

culated stabilities of the actívated complexes for a variety of reductant

complexes. The criterj-a for mechanistic classificat.ion fe1l ínto

three categoríes, based on the thardnessr of the reductant complex, and

the halide stabilities in the transition state. This type of systemaEi-

zat-ion of rate data has proved useful for mechanÍstíc inference, in terms

of inner- and outer-sphere classification.

2.4 Interestíng chemical effects have been observed vrhen the

bridging ligand is an uns)rmmetrical group. The transf er of an unsyrrmeE.-

trical group in an inner-sphere reaction may yield a product in which the
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less stable end of the bridging ligand is attached to a metal centre.

e.g. FeNCS2* + crz*-.-+ F"'t r- crscN2*

The dífference in rates observed with the symmetrical and unsynunetrical

Nl and SCN anions as bridgíng grolrps has been used as a rneans of deter-

mining whether a particul-ar reactiorr proceeds via an inner- or outer-

sphere mechanism.ft77 ' 180) rf N-bonded scN is the stable isomer to

both reactant and product metal centres, and if transfer of Lhe briclge

occurs in a reaction, then an i-nner*sphere reaction shoulcl proceed faster

when Nl bridges Ehan when it is SCN For example, the Cr2J" recluction
D-L

of Co(NH3).Nu-' proceed -2x10'n tímes faster than the SCN analogue. 
(179)

Considerations of which end of SC\l is nore st-ably associatecl rvith a rnctal

complex are assoc,Lated with orbítal. symmetry and thard*softt rel.aLiorr--

ships. (187) In outer-sphere reacl-ions, SCN and Nl behave s:Lmilarly,

because the possitrility of unfavour:able S*bonclíng of SCN to a metal. centre

is removed, and the jnterac.tíons of the sirnilar lr-sysfems cotue- into pl-ny"

However, if water replacement is r¿rt:e cletermi-ning in an inncr-spherc

reactíon, similar effects of N3 and SCN na1. ¿g¿in be observ".¿" 
(1Br'182)

2.5 More inforuration about the effects of aníons on the rates of

outer-sphere electron-transfer reactions was obtainecl in a study of the

reductions of co(phen)33+, co(en)33+, co(NH3)ut* ov ct'-F 
",-r,l 

v'-F, aud the

oxidation of co(phe.,)32+ by Fe3+ in the presence of C1of,, cl-, N;, SCN;(rB3)

llith this r.ride rzariation iu the type of oxidant, anion, and recluctant,

some general conclusi.ons concerning anion effects were reached. I"Jith the

possible exception of the reactíons inr¡olving the Co(plton)33+ complcx, the

uncatalysed rates were Ín good agreement wit-h those calcular:ed using the

Marcus cross-relation. (The Co(phen)33* t.r"tions \^/ere consíclered to pro-

ceed by a multistep mechanism in which the electron is transferred to the
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1r-system of the ligand). The ratio of the catalysed to uncatalysed

rates were found to be 101-102 times Larger than predicted solely by

thermodynamic consid.erations. Greatest rate enhancement ocCurred in

the V2*-SCN -Co(pher)g3* and CrClt-Co(NHs)e3t t"""tiorr". The reactivity

of these assisting anions \¡Ias correlated with the s¡rmmetríes of the

orbitals of the electrort-donor, the added anion, and the electron accep-

Èor" For reaction with V2* the electron Èransfers along a mostly l-.

synnnetrical path from reductant to oxidant complex, while for the reactlon

with Cr24 it proceeds along a totally o-slrrmnetríca1 path. This

syn[netry argument, (an extension of that proposed for inner-sphere brídges

(184)), also holds for reactions of Fe(II) as reductant and Te(III) as

oxidant. Thus, under controlled conditions, the reactivity patterns of

anions in electron-transfer reactions can be used to analyse Èhe líkely

extent of orbital synrnetry overlap in the activated complex'

2.6 The effect of addíng anions on the observed rates of reducËion

by r"2+ of various Fe(rII) complexes has been studie¿,(l'85) in which the

SCN catalYsís of the reactíons

le(phen)J* + F*'* ---+ Fe(phen)e2* * F"'n

and ¡"'t + p"2+ .-* F.'* + F"'*

was compared, There was considerably more favourable scN bridging

in the former reaction, beyond that due to the more favourable thermo-

dynamic contribution to the activation barrier in both reactions of

FeNCS2-f being more stable than FeNCS*. The magnitude of the rate

enhancer,rent over that expected if the phen reaction \¡/as a weak interac-

tion, outer-sphere rnechanísm, suggested that a different mechanism rvas

operative in the SCN catalyse<l reduction of Fe(ph..r)33+. (Símilar effects
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\¡rere noted with the anj-ons Nl and I , and wíth the analogous bipy com-

plex). The effecË was interpreted in Ëerms of SCN- bridging through

the S-atom to the phen 1-igand by T-electron ínter:actions. The ef f ecl-

may be considered as a favourable ínteractíon of the tsoftr s-end of the

SCN with the fsoft' T-system of the phen ligand. By analogy, the

relatively large enhancement by SCN of the reduction of ferrícytochrome

c by cr(II) is consistent with electron-transfer through a site on the

delocalized n-system of the porphyrin ringn rather Lhan at the Fe(III)

cenrre. 
(186) The reactivÍty patteïn associated with this type of

electron-transfer, viz. Cl <I <Ul -SCU-, has allovred this remote attack

mechanism ro be artribured to rhe cr(rr) reductíons of Fe(phen) 
3+(188)

and of Fe(lII) complexes of octaethylporphyrin(189) and meso-tetra (4-

pyridyl) porphine, (190)

2.7 The rates at which a large number of substituted carlroxylato-

pentanmrinecobalt(III) complexes are reduced by Ct2+ have been found to

be relatíve1y ínsensitive to the more ordinary inductive' conjugal-ive, and

steric effects which generally ínfluence organic reactivitiuu' 
(191 

'L92)

Suitable structural modifications of the carboxylato ligands in suc'h com-

plexes greatly facilítates the complex reduction by bríngíng ínto play some

less usual effects, includíng proceeding through conjugative':l-y stabilized

radical-cation intermediates. G92) rn Gould'"(192'193) analysis of these

systems, it rvas observed thaE elecÈro1-transfer from Ct'* to coordinated

Co(III) often took place readily through ligands, rvhich rvhen free in

sol,ution, t/ere reducíble. The ligands did not suffer a net reduction

in the overall electron-transfer PÏocess. It Ì{aS Suggested that a remote

attack followed by resonance transfer through the conjugated system was

less common than raclical ion formation as intermediate by ligand reduc-
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tion" (193'194) The electron transfer from this intermed'iate radical

species to the Co(Iff) metal centre completes the overall electron trans-

fer in such cases" The correlation between electron-transfer

efficiencies of bridging ligands and their reducibilities has not been

precisely defined, and has not been extended beyond the pyridine and

benzene series' nor to inorganic 1ígands. 
(193)

2.8 l,tith this background to the mechanisms by which anion-assisted

electron-transfer reactions may occur' some inference to the type of

mechanism involved ín the anion-assisted decay of the tervalent Ni(and

Cu) macrocyclesr cârr be made,

3. TYPE OF ANTON BRIDGING

3.1 The mode of Ëransient decay of the tervalent macrocyclíc

complexes depends on both the acidity of the solution and Ëhe presence of

anions other than ClOa. In acidic solution conÈaining halide or pseudo-

ordeï for Br, Nl , SCN, vrhile ín Cl solut.ion the decay ís consj'derably

slo¡¡er, being first-order for the diene complex and havíng some second-

order character for the tetene" The tam complex ín cl Solutíon is

meta-stable, decomposíng quickly upon the addítion of Br or SCN to the

solutíon. The effícíency of the aníon-assistance to the second-order

rate of decay varies in the general manner Cl-<Br <Sl- SCf'f-' The actual

acceleration for the added anions differs with the degree of unsaturation

of the macrocyclic complex. The acldition of SOq íon to the Br systems

rvas. found to decelerate the observed second-order decay rates, partic-

ularly for the tam complex. The second-order decay process was observable
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in Cl- solution for the Cu(III)diene complex only'

3.2 The kinetic and spectral evídence obtained in the Br

systems suggested that complexation between the Ni(III) macrocycle and

the anion \¡/as a necessary precursor equílibrium to the bimolecular trans-

lent decay. If the complex formation ínvolved sÍmply an ion-pairing

interaction, where the att.raction \¡Ias e-ssentially electrostatic in

nature, the order of anion effect on the observed rate would be qui'te

dífferent" The prímary considerati-on in such an Ínteraction i-s the

effective charge product of the pair, with due allowance for the charge

densities of the combining species. 
(195) Accordingly, cl- would be more

likely to form a stable ion-pair than Br or the pseudo-halide ions ' and

considerable ion-pairing of sou would be expected" The observed anion

trend suggests Lherefore that the interaction is more specific than simple

ion-pairing. The reductíon of the tam decay rate in Br solution by the

addition of SOi indicates, however, that íon-pairing with this aníon may

impede the more specific interaction between Br and the tervalenÈ complex'

3.3 It is possible that the Br ion can be ínner-sphere substitu-

ted onto an apieal position of both the tervalent (and bívalent) Ni centres

of the macrocyclic complexes. The first requirement for this inter-

action is that the solvent substituËíon rate on the metal centre be

sufEiciently fast to allow for the observed fast rates of Ni(Irr)L trans-

ient decay. The rvater substitution ra,tes on the Ni(II) and Ni(III)

macrocycles have noE. been measured; on ltri2+¿q the rate is -10\="t-t 
(166)

It is known that the presence of O-donating amine coordination to octa-

hedral Ni(II) (dB) causes an acceleration of solvent exchange rates on
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solvated sites - the degree of acceleratíon depends on the actual

geometry of the ligand and the degree of o-donation of Ëhe electons ín

nitrogen based orbitals to the metal centre. 
(196) rt ís thus tikely

that the tam complex is the most effecËive ín its acceleratíon of

exchange rate, since all four planar nitrogen atoms are saturated, con-

sequently having the uþst extensive ô-donation of the three maerocyclic

ligands. The rate of solvent exchange on the apical site of the lot¿

spín d7 Ui(fff) macrocycle is likely to be faster than on the bivalent

complex, since it involves inËeraction hrith the antibonding dzz orbital

of the metal. The degree of Jahn-Teller dístortíon of the apical posi-

tions of octahedral complexes explains the large exchange rates on the

cr2* arrd cu2* metal "",,tt"". 
(l' 166) rt has been shown on Èhe co(rr)

diene complex that marked distort.ion along the apical posítions is appar-

enË as a corrsequence of the well-defined stze of the Na girdle of the

macrocycle. 
(197) It may be inferred therefore that the Ni(III) macro-

cycles, which are ísoelectroníc wíth the co(II) complex, also have consider-

able apical distortíon, and hence have very rapid exchange rates in these

positions. The rate ofi lli(III)L is likely to be diffusion controlled'

The exchange rate on cu(III)diene, ísoelectronic with Ni(II), Ís consíd-

ered to be verY fast a1so.

The spectral evidence for inner-sphere coordination of the x- is

indirect. The anion effects on the bivalenL nickel macrocycles \¡Iere

observed on both the d-d ancl chromophoric bands on the complexes' No

new peak artributable to the possible LMCT band of a Ní(III)L-Br inter-

action was observable in the high [Br ] solution used. The effect of

Br coordination on the transitions ín the presumed n-*îJ' ligand band

can be account-ed for if considerable metal orbital interaction occurs in

ù,
ù

I
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this chromophore band. That thís band is observed in the region below

230nm for the free diene ligand in solutíon supports such a surmise'

Metal orbital interactions with the Bi ion in the apical positions may

thus be reflected in the observed ímine band. The effecE on the d-d

bands is anomal.ously low however, for the type of ínteraction suggesËed'

í.e.penetrationoftheprimarycoordinatíonshell.ThesimilaríÈy

of the type of ínteraction occurríng on the bivalent and Ëervalent com-

plexes is based on the trend of anion effect, whích is not thaÈ expected

for simple ion-pairíng. The associatíon is presumed Èo be more

specific than the general effect of high concentÏation of inert electro-

lytes on the molar absorbances of ionic speeies ' 
(198)

The observed Èrend of inner-sphere complexation of some halide and

pseudo-halide ions on Ìli'*"q i" shor^m below;(r40)

Ò-L-+
Ni''.0 + X #Nix'aqfit

'*
'l

K1

where

The trend of observed complexation for the Ni(rr) macrocycles ís similar

wíth respect to pseudo-halide > halide, but Èhe inverse order of cl and

Br suggests more subtle differences in the anion interaction with the

macrocyclic complex compared with the aquated complex'

Thus, íf (i) simple ion-pairing can be neglected (ií) no expansion

of.the hexa-coordination of the Ni(rrr), d7 complex occurs' nor (iii) dis-

placement of the sËable macrocycle from a coordinatíon site occurs,

several possibilities for the complex configuration ín the actívated sÈate

X

c1

Br

N3

SCN

K1

r"7
o"76

1I
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can be considered.

3.4 The exchange rate of the anion on the apícal sítes of the

Ni(III) macrocycle is presumed to be very large, but on a time avelage

a finite concentratÍon of the complexed anion is maintained' A totally

inner-sphere bridging mechanism would requíre simultaneous insertion of

the anion onto the apícal posítions of two Ni(III)L species. sueh a

requirement for activated complex formation appears too specifÍc, consíd-

ering the presumed substitution lability, and the observed efficíent

electron-transfer rates of decay. Tormation of an outer-sphere

activated complex seems reasonable in light of this. In general terms'

the preseflce of the anion on at least one of the reactant complexes may

decrease the dístance bet!¡een the redox centres by reducing the electro-

static repulsion, and may couple the vibratory motions of the non-

bridging ligands on both meÈal centres. Either of these influences

r¿ould facilitate electron-trafisfer by lorrering the free energy barrier to

the transition sËate. l4ore specific, however, is the reacËivity

pattern of the various aníons ín assisting the observed rate of electron-

transfer; this leads to considerations about the nature of the inter-

actions involved in the actívated complex'

4" THE ACTIVATED COMPLEX,

4.L A correlation of the experimental results for the anion-

assísted bimolecular decay of the M(III) complexes with the current know-

led-ge of electron-transfer reactions of metal complexes, provides some

insíght into the nature of the mechanism of the observed reaction' Both

intrinsic and thermodynamic facËors contributing to the activation barrier

i
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are consídered. since the Ni(rrr)L/Ni(rr)L self-exchange rates are

unknown, mechanistic ínference based on Plarcus theory cannot be drar'm in

this studY.

4.2 The catalysís of the Ni(III)L decompositlons was quíte sig-

nificant for hnM additions of SCN and Nl to the 0.1M Br solutions' It

ís known from studies of the Crz* reduction of Fe(III) and Co(III) porphy-

rín complexes, ÈhaË large anÍon catalytic effects occur u4ren inner-sphere

bondíng to the metal ceritïe of the metalloporphyrin is operatit'"' 
(175)

The large catalytic effects, parÈicularly by the pseudo-halides, for the

Ni(III)L decomposit,ions , arte inferred by analogy to involve inner-sphere

penetration of the anion into at least one of the reactaot Ëervalent com-

plexes. For both the porphyrin and macrocycle systems, the inner-sphere

complex is the electron-acceptor'

The acceptor orbital on the Ni(III)L metal centre is eg having

o-syrunetry.Thereactivitytrendoftheanionshor"¡evernfavoursÏ-

syrmetry in Èhe activated complex, anci if synmetry arguments based on

intrinsíc barriers are of prírre importance, the slnmnetry of the donor

orbítal might be expected to have 1T-syrnmetry. This line of argument

suggests that the donor orbital is not a metal eg orbital, but a ligand

orbital on the Ni(III)L complex. Since apical water on the donor com-

plex has o-symmetry, it is more likely that the donor orbital is on the

macrocycle. This suggestion is supported by the observation that the

greatest anion catalysis of the Ni(III)L electron-transfer occurs in the

SCN -assisted decay of the tetene complex, which has the most tt-character

of the three ligand forms. The nature of the interaction ínvolved in

the SCN catalysis of the Llnsaturated macrocycles is likened to that con-
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sidered for the SCN cataLyzeð. reducrion by Ee2+ of Fe(phen)g3+(tg5)

and in the reduct.ions of co(ptrer,)r3+ by various reducíng complex""r(lal)

a tsoft-softt assocíation of the SCN \,Iith the orbiÈals of the phen

ligancl was considered. The redox reactions of the Te(III)/Fe(II)

cytochrome c complexes l,rere proposed to be via remote attack of the re-

ductant,/oxidant complex on an accepÈor/donor site on the exposed heme

edge of the porphyrin syst"*. (186' 199) The observed símilaríty of the

anion reactivity paÈÈern for the Cr(II) reduction of the ferricytochrome C

.o*p1"*(186) (Cl- < I- < N; -SCN ) is consistent r,¡ith the proposition that

the donor orbiËal of the electïon-transfer in Ètre anion-assisted decay of

Ni(III)L is on the macrocycl.e, possibly involving the Il*electrons in Lhe

ímine function,

For the di and tet complexes, the greater reactivity of SCN over
ilore versaÈile

Nl is possibly due to the nature of SCN- being /Ln 'hard-softr interactions'

This aníon has the ability to favourably interact with both the thardl

metal centre through the II- atom, and with the r-sYstem of Èhe ligand

through its S- atom. The Nl ion, which ís probably equally'conducÈing'

for the donated electron, does not have the same measure of favoured inter-

actíon at the ligand" Similarly, it may be presumed that it Ís the

greater tsoftnesst of Br that allows it more facile ínteraction at the

ligand than Cl

More difficult to rationa1ize ín terms of intrínsic barriers however'

is the observed catalysis cf Nl in the tam decay reaction, in which the

macrocycle has no unsaturated character, The interaction of N3 with

the'treductanEt Ni(III)L complex Ín the activated state might sËi1l be a

a 1ígand site, íf the saturated complex is consiclered to offer a rharderl

síte of interactíon. This premise is supported by the poorer catalysis
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of SCN for the tam complex. However, if only rhard-softt consfdera-

tions are important in accounting for the Nl catalysis, little increased

reactivity would be expected over that of Br catalysis, sÍnce boÈh anions

are intermediate tsoftr baseso

4.3 The arguments based on íntrinsic barriers to activation (whích

involved considerâtíons of orbital symmetry and thard-softr interactions)

can explain to some extent Èhe reactivity pattern of the assísting anions'

Further rationalizatíon can be achieved by consideration of thermodynamie

barriers.

The precursor complex containing the two reacEant Ni(III)L species

through one of two possible states uPoll electron-

NiL
4+

and the anion must pass

transfer;

either
L Ni(rrr) . x2:

or
L Ni(rr).x'.Ni(rrr)L

The reduction of X- by one of the reacÈant complexes is obvíously

endoergic by several volts, while the oxidation of X by the powerful

tervalent metal centre (to effectively proceed via a coordinated X'

radícal oxídation in the transition state) seems energeticlly more reason-

able. The Eors for SCN and Ni have not been accuraÈely deterrnined,

but it is consídered that the value of the SCN'/SCN couple is between

that of Br./Br- and I'/r-.(59) The N3' is presumed to be a líttle poorer

oxidant than Brl . 
(sa)

If Èhe activation barrier to electron transfer in this system

depends on the relative toxídizíbilityt of the bridging anion, the
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reac¡ivity pattern r^rould be Cl <Br-<SlcSCn A more quantitative

analysis of this thermodglamic barríer can be carried out using the Br1

brídging rate data. The barrier to the formation of the cornplexed Br'

radical in Ëhe transition state is considered. This is represented

by the equilibrium,
l_

KT.,.- F' (II) .Br'.Ni(III)
"]*LNi(III).Br .Ni(III)L

precursor complex
ket
electron-transfer

LNí(rr) .grl sit q*

successor comPlex

The value of the thermodynamíc actívation equilibriuu constant is a

functíon of the couPles,

Ni(rrr)L + e --Ni(rr)L

Br'* e #Br

ïhe Eo for the activation process can be expressed as the algebraic sum

of the respective couPles, as

Eo*= ti-u?

Since E! remaíns coristant, while lf varies by 0.18 volt('9) b""een tam

and tet, the effective variation ir, no* ís also g.l8volt. For Èhe one-

electron transfer involved, this potential correspollds to a change in K*

of a factor of 1.0 x tO3 (using the Nernst equatíon). Since the rate

of conversion to the successor complex is a linear funcÈion of x#, 
(195)

an acceleration by 1.0 x 103 would be expected ín the Br-caÈalysed

second-order clecay of the tervalent tetene over that of tetramíne if the

above arguments hold good. The experimentally determined raÈe ratio

of Ni(III)rer: N1(III)tam is 0,5 x 103, which is suffieiently close to

E?

E?
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assume thaC in the decompositíon Process in Br , the major contributj-on

to the activation barrier is thermodynamic, determined by the roxidízi-

bilityr of the bridgíng anion by the tervalent nickel centre.

SupporÈ for thís mechanism of activation in bridging-assisted second-

order decompositíons of the M(III) complexesr comes from other experiment-

al results,

(i) Cl1 assistance was only observed for the Cu(III)dí complex, which is

the most powerful of the tervalent oxidants used.

(ii) the initíally díscernable slow second-order character in the Ni(III)

tetene decay in Cl- solution suggests that thís complex may be able to

decompose to a smal1 extent, via the proposed activaÈion step.

(iii) The faster decay of the pïesumed Ni(IIT)tarn.HO2 complex compared

wiÈh the corresponding Br complex, can be accounLed for by the lower Eo

value of the O|/HO2 couple compared with the Bt'/Br- couple. Atthough

not an anion, the polarizable HO2 species may act as a bridge in the

electron-transf er reaction"

This argument does not explain the increased reactivitj of N3 Over

scN for the Ni(III)tam decay, since it is considered that scN is more

oxidizíble than Nl. The aníon catalysis of this reacÈíon may involve

signific.arrt intrinsic barriers to actívation based on the bridge electron

conducting ability, and the degree of orbital symmetry matching at the

donor and acceptor sites.

If it can be assumed that the main driving force into the activated

state ín the Cr2* r"d,rctions of carboxylatopentammine-Co(III) eomplexes(L92'

193) is derived from the strong reducing pohrer of the cr(rr), analogy

berween bridge reducibility in such systems, and bridge oxidizibility in
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the anion asslsted M(III) systemsr may be drawn' In certain cases the

intermedíate existence of the coordinated reduced bridging ligand was

observed.(193) No evidence for the transíent existence of Ní(II)L'X'

r¡as obtained Ín this study; the system merely passes through this form

in the transitíon state"

4"4 In studies of the sel-f-exchange rate for the low-spin Co(III)

diene/Co(II) diene couple, an exceptíonally low value of 10-sM-t""t-t t"*

obtained. 
(200) This rate contrasted markedly with that obt'ained for the

teterie analogue of 10M-1**"-t. The anomalously large Franck-Condon

reorganizaÈional barrier for the diene couple was found by struetural

analysis to be due to a large difference ín the extent of apical distor-

tion, -0.5R, between the two oxidation states,(197) The presence of the

planar macrocyclic gi-rdle has forced reorganízatíon of bond lengths for

this exchange to occur in the one direction. The dífference in the

apical bond lengths for the tetene analogue was considerably shorter

allowíng for more facile reorganízation in the activated state' The

anomalously srow reductÍon by cr2+ of the co(rrr) diene complex (-to-8u-r

"..-t) 
was a further.*"*pl.(201) of the unfavourable approach of thís

co(III) cehtre to the actívated state. Generally Èhe anomalous re-

orgaaizational parameters l¡7ere greatest for reactant pairs involving one

member with one eg orbitar singiy occupied (ct'r, co(rr)) and the other

¡vith vacanr eg orbitals (Co (III) )!2O2) It was noted ín contrast that

v¡hile rhe Co(II)/Co(I) couple (which is d7-d8, isoelectronic r¿ith the

Ni(III)/Ni(II) couple) lnvolved changes in electron density in eg orbitals'

the reorganization barriers \^Iere considerably smallerrpresumably because

large axial dlstortions occur in both the oxidízed and reduced specíes '(L97'

203) No anomalous reoïganizational factors due to macrocycle complexa-
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tion would be expected in Èhe activation Process;

LNI(III).Br + LNi(II) 'Br'

Horn¡ever large effects might be expected if the energetic criterion for

acrivarion also required teotganization of the Ni(Iv)/Ní(III)couple (Íso-

elecÈronic with the anomalous Co(rII)/co(rr) couple) ín the donor macro-

cycllc comples. The accounting for the Br-- brídging ín the system

by the roxídizíbilítyt argument suggests that. the síte of the donor

orbital on the reductant N1(III)L complex ín the activated state is on the

ligand, and does not ínvolve metal centred orbÍtals'

4.5 It may be concluded from the preceeding dispession that the -/''i

likely mechanism of electron-transfer ín the anlon-assisted decomposition

of M(III)L, shornm for nickel(Ill) in Br solutíons is:

Ni(III)L * Br 
-.+ 

LNi(III) 'Br

LNi(III) "Br + LNi (III) . Br

Ni(III)L

Þ..

-#+ LNi(III).nrl f,UilIII) precursor complex

I
Br

I

i (rr)
1r

: rNi(rrr)_l-

LNi(II). Br;L
(*\i (ttt) successor complex

This mechanism probably explains the observed instability of the Ni(III)-

tetraphenylporphyrin complex in CH2C12 solution in the presence of Br <204)
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5. THE PRODUCT COMPLEX

5.1 The fate of rhe Ni(rrr)L+ species and the narure of the

return of the metal centre to the bivalent state are nohT considered'

The product analysis of the anlon-assisted second-order decay

process suggested that acid was produced ín solution and that no intro-

duction of the imine function into the macrocycle rías involved' The

possibility of the deeay of the highly oxidízed complex by reaction nrith

rn/ater is unsatisfactory, since OH radical (the most likely product of

the first step of such a reaction) would oxídize Ni(II)L to produce

further Ni(III)L, i.e.

Ni(III)L+ + H2o =:
+Ni(rIT)L+Oti+H

Br

Br Ni (rr)L

Ni (III) L

The inherent cycling in thís system requires incomplete conversion at one

stage for overall decay to occur. This mechanism is rejected in favour

of the following.

5.2 The lack of experimental evídence for ligand fragmentation and

imine formation, along with the established observation(205) that redox

pt:ocesses involvíng equal numbers of electrons and ProÈons in solution

are facile, provi,cle the rationale for the proposed mechanism' This is

illustrated for the tam and di systems on the following PaBer where the

r !r^ +

Ni(III)L+ species has the form (I). In aqueous solution the Ni(ITI)L'

species achieves a rapid increase in stability by deprotonation followed

by intramolecular electron-transfer from the ligand to the metal centre'
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The polarity of the N-H bond would be considerably enhanced by electron

withdrawal by the tervalent ceritre. The tcarboniumt tyP" complex Íon

Èhus formed rapidly Tear:tarrges t.o a true carbonium by the placing of the

charge on the less elecÈronegative ß- carbon atom. Rapid hydrolysis

of the carbonium site followed by deprotonation results in the productÍon

of the hydroxy-substituted bivalent mecrocyclic complex as product' The

hydroxy-substiÈuÈion is shovm in the 6-membered ring by assuming Èhat the

quaternary ß - carbonium ion is more stable than the tertiary (in the

5-membered ring).

The product of the tetene dècay is also assumed to be the hydroxy-

substituted compler. This point raises mechanÍsÈic complicatíons since

there Ís no saLurated coordinated nitrogen aÈorn Ëo deprotonate in the

first step for thís complex, Perhaps deprotonation from the ß-carbon

due to considerable electron-withdrawal through the imine function there-

fore occurs. The activation barrier for the intramolecular formation

of the ligand radical catj-on is probably larger for this complex than for

the corresponding satuïated complexes. However, if this barrier ís

smaller than the rate-determining barrier of the overall electron-transfer

process it wíll not be kinetícally notícable. Evidence for the hydroxy-

substj-tution on the tetene complex was sought, based on the possibility of

tautomerizatíon of the product complex;

l-, e

N

I

N
H

C
C

/=TI
Ni \ OH

II
Ni

0
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The form of the tautometríc product would be expected to be pH depen*

d,ent. spectrophotomeÈríc analysis of the product solutíon ln the w

region over the pH range 1 - 9 did not reveal any evídence for tauto-

merism. Horvever íf the PKa of this conversion occurred at pH > 9 t it

could not be detected, since the Ni(II)tet complex is knor'm to decompose

(30)
l-n alkaline solutron.

The evidence for hydroxy-substitution onto the macrocycle is ín-

direct and requíres further product. analysis, ideally usíng nass spectro-

metry and IR techniques on product samples of reasonable quantity' Such

analyses \n/ere not possible on the UM solutions used in these studies'

5.3 In Barefi"l¿t"(46) report on the mode of decay of Ni(III)tam

in aqueous solution first-order conversion to a lígand radical intermed-

iate occurred initially followed by ring rupËure or H-atom capture; the

only macrocyclíc product. complex was Ni(II)tam' No involvement of v7aÈer

(eíther by the productíon of OH or 02) was deÈected ín the decay process'

In the presence of the anions I and CzOu= in solution, the tígand radical

Èransient absorption v/as irnmediately quenched' In the case of I , 12

was produced, ind.icating, along the stoichiometric evidence, that simple

anion oxidation by the transient had occurred. No details of the oxalate

quenching rvere given. It is possible in the I system, as ín the Cu(III)

diene - Nl system, that an initial complexation of Ëhe X to the tervalent

complex is not followed by encounter \^Iith another If(III)L species' In-

stead, conversion directly to stable products occursr aS a result of the

favourable Eo for X oxidation by the respective tervalent macrocycle'

In pyridine solution, the decay of the tam ligand radical r¿as second-
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order, producÍng the mono-imine macrocyclic complex as producÈ' The

imine was introduced ínto the 5-membered ring rather than into the 6-

membered ring which is the usual mode of oxídative dehydrogenaÈion for

the tam comprex.Qo6) Barefield proposed that when the oxidant was

another ligand radÍcal or the corresponding tervalent macrocycle' some

subtle steric requirements of these oxidants míghË account for this anom-

ally. In this system, it is possíble that bridgíng between one f igand

radical species and another, or wíth a tervalent complex, has occurred via

a pyridine mo1ecu1e. This molecule, having relaÈively low lying un-

occupied orbitals, and n-delocalization would be ideally suíted for a

brídging group. Considerably !g'-,s rqpulsion between the charged complet- X

es would be expecÈed in pyridine due to its significantly lower díelectric

constant compared with water. Hence, the bridge mechanism could apply

in Barefieldrs system in pyridine excePt for the fate of the presumed

carbonium Successor complex. In the absence of water, the process

Me Me

HH

II
Ní

N

H
)(+

C

H II
Ni -/N -\ c --'ll + H+

could be expected to occur. The produc.tion of the ímine functíon in

the 5-membered ring therefore Presumes Ëhe carbonium ion resides on tl-re

ß-carbon in this ring rather than in the 6-membered ring' (This is at

variance with the expected stability of the carbonium ion on the more

substituted ß-carbon), It is suggested that this process must compete
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with hydrolysis of the carbonir¡m ion in aqueous solutÍon, and that in

r,rater, the product,ion of the hydroxy-substituted conplex is the pre-

ferred path.

5.4 Hence there is no real contradíction of mechanism between

thl-s and Barefieldrs work, íf íÈ ís considered that ín aqueous solutfont

ín the presence of brldging specles

(í) transient decay via the aníon-assfsted second-order process is more

favourable than H-atom caPture or rlng rupturet

(íi) hydrolysis of the carbonium-ligand successor cornpLex is nore

favourable Èhan formation of the imine function"
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vÎr oxrDrsED coMPLEx coNVEåsroN,

1. SOLUTIONS 0F NATURAL PH

1.1 The decay of the tervalent dienê complex in a flashed

solution containing 20¡rM Ni(II)di, 20m}{ Br aad l-0nl4 H2o2 at natural pII

was observed at 366nn" The overall transient decompositíon oceurred in

tr¡o distínct steps; the priuary reaction withín 0.Smsec of the flash'

while the secondary was compl-eÈe within Somsec after the flash'

0.5msec 50msec

Uponchangingthe[Brì/Ín2OSratiortheproportÍonoftheoveralldecay

occurring vía the trnro processes varied, índependently of the actual

values of the individual concentrations. ülhen the lllzOù was decreased

to lrnìI only the secondary process \¡Ias apparent, whilst the primary pro-

cess dominated at 50m14 HzOz' The primary step was also eliminated

when the [Ni(II)di] \^ras irrcreased to 0.2nrtl. The kínetics of the primary

0

I

vo

AV
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process were difficult to measure for lHzoz]120m]'I' due to an indeflníte

base-line for measurement, but appeared to be reasonable first-order aË

5OmM H2o2. The secondary pïocess was good first-order, índependent of

[HzOz] and [Ni(II)di] , having a value of k1s¡ = 100sec-l

At 546nrn there \ras a formation process observable within about

2Omsec after the flash" Thís Process had the same first-order decay

rate for lnM H2O2 solutíon as'the seeondary Process abservable at 366nm'

upon increasing lïz}zf , the significance of the formation reaction \'üas

reduced so that at 5Ornl"f H2O2 the process was not discernable' The

decay of the 546nm absorption r¡Ias found to be pseudo-first order in

[nzoz],havingaspecificrateconstantdeterminedfromtheslopeofa

plot of ko6s versus l'zozl over the Ïange 5 - 20mM of 4'2 (10'6) * lO2M 
t

-tsec

similar kinetic effecÈs at both wavelengths were observed in the

analogous níckel tam system, wíth the first-order conversion process hav-

ing a rate consrant = l50sec-1, independent of lïzoù and [Ni(rr)tam] '

For the tetene complex under the same experimental conditionst two steps

were again apparent for the overall decay at 366nm. The primary process

vras the same as that observed in the diene systemr being elimínated aÈ

ItrM H2O2 in favour of the secondary reaction' This reaction rvas how-

ever, good second-order (rather than first=order) in the range 1- 4rnl't in

HzOz,andshowingatendencytol,Tardspseudo-firstorderin[Ht0r]for

values of this concentration >l0mlul, At -546nm; the absorption apparent

after Èhe flash decayed in the same manner as that observed at 366nur, wiÈh

no observable formation Process'
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1.2 The transient spectra for the tet and di systems r^¡ere

measured 100usec and lomsec after the flash. The initial spectruú of

thedieneSysÈemwasthatofNi(III)di,whilstÈhatatlOmsecshowed

absorptíon in the 350-600nn region characteristic of the ligand radical

species, Ni(II)L., rvíth xmax= 550nrn. The t'ransient spectrum for the

tetene system was the same i-n shape at both times, and \^tas characteristic

of the Ni(III)tet eomplex in Br solutíon' The spectral results'

combined r^rith the observed similaríty of the rate of Ni(II)i + H2O2

deËermined in sectíon III 2.6, and. the transient decay at 546nn ín this

system'supportthecharacterízationoftheproductoftheformaLionre*

actíon as Ni(II)L'.

l.3InflashedBrsolutíonscontainíng20uMNi(II)Ltogetherwith

50¡rM Br, or saturated with N2o in the absence of added acid, similar

kinetics were observed, For the di and tam systems at 366nrn, there

-1
\¡ras one process only, this being a first-order decay \,/iÈh klst = 100 sec '

This decay r'Ias independent of [Br-] (0'02 - 0'2M) ' 
of [Ni(rr)di] (20-100uM)

andofBr2overalargerange'(Theadditionofacidtothesolution

changed the observed decay to the Brl assisted second-order process dis-

cussed ín section V 3,3) ' At 546nm Èhe formation reaction r'¡as again

observed with a first-order rate (under conditions of low [Br ] ) corres-

ponding to the decay at 366nrn' The apparent formation rate increased

as the [nr-] was increased to 0,1M. As [Sr-] increased, the rate of

thedecayprocessincreasedsomuchthatitoverlappedthefirst-order

formation process. This leads to erroneously low values for 0D- for

theformationstep,andthereforetoanapparentlyhighvalueoftherate

constant for the formation. The 546nm absorpÈion subsequently decayed
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by a second-order process having k't .rt1,r." of 2I "."-t in Brl solution

and l3sec-t ir, 
"rQ-saturated 

solution at O.lM Br The rate fell to

3.6sec- ín the former case when the [Br-] vras 0.01M. For the anal-

ogous tetene systems, the decay at 366nm was Èhe same for both the Brz

and N2o solution, being second-order throughout with the þ' value

^ -Is3.5 x 103sec-^ at 0.1M Br . The same decay process was observed at

546nm, witn 5' =L.7 x lOasec-I, due to the smaller molar absorbance aÈ

this wavelength.

L.4 In these systemsr an1l e ¿q produced by Br photolysis is

scavenged by the added Hzoz, Br2 or N2O. The reactíons of Ní(III)L with

the hydroperoxy radical which prevail in the basence of e ¿q scavengers

in solutions of natural PH (section V 3.2) were elimínated in these systems'

In the H2o2 solutions, HOz production is possible, however' via the reac-

tion

OH * HzOz "+ HOz * HzO

if lttzOz] is suffíciently high" In the Br - H2O2 system in the range

of the [sr-] /lnzozl ratio between 0,5 - 10, rvhere the observed decay at

366nm was via two processesr there is competition between these t\^lo re-

agents for the photoproduced OH radícaIs. The Br2 radical anions pro-

duced from rhe Br * oH reactíon yield Ni(III)L upon reaction with Èhe

bivalent macrocycle. The observed primary reaction in this system is

the subsequent reaction of the tervalent complex with the available HO2

raclical and is apparent for all three complex forms. trthen the available

[noz] ís zero, the slower second.ary process becomes appalent. For the

tetene this ís the Br - bridged second-order reaction; in the case of the

saturated complexes di and tam, unimolecular conversíon of the tervalent



complex to the ligand radical íntermediate is observed.

i.e. Ni(IIï)L 
-ù 

Ni(ÏI)L' + H+

(This reaction has been established to occur for the tam complex in basic

solvents by Barefield), (46) The primary deeay Process is absent of

course ín the Br2 and N2O systems due to the absence of HO2 radícals;

the only process obserrred at 366nnr corresponds precísel-y with the second-

a]-y reacÈion in the Br , H2O2 system for all three compl-exes.

The fate of the Ní(II)L'species for the dí complex úlas quite simílar

for the three Br systems (Br and Brz; Br and N2O; Br and 0.5n]v1 HzOz)

at natural pH, this being second-order deeay, wíth a positive dependence

on [Br ]. It is possible that a mechanism involving Br brÍdglng (as ín

section VI) between two Ni(II)L'intermediates is involved here. In

solutions containing [H202]>5mM' reactíon of the ligand radical wíth H2O2

predominates.

2. },IILDLY BASIC SOLUTIONS

2.L The transíent decay reaetions of the Ni(III)I complexes were

observed in flashed unbuffered Co(NHs)r"'* (" = Cl, Br) soluti-ons. In

these solutions the pH rapidly increased during the time of the flash by

the phoËoproduction of NH3;

2+ z*
Co (lttt3 ) ,x Co + 5NH3 + X2

--i¡- +

r49.

and NH3 + H2O +oH (fast)

where pK¡ = 4.75,

A solution containing 0.lmM Co(NHg)rX'+ irritially at natural pH had a

hv

X_

NHq

-

measured pIl-9 after one flash. Under these conditions, therefore,
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'1.

ü
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t
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¡

the reacÈion modes available to the tervalent complexes in nild1y basic

solution were investigated.

2,2 For a 20uM Ni(II)dí, 0,1tM Co(l{Hg)u"'* solution, the observ*

ed decay at 366nrn htas very fast first-order, wiÈh consíderable reaction

occurring withÍn the flash duration. The rate was Í[dependent of tX-]

(0.2mì't- O.lM), havíng a value, klsr = 4,5(tO'7) x lOrsec-l ¡'t 546nn

there r^/as a corresponding fast formation reaction observedi the Èransíe¡rt

spectrum of this rapidly forned species was identical with that of the

ligand radical Ni(II)T," in the measured region 370 - 6o0nm. The visible

absorption subsequently decayed slowly by a first-order reaction, having

klsr = 4 """-f independent of tx-l and' tNi(Ir)díl '

2,3 The UV absorptíon spectrun of the chromophore region of the

bivalent macrocycle \¡/as measured after multiple flashing and compared

with the unflashed solution. Phorolysis of 0.lmM Co(NH¡)ratt* solution

(containing 50¡rM Ni(II)di) was chosen for this analysis because of its

smaller absorption in the region of spectral interest. The specÈra

are compared in fígure VII 2.3, where it is seen that there ís an increase
/

in the absorption j-n the reg'ion )29Onm. Thís was independent of photf--

ysis effects ontÏreCo(III) complex, as determined in a blank experiment' fi

2.4 l^lhilst the effects occurring ín this mildly basic solution

for the diene complex rvere similar (but faster) to those observed for the

Brã etc systems at natural pH, the process occurring for the tetené system

was signifícantly different. The transierrt sepctra of a 20UM Ni(II)tet'

0.1mÌ,{ Co(NHe) sBr2+, 0.2mM Br solution were measurecl 100Usec and lomsec
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after the flash. These are shown in fígure vrr 2,4, The spectral

evidence suggesËs that an ínítíally formed tervalent cornplex transforms

to another form within 1Omsec of the flash" Similar behaviour has been

observed for the Ni(IrI)EDTA cornplex in aqueous solutioo' 
(56) Rate

measurements showed that the decay observable at 366nm corresponded pre-

cisely with the format,ion at 450nm, this process being first-order' k15¡

-t=200sec This modified form of the tervalent complex then decayed by

a slow first-order process to products' klst =8"""-1' The same kinetic

observations were obtained in the analogous cl system. These processes

r,rere not exclusive to flashed Co(NH3) rxz+ solttíons, as Br solutions con-

taining 1nM H2O2 or dissolved N2O, adjusÈed to pH-9 prior to flashing'

produced the same results'

Measurement of the UV chromophore band of a mulÈiply flashed

tetene solution (50UU, with O.lrnM [Co(NHs)rCf1Cl2) revealed considerable

difference betrveen the product solution and the unflashed solution'

The actuy'al spectral change \^ras very similar to Èhat observed at pH l'0 /
/

in section IV 3.4, where very slow first-order transient decay was ob-

served. on the basis of this product analysis, it is considered that the

same process of tetene decay is operating at pH I and 9' with Èhis reac-

tion being base caltdtyzeð and observable Ín tr'¡o steps at the high pH'

2.5 Comparíson rvith Barefieldrs results(46) on the mechanism of

Ni(ITI)tamdecayinaqueoussolutionrvouldsuggestthatforthedíene

SySten'ringruptureoccursafterconversiontotheligandradicalinter-

med-iateintheprimaryStep.Thisconversionwhichproceedsthrough

the deprotonation of the secondary coordi¡ated amine nítrogen cannot ocCuT

for the tetene. The observation of a conversion to an intermediate for

¡
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thís complex, in which an unpaired electron may be considerably more de-

localized than in the saÈurated complex analogueI suggests that attaín-

ment of stabílity by ring rupture is probable for the tetene as well as

the diene. The retention of the chromophoric band in the product solu-

tions suggests that the imine functions coofdínated to the metal centre

remain intact"

3. THE OVERALL PH RANGE f-9

3,1 The apparent Íncrease in ttre rate of conversioa of Ni(III)L to

Ni(ïï)L'at pH 9 compared wíth pH 5 for the saturaÈed complexes was further

investigieted. The first-order rate l/as measured as a function of pH in

rhe range 4.0-9,8 for a flashed 20pM Ni(II)L (di, tam), 0'1M Br and

lD},lH2o2solutionat366nn.ThepHdependenceoftherateinthisrange

for the tam complex ís shor.rn in figure vII 3.1 for unbuffered solutíons'

The p}l \^7as measured prior to flashing of the reaction solution' The decay

was good first-order in the measured regions 4,0 _ 5,5 and 8.5 - 9.8. Hor.l-

ever'íntheregíon5'5_S,5,usualdecaycharacterj.sticswereobserved"

The observed reaction rate fell-off as the reaction proceeded' The

first-order value of the rate shown in figure VII 3'1 is an aPparent value

measured for the fírst half-lífe of the decay' This decay reaction'

r,zhích was particularly anomalous for solutions ínitially around pli 7 
' 

did

not fít second-order kinetic analysís, I^Ihen the reaction solution was

buffered at pH 6.5 (using phosphate buffer) the decay was good first-order

rhroughout, having a ty significantly slor¿er than the initial t4 of the

unbuffered reaction at the same pH'
{
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This anomal0us kínetic effect in unbuffered solution is explaíned

bytherapidintroductionofoHintotheso].utionduringtheflashby

Èhe reactionst

Br Br2 + 0HOII * Br

and
e 

^rtll/,;2Oz 
OH+OH

ImmediaËely after the flash, therefore, the pH of the solution ís more

basíc by a few ul{ in toH I than Èhe initíal pH before flashing' The

Ni(III)L thus decays in its initíal stages more quickly than expected

aÈ Èhe ínítial pH, and since thís reaction ínvol-ves the introduction of

H* into solution, the basicity falls-off as the reaction proceeds; this

causes the rate to fa1l accordíngly' In the pH regions beyond this

near-neutral range, the acid/base corlcentrations are hígh enough to buffer

theflashed.solutionsforthesrnallpHchangesinducedbythetransient

reactions. The presr:rned real pH dependence of the rate has been índi-

cated by t.he dashed line in figure VII 3'1'

Thedienecomplexshor¿edanidenticalreactivitypatterntotamin

the pH range 4 "2 - g,g, The tetene analogue displayed its first-order

mode of decay for pH>5.5 for which the observed rate was almost inde-

pendent of pH up the measured limit of 9'2'

3.2ThepHdependenceoftheconversionoftheNi(III)Lcomplex

for di and tam to the ligand radícal Ni(rr)L', is diffícult to rationalize'

A mechanism involving
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Ni (III) L Ni(rrr)L- + H+

k.t

Ni(rr)t'

as suggested by Barefield, 
(46) does not saÈisfactorily explain the levell-

íng-off of the rate at both the exÈremes of the plt range 4 and 9' The

dependence apparently irtdicates that a direct path of conversion pro-

ceeding índependently of the deproËonation equilÍbríum may be operatíve in

the lower pH regíon.

3.3BelowpH5.5,thetr4nsientdecayinthetetenesysteftr

observed at 366nrn became mixed-order, and was good second-order belor*

pll 4.5, this beíng the Br--assisted decay mechanism díscussed ín section

VI. For the diene complex the decay at 366nrn was firsÈ-order at pH 4

but r¿as second-order at PH 2, having the established characterístics of

the Br - assisted mechanism.

The transition between the firsÈ-order conversion process aË

pII>4, and Èhe Br1 assisted decay studied at pH l.o for the tam complex

was invesÈigated further in 2OpM Ni(II)tam, 0'1M Br , 50UM Br2 solutions

in the pH range 4.7-1.0, A plot of the difference ín absorbance measur-

ed 0.5msec and 5omsec after the flash, normalizedby division of this

difference by the O.5msec absorption, is shown over the pH range in

fígure VI.I 3.3a, I^títhin thís range, the overall decay of the tervalenÈ

tam at 366nm rvas in t\ùo steps, the proportion of each step varyíng with

increasing [H+] from being almost totally first-order at pH 4'7 with k1s¡

-1 -^-,l-nráar qr nH 
1' 

5"""-r, The characteris-=150sec Ëo second-orcler at pH 1,0 with ä= ''5sec ' The cl

tics of the overall decay are shown in figure VTI 3.3b' At pH 3'0, the

\
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primary first-ordêr process accounted for about half the overall decay,

and had a Tate similar to that al pti 4.7 ' The gradual elimination of

this reaction as an observable process as the pH decreases below pH 4'7

is thus not due to a decrease in thís rate consÈant. The gradual re-

placement of this reaction by the almost pH independent second-order

Br--assistedprocesscannotbeexplainedatPresent.Themechanism

is possibly similar to that presented ín section III 3'5, where similar

unusual effects were observed.

3.4 The probable equilibrium nature of the Ni(III)L+Ni(II)Ü +

H* reacrion !/as srudied at pH 3.0 in a flashed 20p11 Ní(II)di' O'llolvf

)+
Co(NHg).Brt*, 0'2'M Br solution" The transient spectra were measured

l5opsec and 20msec after the flash in the region 360-600nm' The

inítial spectrum was that of tervalent Ni diene only, while that observed

2Omsec after the flash showed significant absorption characÈeristic of

borh Ni(III)L and Ni(II)L'co-existing ín soluEion (figure VII 3'4)' The

decay at 405nrn lras in trnTo stages; the prímary reaction r^las first-order

with k1s¡ = 100sec-I, corresponding exactly Èo a formation at 546nrn' The

decay of the residual absorption after the conversion process had been

compleÈed was slow fírsÈ-order at both wavelengths, r+ith klst=5"""-t'

TheseresultssuggestthattheNi(III)Lcomplexproducedbythe

flash undergoes an equilíbrium conversion to the Ni(II)L'intermediate'

with the rate of approach to equilibrium being =100sec-1 and v¡ith abouË

half the original [Ni(TII)L] converting at this pH" once the ec1ui1íbrium

is established, the Ní(II)Ii species then decays via a first-order process

to stable products, Since the equilibrium is labile on thís time scale'

the Ni(III)L complex observed at 4O5nm, appears to decay at the same rate
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by proceedíng through the Ní(II)f íntermediate. Since the loss of the

t¡i(fff)l] in attainlng the equíllbrium corresponds to the increase in

rhe [Ni(II)r], the e546/Ê4g5 rarío can be deter¡rined from aoD546/ÀoD4g5

at Èhe tíme of establishment of the equilíbrlum (2Omsec af.tet the fl-ash).

From figure vII 3.4, estrøl e4O5 = 0,65. (This result is signifícant to

section III 2.3).
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VIII SUPPLM'IENTARY STT]DIES

1. OTHER PRECURSOR OXIDAI{TS

1.1T;:TheobserveddisproportionaÈionrateofT2aE366nur

in a flashed o.rM r solution at pH 1,0 was unchanged by the addltíon

of 100pM Ni(II)L or cu(tt)di, suggesÈíng that the rates of M(II) + I!

are <5 x 107M-t"..-t. (This and the other estimates presuile that a

' - be observable' )M(II)I + Xl rate \1"Oid of the Xã * X2 rate would

L.2(ScN);:TheeffectofaddedM(II)Lontheobserveddis-

proporÈionation of (SCN); at 485nm in ¡nM SCN r 2rn¡1 H2O2 solutions were

determined at pH 1.0. For the bívalent nickel di and tam complexest

the decay changed to reasonable pseudo-fírst order, having a corresPon-

ding formaËion at 366nm \.¡ith the same rate' By varying [Ni(II)L]

over the range 20-100pM, the specífic second-order raÈes were estimâÈed:

k(Ni(rr)tam * (scN)i) - 2x108lt-I """-t

k(Ni(rr)dí+ (SCN);) - 6xl08M-1 "t"-t

The disproportionation reaction at 485nm was unaffected by the presence

of 150uM Ni(II)tet or cu(II)di, suggesting thaE the rate of !Î(II)L +

(sCN)l is lrosM-t"".-t for these complexes'

Thedecayofthetervalenttamanddicomplexesinthissysteml^/as

second-order, having values tf å at 366nm similar to those determined

insectíonIII3.4,wherelmMSCNwasac]dedtoO.lMBrsolutions.

Further kinetic analysís r¡/as not attempted'
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2. THE Ni(rrr)t + H2o2 REACTIONS

Z.I The reacÈíon of tervalent nickel with H2O2 ¡¿as observed at

366nrn in flashed solutíons containing 2OpM Ni(II)L, 0.1.Ùt Cl- and l[zOzf

Ín the range I - 6nM, generally over the pH range 0.5 - 4.0. The specific

rates of Ni(III)L + H2O2 were determined from plots of the observed

pseudo-first order tate constants against [HzOz]'

In this system, the photo-produced OH radicals were scavenged almost

entirely by the Cl Èo produce the precursor oxídízing radicals Cl!'

Although the specífic rate of cl- + oH falls-off with íncreasing pH by

a facror of about 103 between pH 1.0 and 4.0(?4) it can be considered

that à80% of the oH radicals react wíth c1 in Èhe low acíd solutíons'

2.2 For the tetene cornplex, the specific rate of the tervalent

reacËion with H2o2 was almost independent of pH ín the region 0.5-4'0,

increasing by a factor of only 1.9 over this range; the value of

k(Ni(rrr)tet + lTzoù = 3'3 (lo'4) x 103M-1"t"-t

r¿as determined aÈ pll 0.5, The rate increase may be presumed to be due

to medium effects. The decay process was independent of [Ni(II)tet]

(r0 - 50uM) over the pH range studied. Additíon of 50pM TNM to the

soluËion at pH 4.0 resulted in a 30% recluction in Èhe observed pseudo-

first order decay rate at luùf HzOz.

The tervalent diene complex rate of reaction with H2o2 was pH

independent in the regíon 1.0 ^ 3.0, with

k(Ni(rrr)cli * ti2o2) = 2'3 (10'3) x l03I'f-1"tt-t
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At pH 0.5, the specific rate constant was 1'4 (10'2) x l03M
_I -lsec

The observed rate of the Ni(III)tam * H2O2 reaction r'ras very pH

dependent in the range pH 0.5-4.0, as shown in figure YLTI 2.2a" The

pseudo-first order decay rat,e observed for a 2rn\4 HrO, soluEion was in-

dependent of [tli(Il)tam] at pH 3.0, but shor¿ed a definíte inverse depen-

dence on this concentration at pH 1,0 (figure VIII 2 '2b)'

2.3 The oxidation of H2O2 by metal ions has been studied for

ce(rv), Ag(rr), co(rrr), Mn(rrr), Fe(rrr) ,(2L2) and Ru(rrr;(21s)

The stoichiomet.ric equation'

zMt+ + H2o2 : 2¡4(n-t)* + 02 + 2f{

for the overall reaction has been found to be made up of basically two

processes, the former being rate determíning;

Mr+ * H2o2 .+ ,(n-r)+ + Hoz + H+

Mt+ f Hoz

Kinetic spectrophotometric investigations suggest that Èhe reactions of

tfn(rrr), Ag(rr), Fe(rrr), ce(rv) and co(rrr) are inner-sphere reductíons

involvíng carion-Ho! comprexes in the first step,QIz) rn the Ce(rV),

H2o2 system, the complex intermediate ce(III)-Ho2 is consídered to form;

this species is capable of back reaction Lo H2O2 in sulphuric acid solu-

tion. QL6) The absence of the back reaction ín perchloric acid is due

Èo rhe higher Eo for the Ce(lV)/Ce(fII) couple in this acid, by -0'17 volt,

compare<l rvith sulphuric acid. Ql7)

1.e

Considering this mechanism for the Ni(III)L reactions with H20r'
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kr
Ni(III)L * HzOz =+k-r

Ni(II)L *IIoz+H+

kz +Ni(rr)L .loz*HNi(III)t * HOz

-in which the back reaction is Íncluded in the fÍrst-steP, the raÈe

equation for tervalent Ni decay has the form

- d [Ní (rrr) L] zk Lk 2[Ni ( r r] ) L 72 lu ro 17
. (1)

dt k-r [Ni(rr)L] + k2 [Ni(rrr)L]

assuming steady-state condítions apply for the HO, concentration'

kr [Ni (rrr)L] [H2O2]
a.e lHozl

k-r [Ni(rr)L] + k2[(Ni(rrr)t]

In the presence of HO, scavenger, S, another Èerm is introduced into

the scheme

v]'z' s*Hoz 
ot 

- products

(i) If kz[,ii(III)L] >> k-r [Ni(II)L], raÈe equatíon (1) above simplifies to

- d tNi(rrr)Ll 2k [Ni (rrr)t] lnzozl (2)
dt

llith HOz scavenger present, this equation takes the form'

- d rNi(rrr)Ll (r + A) k [Ni(rrr)L] Íttzozl . (3)
dr

where

k2 [Ni(rrr)L]
k2 [Ni (rrr)r,] + k3 [s]

This mechanism, in the form of the rate expression (2), satisfac-

torily applies for Lhe tetene and diene systems' Support for the

A
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mechanism comes from the observed decrease in the tetefie rate in TNM

solution for which raËe expression (3) applíes. The fall-off ín the

rate of the diene reacti-on belornr pH 1.0, may be due to the íncreasing

significance of the back reaction in the fírst step under such eonditlons'

(ii) If k-r Ni(II)L cannot be consídered to be << kz INí(III)LJ ' 
rate

expression (1) can be rearranged to the form,

11qb"=EÑtrrrxl

For the tam system at pH 1,0, where the observed rate had a negative de-

pendence on tNi(II)taFl, a plot of the experimental data accordíng to the

above expression, viz. U;i" versus tNi(ff)i,] ' 
\¡las linear wíth an inter-

cept, as expecred if [tqi(fff)L] canbe assumed constant. This result,

which indÍcates the reversibílity of the first-step of the Ni(III)tam +

H2O2 reaction, confirms the evidence presented in section III 3.4, in r¡hích

a negative d.ependence of the rate of Ni(III)tam + HO2 in acidic solution

was observed.

It is apparent that the Ni(II)L + Ho2 reaction only occurs with any

measurable efficiency for the tam complex in acidic solution' This is

a consequence of the HO2 being a powerful enough oxidant to efficiently

oxidize only the tam complex of the ligand series" The increased

efficiency of this reaction r,¡ith increased acídity of the solution accounÈs

for the observed fall-off in the specific rate of the Ni(ITI)tam * H2O2

for pHl 3.0. The acid-cataLyzed mechanism of the Ní(II)tam 1L Ho2 reac-

tion has been discussed previously in section III 3'5'
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2.4 The cu(III) di + H2O2 rate üras measured at 313nm Ín a

100Um Cu(II)di, O.1l"I Cl solution at pH 1.0 over a range of ÍHz}zl

8-22trùA;

k(Cu(III)di * II202); 6,2 (r0.8) x 1021't-r=..-t

3. REACTIONS I^IITH ADDED METAL IONS .

3.1 The raÈes of reaction of Ni(III)L with some oxidizible

metal ions were deÈermined. In these sysËens C1!' and Brl rvere used as

the precursor oxídiztng radicals. The Ni(II)L and metal ion concentra-

tions were adjusted so that the majority of the photo-produced radical

anions reacted With the bivalent macrocycle" The reacËions of the

Ni(I1I)L complexes wíth the added substrates \^/ere observed under pseudo-

first order conditions, so that plots of ko6" versus [metal ion] I¡Iere

linear; the specific second-order rate constarit r^ras determined from the

slope of the plot, (Unless otherwise sËated the linear plot passed through

the origin), The addition of the bívalent metal ions to the halide

solut.ions resulted in no complication due to l{Xf formation, since the for-

mation constants for such comprexes are quite tot" (140)

z+
3.2 Fe (II): The specific rate of Ni(III)dí * Fe was deter-

df

mined at 405nm to be the same irrespective of the precursor X2

(i) In 20pI1 Ni(II)di, O.lll Br solutíons at pE 1.0, with [p"'

0.43 - l. B3mì,1, the derived rate ¡¡as 2 -|t (10. 3) * 10aM-1"""-t '

(ii) Tn 2OpIrI Ni(IT)dj, 0.111 Cl , lmll Fe3*solutions at pH 1.0,

- z+-
same [Fe-'-] range, the rate constant !üas de1:errnined ro be 1.8

_ì -ìM -sec - (see figure IV 3.3).

+

radical.

] between

over the

(!O,2) x 10q
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The Ni(III)tet and tam rates of F.2t oxidatíon \^tere determined

using Cll as precursor radical in systems analogous to (ii) above (as

mentíoned in section IV 3.3). The specific rates determined from the

pseudo-f irst-order Plots htere;

k(Ni(rrr)teÈ + r.'*) z 3.6(tO'4) x 10fM-t"""-t

k(Ni(rrr)tam * F"'*) ; 4.2 (10.6) x l04M-t"..-t

ôI

3"3. I4n(II): Addition of l$rnl"| 
"t1''a{ 

to 20p}l Ni(II)L (where L = di,

tam), g.lM Cl , lml,l Fe3* solrrtíons at pÍl 1.0 resulted in no observable in-

crease in the slow second-order decay of the Èervalent complexes at 405nm

2+
(see seerion IV 3.3). This suggests that if these N1(II)L + Mn

tions do occur, theír specifíc rates of reaction are<lOM-t"..-t.

reac-

The addition of I'frr2* to the tetene analogue resulted in a change

of the decay process to pseudo-first order kinetícs. The Ní(III)tet

+ Þfn2+ rate rìras determined from the rate analysis over the ¡ltn2+] range

O-16.4mM. The plot is sirown in figure VIIT 3,3. From Èhe slope,

k(Ni(rrr)l- + un2+¡ : 1.5 (t0.2) x 102M-t"""-t

(The presence of an intercept in the absence of added IÍn2* is a consequence

of the resiclual reaction of Ni(III)tet rqith the photoprocluced Ft'* i"

solution) .

3.4 Co(Il): The addition of 20ml,l Co'* ,o solutions at pll 1.0

conraining 2O¡rM N1(II)L and either (i) 0.1M Br or (ii) 0.1M C1 , lml'I 
"'*,

showed no change in the corresponding Ni(III)L decay rates for each system'

Thus the specific rate of the Ni(III)L + Coz* reaction, should it occur,

-r -Ií" l1l't sec
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IX. STIMMARY

1.1 The normal mode of oxidatíon of the btvalent macrocycllc

amine complexes ís via oxidatíve dehydrogenation, leading to the irr-

troduction of coorclinated imine functlons into the ligand structure.30

Chemical oxidatíons of the l-4-rnembered cyclam series Èo produce imine

unsaturatíon have been performecl under conditions of acidic aqueous

medium in the presence of anions having poor electron-transfer bridgíng

character. These reactíons, which are believed to proceed vía the

tervalent state of the metal centre, occur in solution where there ls

an excess of oxídizing reagent. In the free radical oxidatlons of Èhe

present study, the low oxidant concentration compared wlth that of the

bivalent complex, puts these systems in the same class as the reactions

studied by Barefie1d.46 In these, solíd Ni(III) complexes were dl-ssolved

l-n varl-ous solvents and the subsequent changes followed'

1.2 In thís free-radical redox study, where no product evldence

of further 1ígand unsaturation was obtained' aspects of Barefieldrs

preceding work were significantly enlarged upon. of particular lnter-

est was the development of the importance of Èhe presence of bridglng

anion species in soltuion upon the mode of tervalent cômplex decompo-

sltion. The observed rate of the electron-transfer 1n the anion assisted

disproportionation reaction, between the two reactant Èervalent nickel

macrocycles, \¡ras found to be a function of both thermodynamic and kinetic

characteristics of the'complex-bridge interactlon in the activated state'

Facile electron-transfe-r was determined to be dependent on the complex

oxídJ-zing por^7er, the bridge oxidizíbility, and the clegree of orbital

synnetry matching of the reactant specíes l-n the trangition state' The

observed trends of the second-orcler rates , vj-z cl- < Br- < Ng- t SCN-

for the anions studied, and tam < diene < tetene for the nickel macro-
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cycles suggest T-s)rnmetrícal character as the lmportant intrinslc parameter

to facile transitíon through the actívated state. The observed anion

catalysis only by CL- for the Cu(III) diene, combined with the satlsfactory

rate conelatlon with the nickel complex and Br- redox couplex, 1-end

sÈrong support Èo the importance of the thermodynamlcal facÈors. Indeed,

Èhe kl-netic and thermodynamic effects are not totally separable, and Èhe

specifl-c arguments tailored to fit the observed trends of reactivíty do

overlap. However, a composite of each activatíon factor ís capable of

explaining the character of the catalytlc bridgíng specíes l-n a qualita-

tive way.

1.3 In aqueous solutíon, in Èhe prese-nce of poor bridging species

(C1-), the next available means of transient complex decay leads to stíll

different products. Barefleld has suggested that slow lígand rupture

occurs fn acidic solution for the tam complex, whlch apparenÈly applíes

in the present study. However, an apparenË catalytic effect on this

type- of 1-lgand degradatÍon derives from the presence of irnine functions

in the ligand structure. Although thfs aspect vras not thoroughly inves-

t1-gated, it is a furÈher illustration of the diversity of the means of

the Ni(III) macro-cycle decay.

L.4 The current evídence therefore suggests Èhat the overall mode

of M(II) macrocycll-c amine oxídation (and hence the nature of the products)

depends on such factors as the relative concentratíon of oxl-clant, speclfic

metal-ligand ínÈeractions, anion effects, and solvent and medium effects.

2.L The abilíty of the OH radical Èo react aÈ different siÈes on

free organ-Lc amines under different medium condltions is knownrt0S 
""

ls the capabílity of íts reaction at Ë\,üo sl-tes on a coordínaÈed l igand

species under one set of reaction conditíons.2l9 However, the dual
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modes of OH attack on both the metal and lígand centred sltes of the

saturated Nr(rr) macrocyclic amines, as proposed in thís study, is the

only such case yet presented.

Complexation of organic lígand specÍe-s to metal cenÈres 1s known

t,o be capable of changlng ligand reactívity to radiation induced radícal

attack. The inÍtiated attack of ractíation produced OH radícal ís gene-

rally at the metal centre, wf-th the fate of the oxidized metal decícling

the nature of Èhe ligand sensitization or protectior.53r54'78 1791220

Hence, the type of dual OH attack proposed in this study is unusual and

ls therefore of signíficance 1n this ímportant fteld of r:adl-atlon chemlstry.

2.2 The need for the coordinated nitrogen atom of the Schíff-base

macrocyclic complexes Èo be protonated is the prime requirement wh.en

considering the formation of Èhe coordínated ligand radical specfes.

Thfs is the case for the nickel compl-exes whether the complexed radícal

1nÈermediate is produced by OH radícal attack on the bivalent macrocycle,

or by the íntra-molecular conversion of the site of oxídatíon onÈo the

llgand from the tevalent meÈa1 centre. In this latter case, Barefield

has suggested on equlll-bríum nature to the pH dependent inter-conversion,

whl-ch fs confírmed l-n Èhis work. However, the present study shows that.

the process involves more than the consequent steps of ligand deproto-

naEíon (of the secondary amine) and electron-transfer. Direct conversion

ínvolving the intermediate formation of an H atom from the tervalent

complex appears to be a possibílíty. The results presented in this work

Ëhus expand on the complexity of the process, and offer insight l-nto the

types of consequent investígation needed to allow some measure of general-

ization in this fteld of meta1*! igand electron-transfer.

No evldence has been presented for l-ntra-molecular ligand-to-metal

electron-transfer l rom coordinated amine functíons on the tervalent nickel
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anmonia,53 ethylened.iamine, and glycíne cornple*.".54 These Ni(III)

eomplexes decay ví-a dlsproportíonation processes to yield stable oxidized

free ligand products. This reactivity Èrend is the same for the Ëervalent

ammonia ancl en complexes of copperrTS brrt it was founcl that the amino acid

complexes of Cu(lll) decayed via an intramolecular LMCT in the fírst-step

to produce a non-coordínated organíc radical species. The transfer rntas

presuned to come from the carboxyl group rather than the amino function

however. A fast conversion process, believed to be structural rearrange-

ment rather than electron-transfer has been found for the Ni(III) EDTA

complex fnunediatel.y after OH oxídation of the bívalent comple*.56 Hence,

it l-s probable that the observed intramolecular electron-transfer process

of the saturated nícke1 macrocycles is a unique property of their cycllc

nature.

2.4 Another interesting aspect of the inÈerconversion process comes

from a combinatíon of the results of thís work and previously published

ínformatior.33r58 of the saturated nacro-cycle systems (in partlcular

Èhe diene complexes) that have been studied in aqueous solution, inter-

change of the síte of complex oxidaÈlon, vj-.z M(III)L + M(II)L', can be

considered to occur for the l-ron (45 - ¿e) and nickel (¿7 - ¿e) systems,

whilst there is no eviclence for thís process for the 
"ot"ta 

(as - ¿z¡

and copper (d8 - d9) metal cenÈres. (rnis type of process is assurned to

occur for Cu(III)tam ín acetonítríle, however.4+) These results suggest

that the energy barríer to the intra-molecular electron-Èransfer is

probably not thermodynamic, sínce the avallabl-e information30 r3lr44

suggests thaÈ the reduction potenËials of the Fe, Co complexes are sig-

nificantly less than those of Ni, Cü. The activatíon barrier is most

probably related to the intrinsic characterístl-cs of the metal-amine

bonds in the cyclic structure. In the Co ancl Cu systems, higher actí-

vation for the reaction may be associated with Larger reorganlzational
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requíremenËs ín the metal-lígand bond lengths for the d6 - d7 and d8 - d9

exchanges involved. 202

3.1 The tervalent state of nlckel- is a moderately powerful oxidant ín

aquê-ous solutíon. Reactions of the tervalent macrocycles with H2O2 and Fe2*

were observed; ìßr2t wns oxidized only by the mosÈ por,rerful member of the

nl-ckel series, namely the tetene. The specífíc rate of oxidaÈíon of Fe2*

was found to be essentíally independent of the degree of unsaturaÈion on

the macrocyclic ll-gancl. This independence of the rate on the redox po-

tentÍals of the Nf(III)L complex suggests an ínner-sphere path J-s operatl-ve

in the electron-transfer, since the Marcus theoryl67-L69 for an ouÈer-

sphere process r¿ould predicÈ a rate increase of ru l-03 from the tam to the

teÈ compl-ex. Sl-nce the vrater exchange rate on t.'åO is signíficantly

faster (betng tu 106 sec-l) 166 than the observed rates of oxidation, the

resul-ts suggest that the water exchange on the terval.ent metal centre ls

rate deÈermJ-níng. The rate of \^rater exchange on the Nl(III) macrocycles

(presumed Èo be low-spín by analogy to the iso-electronic Co(II) complexes)139

can Ëhus be assumed to be of the order of 10a "."-1, the rate of observed

^IFel' oxl-datfon. Reasonable confírmation of this esÈimaËe might be derlved

from a hrater exchange study on the,stable Co(fI) macrocyclíc anal-ogues,

the rate constants for which are presently unknornrn. The presumed rate of

\,rater excharrge of q, 104 "."-l on Èhe tervalent nf-ckel complexes is fast

enough to conflrm the possibilÍty of lnner-sphere bridgíng hy anlons in

the caËalyzed disporportíonaËion reactí-ons. The oxídation of H2O2 by the

Nf(III)L complexes apparently followed the well-established two-step

mechanlsm derlved f or the oxl-datfon by Ce (w)221 Ín acidic aqueous solution.

3.2 There has been consl-derable recent lnteresË ln the reactívltíes

of. Ol and HO2 radicals in systems related to the blologtcally signiflcant

superoxide dismutase.I0l Th" rigorously sÈudied reactions of the tervalent
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Ni and Cu macrocyclic amines wl-th the superoxy radícal are the first detailed

report of this importanÈ radícal species reacting wíth highly unsÈable metal

centres ín sirnple ínorganic analogues to the biological Èetra-aza macro-

cyles.

For the systems studíed, changes ín the observed decay rate of the

M(III)L specíes with pH could be quote satisfactorlly correlaËed with the

síngle acíd-base equl-librium of the superoxy radic aL, vIz, Ho2 Ì Ot + H+.

Results ín this work suggesÈ Ëhe precussor formatíon of a superoly-complexed

metal macrocycle specíes prior to Èhe l-ntramolecular electron-transfer.

The O! species has been shown to be sígnlficantly more reactive towards

M(III)L Ëhan its protonated analogue HO2. This has been interpreted as

due to large differences ín enthalpíc barriers to the electron-transfer for

the two radlcal species. An apparent preference of IIO2 to reduce the

coordinated ligand radícal specíes on níckel via H-atom transfer, raÈher

than el-ectron-transfer was also observed. In additíon to the hyclroPeroxy

radical acting as a facile reduction agent of the oxidized complexes,

evidence was found to suggest the abiltty of this radícal Èo oxidize the

Ni(II)tam complex. The dual redox nature of thls radical may be of ln-

trinsic importance Ín l-ts biologl-cal redox reactions.
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